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At VIA Rail, we give our customers a unique travel experience.

People choose the train because no other mode of transportation

provides a more comfortable, secure and relaxing way to travel.

We are committed to improving our services, and we believe

each passenger should be treated to memorable moments on

board our trains. VIA is the only carrier to offer the space that

makes the trip as enjoyable as the destination. That's why we call it

"A more human way to travel."

À VIA Rail, nous offrons une expérience de voyage exceptionnelle à

nos clients. Les gens choisissent le train puisque, plus que tout autre

moyen de transport, celui-ci leur promet un voyage confortable,

sécuritaire et reposant. Nous nous sommes engagés à apporter une

amélioration constante à nos services, et nous croyons que chaque

voyageur devrait vivre des moments mémorables à bord de nos trains.

VIA est d'ailleurs le seul transporteur à offrir l'espace qu'il faut pour

assurer un voyage aussi agréable que la destination. Voilà pourquoi,

à notre avis, le train est « La façon humaine de voyager ».

Marc Laliberté

President and CEO

Président et chef de la direction

The VIA logo is a trademark owned by VIA Rail Canada Inc. Le logo VIA est une marque de commerce propriété de VIA Rail Canada inc.
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Fitted genes

GM crops are a threat to food security
rather than a solution to the food crisis.

Genetic engineering does not increase
yields and GM crops have failed under
extreme fluctuations in temperature.

Rather than increasing critical biodiversity,
genetic engineering puts the world's
natural biodiversity at risk of contamination
in an unforeseeable and uncontrolled

way. Since 1996, there have been 216
cases of crops being contaminated by
GMOs in 57 countries (hrtp://
www.gmcontaminationregister.org) .
Genetic engineering is also expensive and
risky for farmers. Its seeds are subject to
patent claims which will indirectly increase
the price of food and, as a result, will not
alleviate poverty or hunger and pose a
threat to food sovereignty.

Rachel Dujardin, Greenpeace

Products from biotechnology are no
less safe than traditionally bred crops.

In fact, they may be even safer, because

they represent small, precise alterations
with the introduction of genes whose

biology is well understood. Often these
genes are derived from other food crops.
Further, genetically improved products are
subjected to intensive testing, while
conventional varieties have never been

subjected to any such regulation for food
safety or environmental impact. People,
who battle weather, pests, and plant disease
to try to raise enough for their families, can
benefit tremendously from biotechnology.
It also helps to phase out diseases by
making crops resistant to them. Genetic
engineering can also improve the
nutritional value of an item, which could be

particularly beneficial to developing
countries whose people can't necessarily get
the nutrition they need. As a conclusion, we

can say that GE crops' benefits may be
accounted in a way of pest resistance,
herbicide tolerence, disease resistance, cold

tolerance, drought & salinity tolerance,

nutritional value, pharmaceutical
developments, phytoremediation,
environment safety and food security for
growing population and ...many more.

Vijay Kumar Shrivastav, Bayer Bioscience

Time for new rules?

One insight worth mentioning is that it is
entirely rational for lenders (and insurance
companies) to cut prices and underwriting
standards to increase market share in good

times. That is the way to make money.

But it is important to understand the

concept of insurable versus uninsurable
risks. Credit default swaps to a significant

extent, aim to protect investors from
systemic risk. This is not an insurable
risk. So swaps are really an abuse of strong
balance sheets (or outright fraud if not
backed by strong balance sheets). So I think
it would be wise to simply outlaw them.

It is hard enough to price risk first hand.
Trying to price risk second or third hand is
simply impossible. The failure of ratings
agencies and the willingness to peddle trash
as treasure conclusively prove that there are
no fixes for transactions that simply can't be

priced by the parties involved.

Max Kummerow

Replies to the above comments can be left at
www.oecdinsights.org or www.oecdobserver.org



EDITORIAL

What a lasting recovery needs

One of the difficult challenges for governments facing a crisis is to keep
an eye on the wider picture. This is particularly true in OECD countries
today, as they fight down unusually wide fiscal deficits and heavy debt.
These problems are a sequel to the financial crisis that started in 2008.
Now, most countries, from the largest to the smallest, have to make
new sacrifices. People are understandably angry, feeling they are not
responsible for the current situation.

Still, most people probably accept that tough measures are needed. Just
like some banks, several countries had lived beyond their means. For
years, OECD experts had urged reforms to improve efficiency. Now
there is no choice but to act.

Dealing with massive fiscal deficits, unemployment and new sources
of growth will absorb policymakers' attention in the near term and will
be high on the agenda when ministers and stakeholders from around
the world gather for this year's OECD Ministerial Council Meeting and
Forum on 26-28 May. But lifting our collective sights to focus on wider
issues, such as the environment and development, is a challenge we
must also meet.

Start with fiscal consolidation. Spending cuts are inevitable, and
consequently every effort must be made to reduce their impact on
the drivers of long-term growth. As I outlined in the previous edition,
governments should target their actions, for example, on cutting
subsidies that distort competition or harm the environment, and
shifting taxes towards consumption and away from income. They must
step up their active labour market policies too, particularly for young
people, the long-term unemployed and other vulnerable groups.

One fundamental driver demanding a big push is innovation. The facts
before the crisis are even more important now: innovation underpins
sustainable growth and is essential for new businesses, jobs and better,
healthier, lives. Governments must try to strengthen innovation, and
avoid actions that might weaken it. How?

The OECD Innovation Strategy, which we will present at the Ministerial
Council Meeting, offers clear guidance. To be sure, spending on science
and technology, R&D and training are important, but if innovation is to
lift productivity and growth, we must venture further by transforming
universities and research institutions into independent, entrepreneurial
hubs that can interact on a global scale.

Entrepreneurship is particularly important. New data from the US
shows that firms less than five years old accounted for nearly all the

increase in employment in the private business sector over
the last 25 years. By focusing on their needs, for example,
by simplifying administrative procedures, easing access to
finance and providing broadband, these "gazelles" will leap
forward, generating productivity and employment along the
way.

Innovation is also the dynamo behind green growth; without
it, the economic potential of renewable energy, cleaner
supply chains and green-collar jobs would be seriously
compromised. What can policymakers do?

The OECD is midway through preparing a Green Growth
Strategy to be issued at the Ministerial Council Meeting
in 2011. The aim is to provide a strategic vision to guide
national and international policies so that the potential of
green growth is realised for all countries. So far, our analysis
shows a need for governments to take a stronger lead in
fostering greener production, procurement and consumption
patterns by devising clearer frameworks and ensuring that
markets work properly. They should drop some costly habits
too, notably subsidising fossil fuels, which would help fight
climate change and save money as well.

The OECD's Innovation and Green Growth Strategies
underline the principle that no recovery or exit strategy will
last if it overlooks sustainable growth. In my yearly report to
OECD members, I highlight other priorities that will demand
our increased attention for similar reasons. First among these
is development.

As part of our historic responsibility, it is appropriate that
we should mark the OECD's 50th anniversary starting in
December this year by revitalising this mission. As President
John F. Kennedy said in his State of the Union address
in January 1961, the OECD must support "the hopes for
growth of the less developed lands". After half a century of
increasingly close trade and investment links, and stronger
co-operation, developing countries are now integral to the
world economy. Their future is our future and the OECD
must work harder in these tight times, through aid, capacity
building and the mobilisation of internal resources, based on
a "whole-of-government" approach that includes innovation
and green growth, to help poorer countries make faster
progress.

But the OECD can only contribute to a stronger, cleaner,
fairer world by working alongside other international
organisations, the G20 and other fora. Openness is key.
This year we welcome Chile as our newest member and
have extended invitations to Estonia, Israel and Slovenia to

join us. Accession talks with Russia are advancing, and our
engagement with the largest emerging economies of Brazil,
China, India, Indonesia, and South Africa are being gradually
but steadily enhanced.

This new, inclusive global outreach will help countries
respond to wider common challenges as they battle along the
road to recovery. The OECD is there to support them.

OECD Observer No 279 May 2010



Interview Chile's economy

Chile has become the 31st member of
the OECD this May and the first from
South America. The country joins the
organisation during a time ofuncertainty
both globally and at home, as the shock
of February's tragic earthquake still
reverberates. Chile's finance minister,

Felipe Larrain, shares some thoughts on
that disaster and the country's recovery

programme.

OECD Observer. How has the recent

earthquake affected Chile's economic
prospects in an already difficult global
situation?

Felipe Larrain: The macroeconomic
situation prior to 27 February was
characterised by increasing economic
activity and a higher-than-expected
expansion in Chilean demand. In fact, the
post-crisis economic recovery by the end
of 2009 was faster than expected. The
recovery was bound to continue over 2010.

The country's productive stock of capital
suffered greatly as a direct result of
the disaster, which affected the proper

functioning of the entire economy. We
estimate national infrastructure damages at
$21 billion, ofwhich some $10.6 billion to

public infrastructure.

In the short term, a lower level of economic

activity is expected, particularly in the
manufacturing industry that was exposed
to the area of the disaster. We also forecast

a temporary scenario of higher inflation
resulting from problems in the production
and distribution of goods.

How has the disaster influenced policy?
The government is considering a
reconstruction plan with an estimated cost
of $8.4 billion that should come into effect

in the next four years. This will be financed
by sources such as budget reallocations,
transitory and permanent tax modifications,
the sale of dispensable assets, external and
internal debt, and using the Economic and
Social Stabilisation Fund.

Despite these unforeseen policy changes,
we remain confident in our ability to
accomplish the government programme,
which requires an additional $9.3 billion.
These resources will basically go towards:

i. Achieving an average growth rate of 6%
for 2010-2014

ii. Creating one million new jobs during the
same period

iii. Beginning to win the battle against crime
and drug trafficking

iv. Defeating extreme poverty by 2014 and
eradicating poverty by 2018

v. Improving education and job training
vi. Improving the quality ofhealthcare
i. Establishing a powerful public policy for

small and medium enterprises, enabling
them to grow, develop and access new
markets.

What would you say to reassure investors?
First, we reiterate our commitment to raise

the annual rates of growth to an average of
6% over the coming four-year period.

Second, that the lower level of economic

activity we have perceived as a result of
the earthquake is normal and transitory.
Investment projects will soon start to
materialise, and the reconstruction efforts

should help domestic demand to recover.
Moreover, we can expect higher productivity
due to the replacement of lost capital.

Third, our fiscal policy will continue to
preserve macroeconomic stability. Chile's
public sector is a net creditor abroad, in
excess of 10% of GDP, and the deficit will

be below 2% of GDP this year, despite the
earthquake.

We also expect inflation to converge to
3% by the end of this year. The exchange
rate should also remain stable given that
the reconstruction plan considers several
financing flows, which inhibits significant
effects over this variable.

In sum, the fulfilment of the reconstruction

plan and of the government programme is

We estimate national infrastructure

damages from the earthquake

at $21 billion

expected to achieve structural fiscal balance
by the end of the current administration,
and the reconstruction efforts should boost

the economy's return to a vigorous growth
path during the second semester of 2oro.

What difference do you think OECD
membership will make to Chile's economy?
Sitting at the same table as countries that
have implemented successful policies will
allow us to learn. For instance, some OECD

members are leaders in technology-intensive
industries, and their experience will help
us improve our competitiveness and
productivity; others are experts in managing
natural disasters.

As an OECD member, Chile will be subject

to peer reviews that will help us assess
our policies in areas such as education,
innovation, economic and territorial

development, and public governance.

We see the OECD as a club of "good
practices", and to those practices we expect
to converge.

What contribution do you believe Chile can

bring to the organisation?
We can bring the fresh perspective of a
middle income country on global problems.
We will share our successful experience on
pension reform, trade liberalisation, public
finance management and bank regulations.

We hope to learn from others and to
contribute to the group as a whole. Chile
will work along with OECD members in
finding solutions to key social, economic
and environmental challenges.

This interview, conducted in May 2010, will introduce a

special focus on the Chilean economy to be published in

the July edition of the OECD Observer. For information,

contact observer@oecd.org

Visit the finance ministry of Chile at
www.hacienda.gov.cl/english/
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NEWS

News brief

Tax burdens fall

Average tax and social security burdens

on employment incomes fell slightly in

24 out of 30 OECD countries in 2009 as

governments struggled to shore up faltering
economies amid the worst recession in

decades. Whether this trend will continue

this year depends on widespread pressures

on public budgets.

According to the 2010 edition of

Taxing Wages, which looks at income

taxes as well as employer and employee

social security contributions, some of the

biggest falls were in New Zealand, which

already imposed relatively low taxes on

labour incomes. Turkey and Sweden

were among other countries experiencing

significant reductions.

Taxing Wages focuses on the difference

between the total cost to an employer of

employing someone and that person's net

take-home pay, including any cash benefits

from government welfare programmes.

This tax "wedge" helps to figure out the

tax burden. In 2009, many countries cut

income taxes, especially for lower-income

households and/or households with

children, leading to smaller tax wedges.

Some countries also reduced employer social

security contributions. However, smaller tax

wedges also reflected lower average wages

in some countries during the crisis, and

the progressive nature of some tax systems,

particularly in Germany, Japan and the US.

A detailed country-by-country account is

available in the report and will be the subject

of an OECD Observer article in July.

See www.oecd.org/taxation

OECD enlargement
OECD countries agreed on 10 May to invite
Estonia, Israel and Slovenia to become

members of the organisation. Membership

would then come to 34 countries. Together
with Chile, which became a member in

May (see special focus), their joining would

"contribute to a more plural and open

OECD playing an increasingly important

role in the global economic architecture",

OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria said.

For more, see OECD.org, page 69.

Youth warning
Across the OECD area, unemployment

among 15 to 24-year-olds has historically

been just over double that of people over 25.
But in 2008, the gap widened. In the face

of surging youth unemployment, the OECD
is advising governments to provide income

support to young workers and to set up ap¬
prenticeship schemes for low-skilled youth.

The OECD estimates that unemployment

among young people is set to keep rising in
the months ahead. See Databank at the end

of this edition.

Visit www.oecd.org/employment

Soundbites

"While polite debate rages, the

worst excesses of the pre-crisis
era have returned."

Dan Roberts, business editor of

The Guardian, 1 April 2010.

"The rational part of my brain says

that after something like the Goldman

thing no one will want to do business
with them in the future. But the

experienced part ofmy brain says

that nothing significant is going

to change."

Barry Ritholtz, an asset manager and

the author of Bailout Nation, quoted in

The New Yorker magazine, 3 May 2010.

"So much ofwhat has happened

flowed from poor corporate

governance and risk management

that it is important to get rigorous

standards in place."

Matthew Elderfield, head of financial

regulation at the Central Bank of

Ireland, on banking reform, quoted in

the Financial Times, 26 April 2010.

"If the OECD says it, it must be true..."
Terence Corcoran, editor of the

Financial Post (Canada), on the
OECD's territorial review ofToronto,

on www.financialpost.com,

16 April 2010.

Development aid
rises, but...

Despite the ongoing financial crisis, official

development assistance (ODA) increased

by nearly 30% in real terms between 2004

and 2009, and is expected to rise by about

36% in real terms between 2004 and 2010.

In 2009, total ODA from members of the

OECD's Development Assistance Committee

(DAC) rose 0.7% to $119.6 billion. In 2010,

ODA is projected to reach $126 billion, an

increase of nearly $6 billion over 2009. Despite
the increase, there is still considerable work

to be done, OECD experts say. For figures and

commentary, see Databank at the end of this
edition.

Visit www.oecd.org/development

for full figures.



Economy

The OECD area registered a rise in

seasonally-adjusted GDP in the last quarter

of 2009, up from 0.6% in previous

quarters. Real GDP grew strongly in the US

and Japan, by 1.4% and 1.1%, respectively.

By contrast, GDP growth in the euro area

slowed to 0.1%. GDP growth in France was

relatively strong, at 0.6% but German GDP

remained unchanged on the third quarter

and in Italy GDP declined by 0.2%. The

UK's GDP edged up 0.1% after six quarters
of contraction.

Meanwhile, leading indicators for March

2010 point to a slowing pace in forthcoming

economic activity. In most OECD countries,

these signs are tentative, though evidence

of a potential halt in expansion is emerging

for China and Brazil. The leading indicators,

which include order books, building permits

and long-term interest rates, for the OECD

area increased by 0.6 points in March 2010;

those for the US and Japan increased by 0.8

and 0.9 points respectively, and for the euro

area by 0.5 points.

Unemployment in the OECD area was

broadly stable in March 2010 at 8.7%, a

rise of 0.1 percentage points compared with

February. April 2010 figures for Canada

were 0.1 percentage points lower than in

March; in the US, they were 0.2 percentage

points higher. In March 2010 the number of

unemployed persons in the OECD stood at

46.1 million, 3.9 million higher than a year
earlier.

Consumer prices
March 2010, percentage change on the same month

of the previous year

All items Food Energy

All items non food non energy

Consumer prices in the OECD area rose by

2.1% in the year to March 2010, up from

1.9% in February. This small increase in

inflation rates mainly reflected higher energy

prices, which increased by 11.3% in the year

to March, compared with 8.4% in February.

However food prices rose by 0.2% in the

year to March 2010, the first positive rate

since September 2009.

G7 exports grew by 3.9% in the fourth

quarter of 2009 and import volumes were

up 3.1%. The largest rises were registered

in the US and Japan, where export volumes

rose by 6.4% and 6.1%, respectively, and

imports rose by 3.4% and 3.0%, respectively.

Compared with a year earlier, G7 export and

import volumes were still down 3.3% and

5.7%, respectively.

Although data for February 2010 point to

further growth, G7 trade remains more

than 20% below pre-crisis levels. Continued

stronger recovery in imports than in exports

led to a further widening of the overall G7
trade deficit.

UK adopts bribery bill

The UK adopted anti-bribery legislation in

April. Mark Pieth, chair of the OECD Working

Group on Bribery said that the UK's bill

"...sends out a strong message of [the country's]

commitment to fight against bribery and helps

create a level playing field for firms competing

internationally" (see article by Mr Pieth in

this edition). The OECD is a global leader

in the fight against foreign bribery. Its

Convention on Combating Bribery of

Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions, which has been in

force for 10 years, makes bribing public

officials in international business deals illegal

in signatory countries (See "Ten years on:

The fight against foreign bribery" on page 59).

See www.oecd.org/bribery

Poland mourns

The death of Poland's President Lech

Kaczynski in a plane crash in early April left
the country in mourning. The 96 victims
of the crash included Mr Kaczynski's wife,

Maria, and much of the country's military,

religious and political elite. OECD Secretary-
General Angel Gurria extended sympathies
to the people of Poland for their loss.

See www.president.pl

Plus ça change...

"As usual there is a considerable time-lag

between the change of basic conditions and the

adjustment of social ideas and policies to these

new conditions. But we can see a tendency in

many countries to develop an active labour

market policy to fulfil the new needs."

"Manpower adaptability and economic growth",

No 1, November 1962

Observer

OECD Observer No 279 May 2010
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THE ROAD TO RECOVERY

How to put the global economy on a sustainable growth path

William White. Chair of the OECD Economic and Development Review Committee

Is policy sowing the seeds of the

next crisis? There is a danger that it

is. Imbalances in particular must be
tackled.

What was the underlying cause of the

economic and financial crisis that began

in the summer of 2007? I believe that it

was an explosion of private sector credit,

driven by excessively easy monetary policies

and declining credit standards. This led,

in turn, to various "imbalances", including

inexplicably high asset prices, sharp

increases in the risk exposure of financial

institutions, unprecedented spending

excesses in many countries (consumption

and private debt in the US and investment

in China), global trade imbalances, and a

marked shift of factors of production into

sectors like construction likely to suffer

from excess capacity going forward.

These imbalances were the root cause of the

economic and financial crisis that we are

all too familiar with. But the crisis has not

yet succeeded in reducing these imbalances

to manageable levels. This implies a clear

danger. Policies designed to stabilise the

global economy and restore growth, while

temporarily effective, could potentially

make the imbalances problem worse. The

global economy would then still be on an

unsustainable growth path, with future

crises likely. Such an outcome could and
should be avoided.

In spite of the very unusual nature of the

current crisis, it is indeed striking that

policymakers have generally responded

in traditional, if much exaggerated, ways.

Monetary policy was eased dramatically,

and then supplemented by credit and

quantitative easing. Automatic fiscal
stabilisers were allowed free rein, which

meant more welfare spending despite less
tax revenue. Furthermore, these measures

were often supplemented by discretionary

fiscal expansion. Massive government
support was also provided to the financial

system and to special work programmes
designed to keep workers in their old jobs.

Unfortunately, each of these policies
could also have undesirable medium-term

effects. Very easy monetary conditions
could lead either to another round of debt

accumulation and asset price bubbles,

or even overt inflation, with emerging

market economies seeming the most

vulnerable at this juncture. Moreover, they
keep alive indebted "zombie" companies
and "zombie" banks, which a recession

should normally weed out, threatening the
survival of otherwise healthy competitors.
Fiscal stimulus adds to government debt

and could lead to a dangerous increase

in sovereign risk premiums, while the

interactions between higher debt service,
higher debt and still further increases in

risk premiums could culminate in either

default or sharply higher inflation. As

for government support for the financial

system, public authorities at the height of

the crisis loudly asserted that a system in

which some institutions seemed too big
to fail was in need of fundamental reform.

Yet their support has, in fact, resulted in

banks that are even bigger, more complex

and systemically dangerous than they were

before. As for schemes to keep workers

in their old jobs, this could easily impede

needed adjustment from unprofitable to
profitable endeavors.

Recognising that policies have medium-
term effects as well as immediate ones leads

to two conclusions. First, "exit" policies
need to be considered sooner than those

who focus only on immediate effects might

think appropriate. Second, stimulative

policies should be relied upon most heavily

where they are not already encumbered

by dangerous imbalances of one sort

or another. This implies a particularly

important role for creditors in the process of

global rebalancing.

On the one hand, there would seem to be

little room to increase consumer spending
and residential investment in countries

like the US or the UK. Household debt

levels are already unusually high and

many consumers are already retrenching.

In China, with fixed investment heavily
reliant on bank credit and now almost

50% of GDP, further stimulus of this sort

would seem increasingly likely to result in

unprofitable endeavors, rising credit losses

and even greater global trade imbalances.

As for government contributions to
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demand, virtually all OECD economies have

government debt levels that are worryingly

high, with massive demographic challenges

still to come. And, finally, many countries

seem to want to rely on exports to stimulate

demand, but their principal markets are
in countries burdened with both internal

and external debt problems, and, at best,

moderate demand. In any event, for the

global economy as a whole, exports cannot
be the answer.

On the other hand, not all global spending

categories are debt constrained. In many

emerging market economies, consumption
levels are low and household debt still

minimal. Since many of these countries,

in particular China, are running trade

surpluses, there is no external debt

Governments could do more to

encourage public sector investment

constraint either. Similar observations apply

with respect to some OECD economies,

not least Germany and Japan. There would

also seem to be room for more private

sector investment, particularly in countries

like the US and Germany where corporate

investment levels have been low for many

years, and where balance-sheet conditions

are favourable. Changing demographics

and concern for climate change offer

new business opportunities supporting

advanced technology and construction, as

well as associated services. Moreover, many

countries with large trade deficits need

more investment to increase the production

of tradable goods and services.

Governments could play a big role in

encouraging investment. A "pro-business"

political environment would be very helpful

for private sector investment everywhere,

in contrast to the "anti-business" policies

that contributed materially to the severity

of the Great Depression in the US. Further,

were governments to allow many important

prices to move to more "natural" levels,

the need for the economy to adjust would

stimulate many new investments. Subsidies

for fossil fuels should be removed, as should

subsidies to encourage manufacturing in

countries with large external surpluses.

Countries with large trade surpluses should

also allow their exchange rates to rise,

since this would encourage both more

consumption at home via imports and spur
more investment elsewhere.

Finally, governments could do more to

encourage public sector investment. In

many emerging markets, infrastructure

remains inadequate, while in many
advanced market economies that

infrastructure has suffered terribly from

neglect in recent years. Supposing that the

headwinds arising from the "imbalances"

are likely to be long lasting, there should

be no fear that this kind of spending will

come on line only when the need for

stimulus is long past. And since it provides

an asset to go with the associated increase

in government liabilities, such spending

should also be much more acceptable to
financial markets.

A key question is how debts that constrain

current and prospective spending might

be reduced. Only two complementary

possibilities suggest themselves, assuming

that recourse to inflation is rejected as being

both too costly and too likely to get seriously
out of hand.

The first possibility is to raise potential

growth by removing many of the current

barriers that inhibit such growth. The

OECD has focused for years on such issues,

and no further analysis is needed here

(see references). Nevertheless, it is worth

noting that crises can present windows of

political opportunity for structural changes

that would normally be fiercely resisted by
vested interests.

The second possibility is enhanced recourse

to bankruptcy and debt workouts. While

distasteful to many, it can be to the mutual

advantage of creditors and debtors, and

done in such a way as to minimise moral

hazard and the risks of encouraging further

crises. Debt alleviation frees up productive

resources for other uses, and it reduces the

debt-and also the uncertainty about debt

servicing-that inhibits spending. Evidently,

if carried far enough, confronting frankly

the debt problem of borrowers requires the

restructuring and possible bankruptcy (or

nationalisation) of lenders as well. While

challenging, such a process would seem

better than the alternative of refusing to

face up to reality: if the money is already

gone, the only relevant question is how the

losses are to be distributed. Many, including

myself, would contend that this type of

policy error was the real cause of stagnation

in Japan through much of the 1990s and

even beyond.

How can the global economy be put on a

sustainable growth path? First, recognise

that, in some cases, simple demand

stimulus can do harm as well as good.
Second, focus on those kinds of demand

and those forms of stimulus that do not

make existing imbalances even more

unsustainable. Finally, take steps to reduce

the burden of debt to more manageable

levels, particularly by pursuing structural

reforms to increase potential growth.

Evidently, none of this will be quick or

easy. But, as Groucho Marx once said about

getting older, "It sure beats the alternative".
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How to correct global imbalances
Pier Carlo Padoan, OECD Chief Economist

Global imbalances

Current account balances in % of world GDP
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One of the side-effects of the global
crisis has been a temporary narrowing
of current account imbalances among

the world's major countries and

economic areas. This is good news,

but will it last? Policy actions may be
needed.

Prior to the crisis, current account

imbalances, measured as the sum (in

absolute value) of the world's current

account surpluses and deficits, had risen

gradually to reach about 5% of the world's
GDP in 2008. The US accounted for the

lion's share of the world's combined current

account deficits. Germany, Japan, China and

the oil-exporting countries made up the bulk

of the world's surplus. Global imbalances

nearly halved in the aftermath of the crisis,

reflecting not least the slowdown in activity

around the world and falling oil prices.
Tensions over such external imbalances are

not new, but experience shows that living

with sizeable imbalances can be risky.

Until the 2000s, global imbalances had

rarely exceeded 3% of world GDP, except

for brief spells. Corrections usually took

place on the back of large, often abrupt,

capital and exchange rate movements. In

the early 1970s, mounting current account
mismatches led to the demise of the Bretton

Woods system. In the 1980s, they resulted
in international efforts to co-ordinate

exchange rate movements, such as the

G5/G7 Plaza of 1985 and Louvre

agreements two years later.

What is interesting today is that the mix

of surplus countries is also changing.

Japanese surpluses used to be the main

counterparts to the persistent (albeit variable

in size) current account deficits of the US,

particularly in the 1980s through the mid-

1990s. But since then, Germany, China and

the oil exporting countries have also become

important surplus counterweights to the US
deficits.

Larger imbalances are not a problem as long
as they reflect a more efficient reallocation

of savings between surplus and deficit
countries. Globalisation and financial

market deepening may have made it easier

for savings to flow from surplus to deficit

countries, which is a positive development.
Deficit countries can therefore turn to

foreign savings to finance investment

and growth. By the same token, people in

surplus countries may find higher rates of
return for their savings and investments

abroad. This interaction leads to greater
efficiency and helps support global growth.

But now, other, less desirable forces may

be driving global imbalances. A case in

point is a lack of exchange rate flexibility in

many emerging-market economies and oil-

exporting countries.

How does this work? To maintain a

stable exchange rate with the US, certain

countries with high domestic savings have
accumulated international reserves. It is

a process that some refer to as Bretton

Woods II, after a fixed exchange rate system

that prevailed until the early 1970s. By
implication, the current account deficit of

the US is often said to be driven essentially

by demand by surplus countries, such as

China, for liquid assets which they use to

invest their savings in more developed,
liquid financial markets.

High savings in several emerging-
market economies tend to reflect caution.

Households save-probably more than

they need-because they cannot rely on

social safety nets, such as healthcare and

unemployment insurance, that would

allow them to smooth consumption when

confronted with an illness or a job loss.

They also need to save for retirement,

because pension schemes are usually

underdeveloped. This is the experience of

several Asian countries, including China.
Governments in Asia also save too much

for a similar reason; by building up their
international reserves, they create a large

cushion against possible international
shocks. Fresh memories of the Asian crisis

of the late 1990s, when investors withdrew

huge sums of money from the region,

causing currencies to decline, make this

strategy hard to argue against. Nevertheless,

by expanding the reach of
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Inflexible exchange rates will for now

continue to mean capital flowing from

poor to rich countries

social protection programmes on a durable

basis, governments would reduce their own

saving and at the same time make for lower

precautionary household savings.

But that is for the longer term. For

now, export-led growth coupled with

inflexible exchange rates will continue

to mean capital, in the form of loans and

investments, flowing from poor to rich
countries. This could lead to unsustainable

tensions in terms of exchange rates.

Of course, current account surpluses are

not exclusive to large emerging-market

economies. They often reflect demographic

structure too, as in Japan, whose large

surpluses are now dwindling, as an

ageing population prepares to tap the vast

pool of savings accumulated in previous

years. In addition, if financial markets are

underdeveloped, firms may decide to retain,

rather than distribute, large chunks of

their profits. In more mature economies, a

surplus may come from investing too little,

rather than saving too much. This is the

case with restrictive regulations in product

markets, which shield domestic firms from

foreign competition and so discourage
entrepreneurship and investment. This is

the case of Germany, for example, as recent

analysis carried out by the OECD shows.

The common point between these underlying

drivers of global imbalances is that they are

essentially structural. The trouble is, in the

absence ofpolicy action, the world's current

account gaps will likely widen again as the

recovery takes hold. They may not reach

pre-crisis levels, given that at least some of

the drivers of excessive consumption and risk-

taking are no longer in place.

There is plenty of room for remedial

action. To begin with, greater exchange rate

flexibility would be a great help. This is

especially the case for the US dollar and the

Chinese renminbi parity. But exchange rate

flexibility is not enough.

Measures to address the root structural

causes of surpluses and deficits are needed.
From the above, that means actions directed

at savings and investment: strengthening

social protection in surplus emerging-
market economies, for instance, and

financial and product market reforms to

encourage companies to invest. These

policies would foster greater social cohesion
and so should be welcome in their own

right, but would have the added bonus of

lowering savings and rebalancing growth

towards domestic sources. OECD policy

advice to China has included policy action
in all these areas.

There is no shortage of options to induce

less heated consumption and higher

savings in deficit countries. They include

for example scrapping income tax

deductibility for mortgage payments in the

US or shifting the tax base from incomes to

consumption.

The panoply of economic and structural

initiatives that can be put in place to

correct global imbalances also requires

an appropriate time horizon and policy
coordination to succeed. The G20

Framework for Strong, Sustainable and

Balanced Growth, which the OECD supports,

offers an instrument for addressing these

challenges by facilitating policy coherence
across countries.
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German regulations
Germany needs a comprehensive

strategy for managing regulation in

order to encourage innovation and

entrepreneurialism and open up new

sources of growth, according to a report

just issued by the OECD. "Lighter but more

effective regulation can boost Germany's

economy", said Secretary-General Angel

Gurria, who delivered the report to

German Chancellor Angela Merkel in Berlin

(our picture) .

The economic crisis has revealed structural

deficiencies in Germany's economy,

particularly in the banking sector. The OECD

report recommends reinforcing regulatory

policy, broadening consultations with

stakeholders, improving intergovernment

co-operation, and ensuring that impact

assessment is incorporated in policies and

laws. The review is part of an EU 15 Better

Regulation project, launched in 2008 as

a partnership between the OECD and the

European Commission.

Visit www.oecd.org/germany
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Why markets need governments
Robert Skidelsky, Emeritus Professor of Political Economy, Warwick University*

The recent economic meltdown was

at root not a failure of character or

competence, but a failure of ideas.

Behind the cupidity of bankers, the

weakness of regulators and the myopia of

macro-policy stood a set of dominant ideas

about the proper relationship between the
state and the market. This amounted to

two propositions: that markets-and in this

context financial markets-were efficiently

self-regulating, and that government

intervention in the macro-economy

should be confined to the single point of

maintaining the value of money. Provided
these two conditions were satisfied, a

market economy would be cyclically

stable and stay close to its production

frontier. Collapses of the kind we have just

experienced were off the radar screen.

Not surprisingly, the chief intellectual
casualty of the Great Recession has been

this benign view of markets. As George

Soros put it, "The crisis was generated

by the system itself" (New York Review of
Books, 4 December 2008). The economic
crisis was thus also a crisis in economics.

Soros has endowed a new foundation,

the Institute for New Economic Thinking

(INET), which held its inaugural meeting at
King's College, Cambridge, in early April.

Notable by their absence were

representatives of the "new classical
economics", centred on the universities of

Chicago and Minnesota, because theirs was

the paradigm that was being attacked as the

explanation of our economic woes.

Since the 1980s Chicago economics has

been the dominant influence on the way

economics is done and taught throughout
the world. At its heart is the rational

expectations hypothesis (REH). In its
hardline version, this holds that economic

agents have perfect information about all
possible future states of the world, so that
expectations are always fulfilled on average,

A direct application of hardline REH is the

efficient market hypothesis (EMH). This

claims that risks are always correctly priced,

and that therefore financial markets need

little or no regulation. Chicago economics

excludes the possibility of large-scale

collapses. Chicago economists have been

relatively silent in the last two years, since

their theories have robbed them of plausible

explanations of what went wrong. Professor
Robert Lucas did indeed remark that

"everyone is a Keynesian in the foxhole",

without explaining that his model had no

foxholes in it. The INET conference brought

together the dissenting schools, of which

three may be picked out.

1. The New Keynesians, sometimes known

as "sticky price" Keynesians from their

early work on labour markets. New

Keynesian economists accept rational

expectations, but drop the assumption

of perfect information. At the INET

conference, New Keynesian Nobel

Laureate Joseph Stiglitz explained that

you can have rational expectations

without common knowledge. Markets

are not in general efficient even when

all market participants have rational

expectations and all markets are

competitive. Whenever risk markets

are incomplete and information is

imperfect, or asymmetrical, threats from

so-called externalities become pervasive.
Whenever there are externalities there

is a scope for government intervention.
Professor Mark Brunnenmeier

of Princeton explained that if it's

commonly known that a bubble will

burst on a certain day, the bubble will

never get off the ground. But we don't

know that everyone knows. You can have

a "rational" bubble if everyone knows

that the price is too high, but no one

knows that everyone knows that either.

New Keynesians are not in general

committed to "new economic thinking",
they just want their thinking to become
the mainstream once more, as it was in

the 1950s and 1960s.

2. The post-Keynesians drop the rational

expectations hypothesis completely.

They believe that uncertainty-

symmetric ignorance, not asymmetric

information-is what explains why

markets fail. At the INET event, George

Soros outlined his theory of reflexivity.
There are two elements. We are fallible

in our understanding of reality, and

our thinking about reality changes

it. His first fallibility may be called

"epistemological uncertainty", the

second "ontological indeterminacy". In

the first case, the future is in principle
knowable, but unknown. In the second,

it is genuinely unknowable, because we
create it each time we act. As a result of

this double fallibility we may easily get

"super bubbles". Soros believes the one

which collapsed in 2007 may have been

germinating since the mid 1990s, with

each rescue operation confirming a false
trend.

Professors Roman Frydman and Michael

Goldberg put forward their Imperfect

Knowledge Economics, which enables

qualitative, rather than quantitative,

predictions by developing a "non

standard probabilistic formalism". As an

alternative to efficient market hypothesis,

Goldberg suggested a contingent market

George Soros: "The crisis was generated by the system

itself". Will Mr Soros's Institute for New Economic Thinking

(INET) help solve the crisis in economics?
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The self-regulating market is a myth

hypothesis, which recognises that
change is affected by unforeseen causes

and conditions. The causal processes

underpinning price movements can't be

specified by any over-arching model.

A third post-Keynesian contribution

came from Tony Lawson. His central

point was that you need to use different
kinds of models for different situations.

Maths isn't neutral: it is a particular way

of structuring reality. It requires what
Lawson called "event regularity". But

social reality is not typically like that. It

is open, not closed, it is emergent, it is
meaningful, it is "valuey". Economics

should not give up maths, but should
understand the limits of its applicability
to economic problems.

3. Behavioural Economics was represented
at the INET conference by Nobel

Laureate George Akerlof. Best known
for his 1970 article, "The Market

for Lemons", a pioneering study in
asymmetric information, he and co¬

author Robert Shriller have dropped

rational in favour of psychological (i.e.
"irrational") explanations of behaviour

in their recent book, Animal Spirits.

Economic agents rely not on rational
calculation but on confidence, snake

oil and stories to motivate their actions.

Economics as a system of story-telling is
common ground to the Post-Keynesians
and the behaviourists. But whereas

Post-Keynesians explain conventional
behaviour as a rational, or at least

reasonable, response to the existence

ofuncertainty, behaviourists argue
that it is an ingrained aspect of human

psychology. Behavioural economists
expect that in time neuro-analysis

will discover behavioural patterns as

predictable as those assumed by the

rational expectations hypothesis, thus
confirming the scientific status of
economics.

Practical people may wonder what all these

professors have to tell them. The answer is:

quite a lot. The common conclusion of the

INET weekend was that the self-regulating
market is a myth, and that various forms

of government intervention are required
to make the market system stable and

efficient. There is as yet no agreed "new
paradigm", perhaps there will never be. But

from the ferment of ideas produced by the
crisis is sure to come the next generation of
regulation and policy.

*Lord Skidelsky is author of a prize-winning

biography of John Maynard Keynes.
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Saving capitalism from futile diversification
Amy Domini. Founder and CEO of Domini Social Investments

Current theories of portfolio

management are at odds with the well-

being of citizens. Only government

policy can address this.

Capitalism has become the planet's
dominant economic force because it is

an extremely successful mechanism for

delivering goods and services to a majority
of people. This is clearly a desirable
outcome, and to facilitate this, a structure

emerged: finance. By luring investment into
traditional asset classes in search of return,

capitalism is able to provide food, clothing
and comforts to many.

The problem is the role of diversification,
which is a key component of modern

portfolio management. Diversification,
this theoretical means of reducing specific

risk, failed to meet that end significantly

enough to help investors during the credit
crisis. What is more, it exacerbated system-

wide risk. Specifically, diversification into
asset classes that do not contribute to the

furtherance of healthy capitalism is a danger
toit.

First, consider the historic purposes of
various asset classes. We start with equity.

Years ago, a local community would develop
a need with a common benefit; in my home

town of Boston, Massachusetts, sea captains

sold shares in a ship sailing to China. In this

instance, providing investor returns meant
that Bostonians received the spices and teas

they desired. In this way, equities enable a

large-scale enterprise of community benefit.

Sometimes government itself needed capital
for the purpose ofbuilding infrastructure or

conducting war. The borrowing of money
became structured, and debt became

marketable, which proved to be helpful to

corporations building infrastructure as well.
When debt was very short term in nature,

perhaps needed only for a month, the use of
commercial paper and cash developed. Every
asset class had a direct benefit offered to

citizens who were not necessarily investors.

Until quite recently, the relationship between

capitalism, finance and society was well
balanced. Financiers profited enough to

be tempted into assisting government and
corporations. Government and corporations

provided citizens with goods and services.

Citizens provided government with power
and corporations with customers and

employees. But over the past ten years, this
complex beneficial relationship has begun

rapidly to unravel.

The ubiquitous portfolio management
theory demanded diversification into asset

classes that behave differently from each

other. For many, this led to investments into
international securities. But these failed

the test of contrary behaviour, so the search

continued. A shift took place: rather than

capitalism and its needs creating financial
vehicles, investors seeking a certain sort of

diversification and return became a driving
force. Investors craved enhanced returns

regardless of whether or not they enhanced
capitalism's purpose as an economic

system.

What these institutional investors found,

thanks to the "creativity" of Wall Street,
was the chance to make bets on assets they

didn't want. They found they could bet on

real estate without owning it, they could bet
on the interest rate a mortgage paid versus
what a treasury bill paid, they could bet on

robust demand for rice without owning the
rice.

Consider the history of commodity

trading. Since the earliest days, purchasers
of commodities, such as wheat or rice,

would take delivery of the product they
bought. The relationship between a food
processor and a producer was an intimate

one. But then the pension funds wanted to

participate in new products, and Wall Street
wanted to invent them.

The result was elaborate commodity

index options and the pools that traded
them. In short, it became possible to

buy a bet on commodity pricing. These
were new, economically useless vehicles.

In 2006, Deutsche Bank, Dow Jones,

Barclays and PowerShares all launched

vehicles to collect dollars into commodity
allocations. Deutsche Bank's educational

literature points to two acts by government
that assisted them. The first was the US

Commodity Futures Trading Commission,

which granted exemptive relief from
most disclosure. The second was the US

Securities and Exchange Commission,

which granted relief, specifically allowing
managers of commodity futures pools to
sell short (and make profit) in a falling
market.

As Michael W. Masters, Managing Member,
Masters Capital Management, LLC, outlined
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in testimony before Congress in 2008,
institutional investors now dominate

commodity trading-with disastrous results.
He points to that which he calls index

speculators, who are not true purchasers,

Until quite recently, the relationship

between capitalism, finance and

society was well balanced

but merely asset allocators. Still, they
compete with true investors who want

delivery of the specific commodity. The
flood of funds these index speculators

brought into the markets drove prices up
and led to massive disruption of commodity
systems.

The human costs of this game-playing are
devastating. Citizens of several countries
experienced double-digit surges in their
citizen's primary food staple. In the

Democratic Republic of the Congo, cassava
constitutes 55% of caloric intake and prices
rose 60%. In Nigeria, sorghum rose 50%
during a nine-month period in 2009.
This translates directly into starvation. In
Mozambique, where cassava constitutes

33% of caloric intake, undernourishment

grew by 8% during the year."

This same concept lay behind the real estate
bubble, which, in turn, led to the derivatives

of the real estate bubble. The credit collapse
would not have been possible were it not
for the hundreds of billions of new dollars

chasing a finite product through shadow or
index accounts. It would seem that portfolio
management theory would be on the racks.

But although the shortcomings ofmodern
portfolio theory are widely discussed,
the sacrosanct notion that diversification

reduces risk in a positive way has worked
its way into law. In the US, the two primary
guides on prudence are the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA) and the Uniform Prudent Investor

Act (UPIA). Each of these specifically
directs fiduciaries to diversify. ERISA,

which governs trustees of insured corporate
retirement plans, mandates diversification

of a plan's assets in order to minimise the

risk of large losses to the plan (section
404c). UPIA replaced prior law that held
fiduciaries liable for individual losses. UPIA

states that diversification across asset classes

is a necessary act to be considered a prudent
investor. Taken together, these standards
mandate the very behaviour that so crushed

the lives of millions of people.

Diversification into asset classes that create

societal benefits adds value to the portfolio

manager in two ways: it reduces the
volatility of the portfolio and hosts a healthy
ecosystem within which capitalism can
succeed. This is the sort of diversification

that ought to be encouraged, while the other

ought to be viewed as a public policy risk.

Those who work in a foundation setting
have often run across the conundrum

created when grant-making decisions are
separated from investment decisions. At a

simple level, take a foundation dedicated to

environmental grant-making that invests
in a private offering of a real estate firm
that cuts corners with local authorities and

builds on pristine places. In this example,
because these sites should normally

be protected, the foundation is actually
financing activities it was intended to fight.
We who serve on investment committees

see such events happening every day.

But until the credit crisis hit, we had not

seen them in terms of a structural threat

to all humankind. Now we do. Speaking at
the Brookings Institution in March 2009,
Lawrence Summers, director of the White

House National Economic Council, said,

"On a global basis, $50 trillion in global
wealth has been erased over the last 18

months." In the US, we still have tens of

millions of citizens who would like to work

or would like to work more hours, but are

still unable to find an opportunity to do so.

In the meantime, the use of non-productive
assets continues to explode. The US

Comptroller of the Currency reports that

just the notional value of derivatives held by
US commercial banks increased by
$8.5 trillion in the fourth quarter of 2009
alone.

The question of whether there ought to be
securities that benefit only at the portfolio

level is one ofpublic policy. Certainly,

it would be well within a government's
right to impose taxes upon securities that
introduce speculation and risk without

providing goods and services to the vast

majority of citizens. The funding of such
instruments by pension funds is not in the

best interest of the citizens they are sworn

to protect and should be prohibited by law.

Modern portfolio management gave birth
to a healthy idea: diversification. But that

healthy idea has been subverted. This is

not a problem that markets can correct on

their own: the strong arm of government
must be utilised before the second wave

occurs. Diversification into assets that

produce no goods or services to humankind
undermines capitalism.
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Financial literacy and silver rights
John Hope Bryant. Founder, Chairman and CEO of Operation HOPE

Financial literacy might not help ordinary
people outsmart Wall Street professionals,

but it can help people manage their funds.

Rarely is there a silver bullet solution to the

myriad economic problems that we face

today. My mission and purpose since starting

Operation HOPE in 1992 has been simple:

to promote and implement financial literacy

education for adults and students in every

country where money exists. HOPE is an

international non-profit financial literacy

education and empowerment organisation that

believes in giving people a "hand up not a hand¬

out". Over the years, I have urged, convinced and

even cajoled to get my message across.

Financial literacy, or what I call "silver rights",
is the next civil rights issue in America and

worldwide. The Silver Rights Movement

recognises that everyone-black, white, brown,

red or yellow-wants more green (the colour of

currency in the US). With the unemployment

rate in OECD countries moving from 6.8% in

April 2008 towards 10% in 2oro, dose to 57
million people are out ofa job-this is almost the
equivalent to the entire population ofthe UK.

There are several ways we can come out ofthis

economic reset. We can rack up personal debt,

expect our respective countries to continue

to prop up the economy and dose our eyes,
wanting things to work out for the best. But as

we all know, real solutions involve looking at

where we are, what went wrong and what can

be done to immunise oursdves from this type of
crisis in the future.

Our partner on the Gallup-HOPE Financial

Literacy Index, Gallup suggests that although

government statistics pin the unemployment

rate comfortably around and above the 10%

mark, the real percentage ofunemployed

Americans is probably doser to 20%. For

the US and others looking at strategies for

creating jobs in their respective economies,
we need to return to an environment

that encourages small businesses,

enrrepreneurship and self-employment
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projects, and all of this starts with

understanding the "language of money"

and financial literacy. The power of new
ideas is what we need in order to create a

new generation of jobs and increase the tax

base for the 21st century.

While there is enough blame to go

around regarding the sub-prime lending

catastrophe in America, one thing is clear:

too many people were looking at the short

term asking, "What is my payment", rather

than looking at the long term wondering,
"Can I afford this? What is the interest

rate?" Money is an elusive and emotional

issue for many people. Statistics show that

in the US, some 50% of those in foreclosure

never pick up the phone to call their lender.

Gallup suggests the real percentage of

unemployed Americans is around 20%

The reason people don't call is shame. In

many countries, the number one reason

for divorce is money, and the number one

reason kids drop out of college in the US is

money. While we spend billions on formal

education, which is a good thing, we spend

relatively small amounts of time, money

and energy educating people on the basics

ofour free market system. Moreover, we

spend even less time and resources working

to, in the words of HOPE global spokesman

Ambassador Andrew Young, "make free

enterprise and capitalism work for the

poor". Like it or not, money makes the

world go round.

Financial literacy most likely won't help

regular people outsmart Wall Street traders,

financial professionals and predict the next

economic downturn. What financial literacy

does do is give people an understanding of

the "language of money" so that they can

manage their own funds.

The Silver Rights Movement recognises

that we don't just have to find ways to

make more money, we need to find ways

to do more with the money we have. In

America, even before the economic crisis,

statistics showed that 70% ofhouseholds

lived paycheck to paycheck. And with the

economic downturn, there is an increasing

number of families finding that their

income doesn't cover their expenses.

Consumers then turn to high interest rate-

bearing cards, inflate their own personal

debt levels and stay numb to the chaos

around them. We need to promote smart

financial decision-making and, in particular,

we need to empower the underserved and

impoverished families in understanding the

basics of our economic system.

Financial literacy is important because

financial stability affects every aspect of our

lives. Money can't buy us love, but it can

take the stress offof our relationships, give

us access to healthcare and provide for our
children.

Economic slaves

As Matthew Bishop and Michael Green

note in their book, The Roadfrom Ruin,

40 million people in the US, the richest
country in the world, do not have a simple

bank account. They are victims of check-

cashing kiosks and are not part of the global

economy. Worse, they don't have the ability
to own a home or access small business

loans.

In good times, when work is easy to find

and money flows in, it's easy to not see the

foundational flaws in our lifestyles. But

when things get tight, it's the financially

illiterate that find it hard to adjust. In

my opinion, ifyou don't understand the

language of money today, and if you don't
have a bank account today, you are nothing

more than an economic slave, plain and

simple.

Financial literacy is more than

understanding the mathematics behind

money, and it's more than understanding
credit card interest rates and credit scores.

To me, getting the underserved and the

underprivileged up to speed in regards

to their finances is about empowerment:

empowering them to take charge of their

current situation, empowering them to take

charge of their own lives and empowering

them to aspire to a better future.

We need to convince our government

leaders that this is a priority. We need

members of the congresses and parliaments

of the world to support financial literacy

education for all children from kindergarten

to 12th grade.

In the US, we need to encourage our

members of Congress to support HR 1325-a

bill inspired by the work of Operation

HOPE and the non-partisan US President's

Advisory Council on Financial Literacy,

which would require every college student

receiving a guaranteed student loan to also

receive a mandatory course in financial

literacy. HR 1325 also requires every college

or university receiving federal funds to take

a mandatory course in financial literacy.

I also encourage everyone to host a financial

literacy summit at their kitchen table each

week. Children no longer see mom or dad

counting the money in their pockets to pay

for groceries. Credit cards have replaced

the act of spending money and lessened

the value of what is being purchased on

younger generations. Make sure your family
understands the difference between "wants"

and "needs". Giving youth financial literacy

tools will only help them as they get older

and will help them succeed in this global

economy. Global "silver rights" serve to

empower the next generation and it is our

responsibility to make it happen.
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Beating the jobs crisis
Richard Trumka, President, AFL-CIO

Despite signs of recovery, make no mistake:
this crisis is far from over. We are in the

midst of the most serious jobs crisis since

the Great Depression and the economic
recovery is still very weak and fragile.

In the US alone, the recession has opened
an n+ million hole in the labour market:

15 million workers are now officially
unemployed, and at least a further 9 million
are underemployed in involuntary part-time

work; a record 44% of unemployed workers
have been without a job for six months or

more; the unemployment rate is just below
10%, with some economists predicting that

it will be many years before unemployment
returns to pre-crisis levels.

The economic, social and political
implications of this level of joblessness
are simply unacceptable. OECD finance
ministers are meeting this month, just
weeks after the first G20 Employment

and Labour Ministers' Meeting, where
TUAC and the International Trade Union

Confederation (ITUC) delivered a strong
message on the need for aggressive action
on jobs (see the "Global Unions Statement

to the G20 Employment and Labour

Ministers' Meeting", available at

www.tuac.org). Trade unions are calling on
OECD governments to act now to power a

strong recovery, put our people back to work
and ensure that the jobs of the future are

good jobs.

First, in the short-term, governments
must address the emerging gap between

economic recovery and employment

growth. There is a real danger that, as
financial markets begin to stabilise and
growth resumes, governments will be
tempted to "exit" from the extraordinary
measures they have taken long before there
is robust employment growth, leaving
millions of workers behind. A "jobless

recovery" is no recovery at all. We need
governments to keep doing more, not less,
to create the tens of millions of jobs we need.
Recovery programmes in the US have "saved
or created" 2.5 million jobs, according to the
Obama administration, compared to the
11+ million jobs deficit opened by the
recession. The International Labour

Organization (ILO) estimates that G20
recovery programmes "saved or created"

18.2 million jobs through 2009, compared

with the 34 million jobs lost in the recession.

Without recovery programmes, the ILO

estimates unemployment would have risen

to 55 million as a result of the crisis.

OECD employment and labour

ministers have already recognised the

need for governments "to deal with the
consequences ofhigh and persistent

unemployment" with "comprehensive and
innovative employment and social policies".

It is critical that fiscal and monetary support
is maintained until there is clear evidence of

strong and sustainable employment growth,
and full employment is in sight.

Moreover, OECD governments, having

spent hundreds ofbillions of dollars on
rescuing failing financial institutions,
should now call on the banks to pay their

fair share of the costs of rebuilding the real

economy by enacting a globally co-ordinated

financial speculation tax that would orient
banks to lending, rather than speculating,
and restore finance to its proper role as the
servant of the real economy, not the master.

Second, in the longer run, governments
must address the growing gap between

productivity and wages. Even before the

crisis, wage shares were falling in most
OECD countries. Indeed wage shares have

been falling faster in Europe than in the US
and faster in Japan than in Europe.

Governments are being advised to restore

potential output growth damaged by the
crisis and "double down" on structural

reform-draconian fiscal consolidation and

labour market deregulation. Such policies

will only weaken the quality of jobs of the
future and undermine social protection.

We do need labour market reform, but not

deregulation. Indeed, many of the countries
with effective labour market protection

suffered much less unemployment than

the US, which is the most deregulated
labour market in the OECD. If the jobs of

the future are to be good jobs, we must
restore balance between workers and

their employers by ensuring that workers
everywhere enjoy their fundamental rights
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to freely associate and, if they choose, form

unions and bargain collectively.

In the US, tens of thousands of workers

are fired every year for attempting to form
unions. For example, there can be no excuse
for T-Mobile, the US telecommunications

There is a real danger that

governments will "exit" long before

there is robust employment growth

company, to viciously oppose unions in the

US while its corporate parent, Deutsche

Telekom, supports bargaining rights and

recognises unions throughout Europe.
Unless workers' rights are enforced in
all countries, there will be a "race to the

bottom" in wages and working conditions-a
race that will undermine decent work

everywhere.

Third, governments must build a fairer,
more sustainable economic model that has

good jobs and effective social protection

at its core. G20 leaders have recognised
the importance of the social dimension of

global economic policy in the Framework

for Strong, Sustainable and Balanced
Growth established in Pittsburgh, and the

OECD is committed to building a "stronger,
cleaner and fairer" global economy.

The OECD together with other G20
governments should support our call for

a permanent Workgroup on Employment
and Social Protection at the G20, which

should involve both workers and their

employers in regular consultation. We

also need ministers to request the OECD
to assess the impact of all its policy
recommendations on income distribution,

in line with commitments to fairness, so as

to help ensure that the benefits of our future

prosperity are broadly shared.
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Joblessness:

The full picture

Unemployment statistics don't tell the

whole story about this recession. While

unemployment has climbed in nearly every

OECD country between the fourth quarter

of 2007 and the fourth quarter of 2009,
only Germany shows a slight decline in

unemployment. But that's because instead

of laying offworkers, many German

companies opted to cut their employees'

hours-saving jobs and money at the

same time. The upshot was a rise in

underemployment, and it is rising in other
countries too. In fact, because of it, labour

market slack affects nearly twice as many
workers as are included in conventional

unemployment statistics.

Total underemployment and

unemployment rose from just over 10%

to around 12% in Japan between the fourth

quarter of 2007 and the fourth quarter
of 2009. There was a particularly sharp

rise in Spain during that period, from 15%

to around 36%.

Long-term unemployment is also

a concern. What's striking in this

Unemployment and underemployment
Different measures of labour market slack, 2007 Q4-2009 Q4 ranked by 2009 total, seasonally adjusted data
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recession is that in the US, which

has historically had far lower levels of

long-term unemployment than many

OECD countries, the rate has already

increased sharply. This could be because

of structural changes occurring in the

US economy or because many jobless

workers who would normally be quite

mobile are now unable to sell their

homes and follow whatever work

opportunities are available. The true

extent of this change in the profile of

unemployment in the US will not be

known for several years.
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Partnerships for jobs
Denis Pennel, Managing Director, International Confederation of Private Employment Agencies (CIETT)

A global crisis of long-term
unemployment is looming. How can
public-private partnerships help?

With unemployment in the OECD area
expected to rise throughout much of 2010,
and possibly reach a post-war high of
10% by the end of the year, stakeholders
are working together across all sectors to
find ways to address this jobs crisis. One

example of this co-operation is the Global
Jobs Pact, adopted by the International

Labour Organization (ILO) in 2009,

which puts a strong focus on accelerated
employment generation, sustainable social
protection systems, respect for labour
standards and social dialogue. While such
global initiatives are extremely important,
national-level action is also crucial.

But the truth is, investment in active labour

market policies-a vital tool for tackling
unemployment-has been underwhelming
since the beginning of the crisis. The

OECD has long advocated such policies, as
part of a long-term focus on strengthening
economic performance. Put simply,

governments should be focusing on
developing labour market policies that will

support and encourage practical initiatives
and ultimately help people re-enter the

labour market over the long term.

Public-private partnerships (also known as
PPPs) in the employment sector can help.

Our experience shows that co-operation

between public employment services and
private employment agencies enhances
labour market participation and increases

the rate of transition from unemployment
to work. These partnerships invest

jointly in vocational training and skills
enhancement for the unemployed. With
the right skills, people improve their

chances of re-entering the labour market.
Partnerships also help ensure that the

right people are getting the right jobs-
supporting both workers and businesses

during the recovery.

The need to encourage PPPs in this sector
has been recognised at both European
and international levels. The European

Commission has welcomed co-operation

between public and private employment
services, and the ILO also encourages

national co-operation between Public

Employment Services (PES) and Private
Employment Agencies (PrEAs), notably in
its Convention 88 on PES and Convention

181 on PrEAs. As part of its drive to
increase ratification of ILO Convention

181, which provides legal recognition and
support to the development of the activities

of PrEAs while ensuring that the rights
of workers are respected, the ILO calls
on its members to formulate, establish

and review conditions to promote co¬
operation between the public and private

employment services.

Developing public-private partnerships

in employment is crucial for a number
of reasons. Labour markets are no longer

efficient enough to cope with increasing
demands due to the impact of the crisis,

demographic changes and limited
geographical mobility. Today's labour

market challenges demand that we share
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tools, expertise and know-how, and provide
complimentary services to unemployed
people and companies. Co-operation will
also maximise the effectiveness of the

services provided to job-seekers, as both
public and private employment services

serve similar groups and have the same
final objective: bring as many persons as
possible to the labour market.

The real question though is not why, but

how to co-operate. These partnerships
can take a number of forms: exchange

of information, pooling of data on the
labour market, sourcing candidates,

Investment in active labour market

policies has been underwhelming

sharing candidates and job vacancies,
managing skills, assessing and creating

skills through training and providing
outplacement services to reintegrate the
long-term unemployed. They generally
function within one of three different

frameworks, depending on the support
required by the PES and the needs of
the market. There is the traditional

public model, where governments use
outsourcing to gain specific expertise to
compliment the services provided by the

PES; the tendering model, which sees all
of the services being bid for by relevant
actors under a public contract; and the

voucher model, whereby public funds
are allocated to private service providers,
though the job-seeker is free to choose

his/her own private service provider.

The fruits of public-private partnerships
in the employment sector are visible in
several countries. In the Netherlands,

for example, a range of financial
arrangements were established between

1988 and 1995 to help target groups enter
the labour market and were made available

to private employment agencies. These

included wage-cost subsidies, funding
for mediation and guidance, and project-
based grants. From T995 to 2008, private
employment agencies co-operated with

user companies in need during a period
of mass dismissals. Since then, public

private-partnerships have been anchored

in almost all policy reports on solutions to
labour market problems.
Such partnerships have also existed in

France since 1994, when a co-operation

agreement was signed for the first time
between the French PES (Pôle emploi)
and PRISME, the national federation of

private employment agencies. The main
objective was to work together to reduce

unemployment by exchanging information
on labour trends and sharing job vacancies
and candidates. In 2008, 623,900 job

vacancies were sent by private agencies to
Pôle emploi and 9,600 skill assessments
were conducted by private agencies on

behalf of the PES. Though the global crisis
has caused unemployment to rise, these
efforts no doubt contributed to a decline in

unemployment at that time.

No wonder the French government has
recently facilitated a tendering process

aimed at outsourcing 320,000 job-seekers.
The first group to be placed with the
successful private sector agencies will

include 150,000 people who were let go
from their positions due to economic

reasons. The second group will include
170,000 unemployed people from
sectors in decline and who have personal

difficulties-these are most at risk of falling
into long-term unemployment. This
work will cost per person, which

will be doubled in the case of permanent
reintegration into the labour market. The
overall cost of the project is estimated at

million in 2010 and million

for the duration of the project, which is
expected to last through 2011.

In the UK, 15% of all jobs advertised
by JobCentre Plus, the UK public
employment service, come from the
private recruitment industry and 24% of

JobCentre Plus offices receive support
from private employment agencies for the
placement of target groups. Some other
countries, like Australia, have used tender

procedures instead of a public model to

support job-seekers, meaning that the
public service is outsourced to private
operators in order to gain efficiency and
effectiveness.

Private employment services provide

job-seekers, particularly disadvantaged
job-seekers, with a stepping stone to the
labour market. Initiatives as simple as

sharing resources not only maximise
efficiencies but are crucial in dealing
with the fallout from the financial crisis.

Governments need to build on existing
partnership models and encourage greater
co-operation in this area if we are to avert

long-term unemployment.
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Capitalism 4.0
Anatole Kaletsky, Editor-at-large and principal economic commentator of The Times

Rumours of capitalism's demise may

be premature. The question now is:

what kind of capitalist system will

emerge from the current crisis?

The world did not end. Despite all the

forebodings of disaster in the 2007-09
financial crisis, the riots, soup kitchens, and

bankruptcies did not materialise-and no

one any longer expects the global capitalist

system to "collapse", whatever that emotive

word may mean. Yet the capitalist system's

survival does not imply that the pre-crisis
faith in the wisdom of financial markets

and the efficiency of free enterprise will ever

again be what it was before the bankruptcy
of Lehman Brothers on 15 September

2008. What, then, will replace the global

capitalism that crumbled in the autumn of
2008? The answer is-global capitalism, but
of a new kind.

The traumatic events of 2007-09 have

neither destroyed nor diminished the

fundamental human urges that have always

powered the capitalist system-ambition,

initiative, individualism, the competitive

spirit, etc. But these natural human qualities
are already being redirected to create a new

version of the capitalist that will ultimately

be more successful and productive than the

one that collapsed in 2008.

Rather than blaming greedy bankers,

incompetent regulators or gullible

homeowners, the meltdown in the global

financial system needs to be put into

historical and ideological perspective.

Capitalism is an adaptive system that

evolves in response to a changing

environment. Once we recognise that

capitalism is not a static set of institutions,

but an evolutionary system that reinvents

itself through crises, we can see the events

of 2007-09 in a new light: as the fourth
systemic transformation of capitalism,

comparable to the transformations that

followed the inflationary crisis of the 1970s,

the Great Depression of the 1930s, and the

Napoleonic Wars of 1803-15. The emerging

politico-economic system can therefore be
described as "Capitalism 4.0".

Viewing the crisis in this historical

perspective we can also see that the global

boom was not just an episode of mass

hysteria, but in part a logical response to

four great politico-economic trends that

began in the late 1980s: the breakdown of

communism, the re-emergence of Asia,

the revolution in electronic technology and

the creation of a global financial system

based on pure fiat money. These benign

trends inspired speculation and produced

a boom-bust cycle, in a pattern typical of

previous periods of productivity-enhancing

structural change. What turned a severe

but manageable boom-bust cycle into

an unprecedented financial disaster was

the fundamentalist interpretation of the

economic theory of efficient markets, first

by Alan Greenspan and then by Henry
Paulson, with even more disastrous results.

The clearest consequence of the crisis

is therefore a transformed relationship

between public policy and markets. Such

shifts in the boundary between economics

and politics have been the defining feature

of each successive version of the capitalism

system. In classical 19th century capitalism,

politics and economics were completely

distinct spheres, with interactions between

government and private enterprise largely

confined to the raising of military revenues

and protection ofpowerful vested interests.
The second version of capitalism, from
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the 1930s onwards, was characterised by a

distrust of markets and a faith in benign,

omniscient government. The third phase,

defined by the Thatcher-Reagan revolution,

exactly reversed these prejudices-

governments were distrusted and markets

were always right. In the fourth phase,

the world is beginning to recognise that

governments and markets can both be

catastrophically wrong.

Recognising the fallibility of both markets

and political institutions may seem

paralysing, but is, in fact, empowering.
Imperfect knowledge implies a balanced

collaboration between politics and
economics, rather than an adversarial

relationship, and creates scope for

Market fundamentalist assumptions

are being replaced by a more

pragmatic understanding of

macroeconomics

leadership, creativity and experimentation

in both government and business. If the

world is too complex and unpredictable

for either markets or governments to be

perfect mechanisms for achieving social

objectives, then systems ofchecks and

balances reflecting both private incentives

and public interests will have to be devised.

Experimentation and pragmatism must

therefore become the watchwords in public

policy, economics and business strategy,

even if this means a loss ofconsistency and

coherence. The ability to operate by trial and

error, to correct mistakes before they do too

much social harm, is the greatest virtue of

the market system. A similar pragmatism

will have to be extended in the years ahead

to political decisions and to the interaction of

government with the economy.

Political and business leaders are

acknowledging the shift from a world of

rationalist predictability to one characterised

by ambiguity, unpredictability and fuzzy
logic, and economists will have to follow

suit. Mainstream economic assumptions

of rational expectations, neutrality of

money and efficient markets left only one

important role for macroeconomic policy,

which is to keep inflation under control.

But if financial cycles, banking crises

and self-reinforcing economic slumps

are recognised as natural features of

the capitalist system-then governments

and central banks must again accept the

broad responsibilities they abandoned

in the 1980s for managing growth and

employment, as well as maintaining

financial stability and keeping inflation
under control.

These vast new responsibilities may suggest

that government will grow ever larger, but
the opposite is more likely. The size of

government will have to shrink, even as its

responsibilities expand, because deficits and

tax burdens have reached the limits ofpublic

acceptance-and also because the complex

demands ofadvanced societies, ranging from

healthcare and higher education to energy

independence and stable mortgage financing,

can only be satisfied by profit enterprise

acting through competitive capitalist markets.

The expanding role of the government will

not be in replacing markets, but in changing

incentives, so that profit-seeking businesses

pursue politically-desired objectives, whether
in financial markets, healthcare, education or

energy investment.

The opportunities created by technology,

globalisation and social reform in the 21s1

century suggest that the world economy,

instead ofdescending into a "new normal"

of stagnant growth and high unemployment,

should actually become more prosperous

in the coming decades than it was in the 30
years of market fundamentalism before the

Politicians and central bankers have

enormously powerful tools at their disposal

to stimulate growth-zero interest rates,

open-ended credit guarantees, fiscal stimulus

and a limitless ability to print money. The

economic doctrines of the pre-crisis period

assumed that efforts to boost growth with

monetary and fiscal policies were doomed

to failure. But these market fundamentalist

assumptions are being replaced by

a more pragmatic understanding of

macroeconomics. Policymakers are

rediscovering the use of monetary policy to
manage employment as well as inflation,

of public spending to create jobs, of tax

incentives to encourage investment and

currencies to promote export growth.

Speaking at the World Economic Forum

in Davos in January, the White House

chief economist Larry Summers made the

following prediction: "When historians look

back on the economic figures for 2oro-i9, I
will be very surprised if they are not much

better than the figures for 2000-09. Ifwe

renew our failing systems, we can provide
much better outcomes to the American

people than we did in the last decade."

No one at the time paid much attention,
because a new normal ofmass

unemployment and stagnant living standards

was generally believed to be inevitable after

the financial disasters of 2007-09. But
with every month that goes by, Summers'
optimism becomes more credible.

IfAmerica and Europe fail to show the

ideological flexibility required to make the

new model ofcapitalism more successful

than the old one, the political economy

of the coming decades will be shaped

more by China's state-led capitalism than

Western democracy. If, however, the rising

generation ofAmerican, European and Asian

politicians and business leaders recognise

that changes are inevitable in both market

and state fundamentalist thinking, then a
mutually beneficial balance should soon

be re-established in the politico-economic

dynamics ofemerging economies and

advanced capitalist nations.

Anatole Kaletsky is a columnist and principal economic
commentator of The Times of fondon. He wrote this

article for the OECD Observer. It is based on Mr Kaletsky's

new book, Capitalism 4.0, which will be published by
Bloomsbury in the UK and by Public Affairs Books in the US

in June 2010. It will be published by OTIC Publishing House
in China.
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ROAD TO RECOVERY

Investing in a durable recovery
Augustin de Romanet, CEO, Caisse des Depots et Consignations, and Chairman of the Long-Term Investors Club

The Caisse des Dépôts, a publicly-led long-
term investment group, which has entered

a partnership with the OECD focusing on
the role of long-term investors, has founded,

together with three other European public
financial institutions-Cassa Depositi

e Prestiti, KfW Bankengruppe and the

European Investment Bank-the Long-Term
Investors Club. What is it all about?

Promote the "investments of the future".

This idea may seem somewhat provocative
at a time ofcrisis when deficits and

government debt are soaring. But it is a

fundamental challenge that must be met,
for without such investments there can be

no sustainable growth, no new jobs and no

long-term economic prospects. And it is the

motivation behind the Long-Term Investors
Club, which brings together financial

institutions from Europe, Asia, the Gulf and
North America, with total assets of

$3 trillion.

This is the dilemma: the crisis is forcing
governments to think in the short term
and companies to think in terms of cash

flow and profitability, at a time when the

global challenges we face require massive

investments in projects that will only

become profitable in 20 or 30 years. In
total, it would take a global investment of
nearly $2 trillion to cover the investment

needs in the transport, energy, water and
telecommunication sectors by 2020-2030.
This sum does not include the investment

needs in the innovation and research

sectors, both ofwhich are crucial for stable

production levels.

The purpose of the club is to bridge the
gap between the priority of tackling short-
term problems and the need to address

long-term challenges. There is obviously no

magical solution, but the use of a new type

of financial engineering that brings together
public and private partners may prove to be
productive.

From this standpoint, long-term investors-
i.e., financial institutions that have low or no

short and medium-term liability obligations,
such as public financial institutions,

sovereign funds and certain pension funds

and insurance companies-have a key role
to play. Their ability to plan over the long
term enables them to finance projects that
will only generate income later, and thereby
act upon the factors that will determine

potential growth, in particular by financing
the innovation, research and major projects
essential to the creation of new jobs.

These long-term investors will be able

to contribute much more effectively to

financing these needs if they can rely on a
global financial regulatory framework that
encourages a long-term perspective, rather
than one geared to short-term value, which
makes corporate assets vulnerable to the

volatility of markets. This is the message
that we are conveying to European and
international regulators with regard to the
revision of the prudential reserve ratios and

IFRS (International Financial Reporting
Standards) standards.

There must also be greater co-operation
among long-term investors. This is the role

that the club that I chair intends to play. The
InfraMed Fund, a fund for investment in

urban, energy and transport infrastructures
in the southern and eastern regions of the
Mediterranean, and the Marguerite Fund-
2020 Fund for Energy, Climate Change and
Infrastructure in the European Union-that
we have just launched jointly, are the initial

successful examples of this new type of

financial engineering. In the MENA region,
for example, a volume of investments

between billion per year over the 2009

Discussions on sovereign wealth

funds remain relevant, but we must

go further

2014 period would make it possible to raise
the public and private funds needed to carry
out priority projects in the urban, transport
and energy sectors, representing a total of

billion.

The aim, then, is to recognise the role of
long-term investors, but also to define

their area of responsibility and clarify
their relations with shareholders and

governments. The discussions that are
under way, in particular in the OECD, on

the governance of sovereign wealth funds,
have lost none of their relevance. But we

must go further. The exceptional nature of

the crisis that we are going through calls
for new thinking about the contribution of
infrastructure investments to sustainable

growth, and the means ofmobilising long-
term savings.
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INNOVATION

Innovation: Sensible strategies for sustainable recoveries
Andrew Wyckoff, Director, and Dirk Pilat, OECD Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry

Little did they know it at the time, but

Southwest Airlines was making innovation

history not only through a radically

new business model but also in using

information technology to keep costs

low, such as by pioneering automatic
ticketing in 1974 and introducing online
booking two decades later. Southwest
Airlines' innovations led to considerable

growth in the air travel industry as other

airlines moved into the budget sector and
lower prices attracted new fliers. The US

Department ofTransportation later gave
this innovation-led growth a name, the
"Southwest Effect", to describe the dramatic

growth that can take place in a particular

sector when a highly innovative company

enters a market and, in fact, changes the very
market itself.

Forty years on, can companies like Southwest,

but also more recent companies such as

Amazon and Apple, give us lessons to guide
us through today's economic climate?

Interestingly, Amazon and Apple smashed
their earnings records during the 3rd quarter

of 2009-the nadir of the US recession-by

extracting value from innovations such as the
iPhone and cloud computing. Remember
also that Microsoft, Nokia and Blackberry

(RIM) were all born, or reborn, during a
downturn. In fact, over half of the companies

on the 2009 Fortune 500 list began during a
recession or bear market. In short, downturns

can breed innovation and entrepreneurship,

and spark new and much needed sources of
growth. Enabling this is key for long-term
growth.

Why is innovation so important for
growth and what can governments
do to improve it? The OECD has
been working on this question for
several years and is delivering a
comprehensive perspective, the OECD
Innovation Strategy, to governments
from around the world at the OECD

Ministerial Council Meeting on 27-28
May. Here are some highlights.

In 1967 Rollin King sketched a triangle on a
cocktail napkin. This triangle, representing

Texas air routes and drawn for the benefit

of Herb Kelleher, would lead to one of the

greatest innovations in commercial air
travel. King and Kelleher went on to found

Southwest Airlines, inventing low-cost air

travel by using secondary airports and flying
customers directly to their destinations,

thereby cutting out expensive layovers. They

cut out free meals, passing on the savings

to their customers. And in a period of
precarious jobs, Southwest Airlines offered
staff secure jobs and profit-sharing schemes,
thereby cultivating loyalty and satisfaction
among employees.

This is one of the essential lessons in

the OECD Innovation Strategy issued

to governments this May. Quite simply,
those countries that harness innovation

and entrepreneurship as engines for new
sources of growth will be more likely to pull
out and stay out of recession. Governments

can help by creating the environment and
safeguarding the drivers of innovation, even
in difficult times. Sure enough, demand-
side policies, from regulatory and tax
reform to public procurement, clearly have
a fundamental role to play. But there are

specific measures too that governments have
to consider.
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Over half of the companies on the

2009 Fortune 500 list began during

a recession or bear market

The crisis represents a paradox for the

innovation system because, although it
creates opportunities as old ways of doing

things are replaced by new ones through
"creative destruction", there is at the same

time risk aversion and a scarcity of finance

that limits the capacity of the innovation
system to deliver.

This problem and the importance of

innovation as a driver of growth was
recognised in many of the stimulus

packages that were launched to offset
the impact of the crisis. Many countries

increased their public investment in
education, research and infrastructure to

strengthen their growth performance. But
now, with the weight of fiscal deficits bearing

down, there is a risk of such spending being
cut. That would be a mistake. While cuts

in such spending may provide short-term

fiscal relief, it will hurt growth in the long
term, not to mention the ability to deal with

challenges such as climate change, hunger
and disease, all of which require innovative
solutions. Where cuts cannot be avoided,

they should be properly targeted to enhance

efficiency and strengthen the impact of
public spending. Public investment provides
the seeds for future innovation and growth

and requires a stable and long-term policy
commitment if it is to be effective.

In the end, human ingenuity and the
entrepreneurial spirit are the essence of
innovation. While scientific and technical know-

how are essential for advancing knowledge,
more is required. Innovation also relies on
broad and relevant education that builds

entrepreneurial skills, initiative and creativity,

and teaches how to work as part ofnetworked

teams. Courses need to be adapted to equip

students with the capacity to participate in the
creation, diffusion and adaptation ofinnovations,

where learning and applying new skills becomes

necessary throughout their lives.

Many governments should rethink the

role that universities and public research

organisations play in their economies. All too
frequently, universities are viewed solely as
education providers, and not as essential hubs

ofinnovation. Universities and public research

establishments provide links between players-

businesses, governments and countries-and
are often the anchor that local clusters use to

participate in global networks. As cogs in the
innovation machine, governments should grant

them more independence, promote competition

and an entrepreneurial spirit and strengthen
their ability to compete at home and abroad.

Take science for instance. This is vital to

innovation, especially to generate "step changes",
such as the invention ofthe transistor or the

first vaccine. Fundamental R&D is mostly

undertaken and funded by governments and
provides the foundation for future innovation.

The Internet, which owes much to public

investment over the years, is a case in point.
Governments should especially avoid cuts in

basic R&D directed at social challenges, such
as neglected diseases like malaria or renewable

sources ofenergy. These can generate a double
dividend ofeconomic growth and improved
welfare.

Governments also have to learn from

experience, for instance, by asking if their
policies really do stimulate entrepreneurship

or prepare the ground for possible new areas

of growth. Successful innovation policies
need to reflect the current environment

for innovation. New and young firms-
frequently the offshoots of universities

or large established businesses-are

increasingly important and tend to be
the source of radically new, disruptive

innovations that upset existing business
models and boost both productivity and

employment. Think of the German software
firm SAP, for instance, which was created

by five former employees of IBM Germany.

Today it's the world's largest producer of

business software, employing more than

50,000 people.

This should not be too surprising. Data
from the US shows that firms less than five

years old accounted for nearly all increased
employment in the private business sector

over the last 25 years. US companies that
survived seven years from the date of

their creation were on average 60 times

larger than when they started, compared to
between 5 to 30 times larger in a number of
different European countries.

What can governments do to nurture more

of these "gazelles"? For a start, policies
must do more than simplify administrative

procedures for starting a business; they

should promote an environment that

enables firms to grow. They must provide
portability of social benefits, such as

pensions and health insurance, to encourage
would-be entrepreneurs to take the risk of

setting out on their own to pursue a good
idea. Policies must also facilitate access to

risk capital, which is all too scarce in the

current environment. This is a particular
problem for new entrants, since they have

no track record and in many cases can

only bring the likes of patents and similar

intangible assets to the table, which can be
difficult for investors to value.

Securing a solid infrastructure for
innovation is also critical. Support for

platforms that underpin innovation is a key

role for governments as they enable more
actors to engage in innovation networks.

High-speed broadband connections, for

example, allow collaboration to take place,

ensure access to a wide range of data and
information, provide access to powerful
analytical tools and facilitate the creation of
new value.

Policies to foster innovation will only deliver
full results if they take into consideration

the wide scope of activities that innovation

brings together. Technology is important,
but in the OECD's view, what counts at

least as much is how to harness new (and
sometimes unintended) knowledge in more

productive ways. SMS texting on mobile
phones is an example of a major success

that few operators had foreseen. Or consider

the story of Kenyan mobile company
Safaricom.

This firm began offering its prepaid

customers a service for sharing minutes
with family members in rural areas who

found it impossible to buy phone cards.
Quicldy, the sharable minutes became a

form of alternative currency as customers
began using them to send money to relatives
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or pay for services, such as taxi rides.
Recognising an opportunity, Safaricom
launched M-PESA, a nationwide banking
service that allows Kenyans to send money
via SMS without the need for a bank

account, which many Kenyans don't have.

Policies that focus only on R&D miss out on
such potential. Scientists and engineers are
vital for robust innovation to take hold, but

as Safaricom shows, governments should
look at the potential for innovation and
entrepreneurial solutions throughout the
economy.

There is no silver bullet to strengthen
innovation. The success of policy relies on
enhancing the performance of the system
as a whole, and ironing out the weak
links that can hurt performance. Policies
need to recognise that innovation relies
on collaboration between a wide range of
partners, including both producers and
users of innovation. Information and

communication technologies, especially the
Internet, facilitate this collaboration.

This global aspect will become even more
important in the years ahead, as new global
players such as China, Brazil, India and
South Africa shift the topography of ideas
and how they are traded and invested.

To stay ahead in this world, governments
must look beyond the crisis and avoid
inappropriate policymaking. Many countries
have room to improve the efficiency of
government policies supporting innovation.
A recession may create strains, but is also a
good time for reform. The OECD Innovation
Strategy does not have all the answers or
prescribe a one-size-fits-all approach, but
it provides an invaluable benchmark and
guide to help navigate these pressured
times.

For economies around the world, a good
dose of innovation can deliver a double

win. It can help drive a sustainable
recovery and deliver progress on social and
environmental goals. But getting policy
right means understanding that innovation
in the 21st century is a complex and
dynamic game. To succeed, countries will
need to make innovation a central pillar of
government policy and equip firms, public
organisations and citizens to participate and
harness knowledge for solutions. There are
very few countries that couldn't use a dose of
that "Southwest effect" right now.
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Taxes for innovation

Jeffrey Owens, Director, and Michael Ash, OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration

The tax system can be a powerful policy

instrument for spurring innovation.
Here is how.

Anyone focusing on innovation realises

its potential to transform economies.
Innovation extends the bounds of our

knowledge and our current capabilities,

making firms more competitive and

productive. These positive effects spill

over to others in the economy. Innovation

goes well beyond scientists with goggles
and Bunsen burners. It includes the

development of new products, novel

techniques of production, fresh approaches

to marketing and original methods of

organisation in firms and industries.

Adoption is also key, since a good idea that

is not picked up by others cannot have a

significant impact.

If firms have incentives to innovate from

the market, is there a role for governments?

In particular, can taxation help? Yes-not

least because the tax system can be used

to help overcome barriers to innovation by

reducing the cost of undertaking innovative

activities. Research and development

(R&D) tax credits, which are in use in many

OECD economies, provide tax benefits

related to the costs of undertaking specific
activities that aim to innovate. Canada, for

example, offers a broad-based R&D tax

credit ofup to 35% for expenses towards

experimental development, basic and

applied research, and related supporting

activities. Accelerated depreciation schemes

for innovation-related capital and reduced
labour taxes on scientists and researchers

are other means. These tools can be used

broadly or targeted to specific sectors and

outcomes, such as renewable energy.

One way to boost the supply of innovation

can be to lower the corporate tax rate

for innovation-related profits, such as

from royalties or the sale of patents.

The Netherlands does this through its

Innovation Box programme, where

innovation-linked profits benefit from a tax

rate of 5% in lieu of the general rate of up

to 25.5%.

Tax measures specifically targeting

innovation will generally increase

innovation activities, particularly R&D

activities, but there is risk of merely

shifting R&D from other jurisdictions and

subsidising R&D activities that would have

occurred anyway, without the tax credit.

Governments should avoid this danger, and
also be aware of the administrative burdens

for both firms and authorities innovation

policies create. Moreover, they potentially

open avenues for tax planning, including
transferring intellectual property to low-tax

jurisdictions.

Nor are tax measures to spur innovation

without costs to public finances. The value

ofvarious R&D tax credits range from 0.1%

of total tax revenue in the UK and Norway

to over 0.9% in Canada. This means

revenue foregone which, particularly in

today's budget-tight times, must generally

be raised through other means, such as

higher standard corporate tax rates or

higher personal income tax rates. These

in themselves could have adverse impacts

on innovation activities by firms, not to

mention economic activity more widely.

The issues affecting the supply of

innovation also go beyond the existing

corporate tax system. The relationship

between the corporate tax system, the

personal tax system and social security
contributions can influence individuals'

decisions about whether to stay in

dependent employment or seek out

more entrepreneurial and innovative

activities. Moreover, policymakers have

to consider whether marginal personal
tax rates are calibrated to account for

highly-skilled workers who may more

than proportionately drive innovation,
but who are mobile and can be sensitive

to tax rates.

The environment is one area where

innovation is critical, affecting everything
from local water pollution to national energy

systems and global climate change. Meeting

environmental challenges with today's

technology would be quite costly.
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Subsidising innovation
Tax subsidy rate for $1 of R&D, large firms and SMEs, selected countries, 2008
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But using the tax system merely to
encourage the supply of innovation for the
environment simply will not be sufficient.

If there is no cost to polluting, why would

a firm adopt environmental innovations,
however technologically advanced or cheap,

that helps it to pollute less? Some firms may
gain value in reducing their own pollution
for investment-relations purposes, but

in general, environmental innovation is

In the Netherlands, innovation-linked

profits benefit from a lower tax rate

different from other types of innovation:

stimulating environmental innovations
will see little uptake by polluters, unless

matched by measures to stimulate demand
for those innovations.

This stimulus must largely come from

putting a price on environmentally harmful
activities, akin to the prices of other goods
and services in the economy. Without

markets to do this naturally, there is a clear

role for governments to step in and tax
pollutants. Governments across the OECD
are increasingly doing just this and not only
to address climate change but to address
wider environmental challenges. They levy

taxes on smog-causing air pollutants, taxes
on effluents to water sources and on waste

to reduce load and boost recycling.

Taxes are generally considered the most
effective environmental policy tool available

to governments, alongside tradable permit
systems, which have very similar properties.

By placing a price on the pollutant, both
approaches really can encourage firm-level
action to reduce pollution and thereby

stimulate innovation. Where well-designed
environmental taxes have been levied,

these taxes have been shown to be effective

at inducing innovation; these taxes are
generally levied directly on the harmful
activity at an appropriate rate, with few

exemptions.

In short, given the importance of innovation
to sustainable growth and well-being,

governments need to consider how to
best optimise their approach. Skilfully
harnessing the tax system offers a robust
and indeed innovative way forward.
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Corporate social innovation
Jérôme Auriac, General Manager and founder of Be-linked*

Companies and non-governmental

organisations are forging new types of
relationships. Do they really work for
the benefit ofboth?

For a long time, companies and non¬

governmental organisations went through
a period what influential University of
Michigan Professor CK Prahalad, calls

"co-existence". This type of relationship

was-and often still is-characterised by
relations that were either conflictual, as in

campaigns waged by NGOs against certain

multinationals, or benevolent, often through
philanthropy.

However, companies today are

increasingly focused on corporate social

and environmental responsibility as they

face new constraints in decision-making
processes, including the impact of activities
on climate and local communities. This,

together with unprecedented growth in
the number of NGOs worldwide, has led

companies and NGOs to forge new types
of relationships. Both factors and drivers

of social innovation, these types of co¬

operation-partnerships that transcend co¬

existence-are best described by the notion of
co-creation. What does this term mean?

Co-creation, a concept that Prahalad also

used in his work, involves two partners

tackling a challenge in an open manner

on the basis of mutual co-operation and

consultation that extend from the project's

design phase to its implementation and the

sharing of its results. For example, over the

Co-creations help companies get a

better grasp of their markets and

future opportunities

past few months, Danone, a major foods

company, has been harnessing genuine

co-creation strategies with certain NGOs

and social entrepreneurs throughout the
world. Why? And what benefits does a

global corporation stand to gain from a close
relationship with one or more NGOs?

First of all, it is a way for the company

to get a better grasp of its market and

future opportunities. Both in France and

in developing countries, for example,

companies that are used to serving more
economically viable segments of the
population know very little about low-

income groups, particularly the four billion

people who live on less than two dollars

a day. By working closely with firms that

provide jobs for the hard-core unemployed,
for instance, they are able to learn more

about these populations and their needs.

Beyond this "marketing" aspect of the

analysis, the company also considers the
social and environmental value added to

be gained through this socially innovative

dynamic of including not-for-profit players
in its value-creation chain. For example,
the FedEx Corporation launched its first

hybrid electric truck in 2004 together
with the Environmental Defense Fund, an

NGO based in Washington DC, and is now

the market leader. In the agri-food sector,

Danone, in its La Petite Reine project,

called on Proxicity, a job-placement firm

for people otherwise unable to find work,
to make deliveries to some of its retailers in

central Paris. The deliveries are made using
pedal-powered tricycles, which affect the

environment less than trucks do. Delivery
times are the same, and the cost structure

is adapted through innovative financing
arrangements developed by Danone.

Danone has also initiated a co-creation

process with SOS Sahel, an NGO, in order to

develop and organise acacia gum collection

in Chad, Mali and Burkina Faso. Through
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this initiative, the company is strengthening

what it calls its "eco-systems" and thereby

the sustainability of its suppliers. At the

same time, it enables the NGO to carry out

its primary mission, which is to fight poverty

by developing income-generating activities.

Pride in ownership, a license to operate,

an enhanced image and reputation,

improved R&D-these are some of the many
benefits of co-creation between NGOs and

companies. But if these are to be optimal,

each of the players must continually adapt

and be open to the other. Not only must the

co-creating partners be highly coherent in

their expectations and aims, but, if they are

to make a social impact, they must provide

what the population really wants and follow
local public policy guidelines. As Franck
Reboud, the CEO of Danone often points
out, when Danone becomes involved in this

type of co-operation, it is engaging in neither

philanthropy nor a subtle form ofmarketing,
but responding to the need for a company
in its sector to adapt to market trends, while

not neglecting shareholder needs.

The difficulties involved are commensurate

with the challenges and should not be
underestimated. To work, both partners

must agree to any changes in strategy and
must be highly motivated, while managers
and operational staffmust show a high
level ofcommitment. Otherwise, the

limitations will show, as the recent ending
of a partnership between Friends of the

Earth and the French savings bank, Caisse

d'Epargne, indicates.

Only time will tell whether co-creation can

ultimately succeed in reducing some of
the economic, social and environmental

inequalities between the so-called developed
countries and the rest ofthe world. In a

context ofever greater regulatory constraints

on all aspects of social responsibility, these

initiatives are opening up a new path for

our decision-makers, one that gives social
issues a place in the management sciences
and enables companies to maximise both

profits and social value. For ifcompanies are
to be legitimate, competitive and innovative,
they will have to open up to the new players,
including stakeholders represented by
NGOs and social entrepreneurs in order to
tackle those social challenges that businesses
are inherently ill-equipped to meet.

*Be-linked, Business & Community Intelligence, is

a strategy and management consulting firm that is
dedicated to NGO/corporate relations. Its mission is to

ensure that relations with civil society are included as a

key component of corporate strategy. Be-linked publishes
Business & Community Brief, a bi-monthly newsletter

on NGO/private-sector relationships.

Visit www.be-linked.net
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Nanomaterials: Getting the measure

Peter Kearns, OECD Environment Director

Innovation can bring benefits, but

possible risks too. The emergence of
nanotechnology, which manipulates
barely visible materials for industrial
purposes, is a case in point, and
policymakers are taking a close look.

All kinds of nanomaterials are now found

in common household items, from sports

gear and sunscreens to socks and dresses,
from beds and shampoos for pets to mobile

phones and computer processors. Like any

innovative technology, nanotechnology has

the potential for producing unimagined
benefits-and unintended risks. The OECD

has been at the forefront of international

efforts to minimise those risks since 2005.

These days, co-operation is intensifying as

nanomaterials become part of our everyday

landscape.

Nanotechnology refers to a range of

technologies that aim to manipulate
individual atoms and molecules in order

to create new products and processes. The
characteristics of materials, particularly their

colour, strength, conductivity and reactivity,

change substantially when their atoms and
molecules are manipulated. For instance, a
material that is red or flexible at the metre

scale may be green or stronger than steel at
the nanoscale-where one nanometre equals

1/80,000 the width of a human hair. Where
are the risks?

Most nanomaterials are probably perfectly

safe for the general public, particularly in
solid form, but there is some uncertainty

about health risks if, for instance, toxic

nanoparticles enter the body through
the skin or are inhaled, and about

environmental risks when nanoparticles are

released into soil and water systems.

Clearly, health and safety are vital policy
concerns, but will new rules be needed?

This is a legitimate question policymakers

usually pose when it comes to innovations

like nanotechnology. After all, new

legislation can be time-consuming and
costly, and can bring unnecessary burdens

on producers and consumers alike.
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The OECD has led co-ordinated

policy action on evaluating the safety
of nanomaterials for half a decade,

thanks in no small part to the fact that

the organisation is the home of the

internationally accepted Guidelines for the

Safety Testing of Chemicals. The OECD

has been reviewing these guidelines to

determine whether they can be applied

to nanomaterials and has published a

preliminary review.

Under a sponsorship programme, OECD
countries, China and the Business and

Industry Advisory Committee of the

OECD (BIAC) are working together to

fund the testing of 14 nanomaterials that

are either on the market today or close to

it. Each material is being tested for about

60 qualities relevant to human health and

environmental safety. Since the cost of such

testing is around million per material,

the total budget for the programme will

run to some million. The aim of the

programme is to determine whether such

materials can be tested successfully. This is

expensive, time-consuming and labourious

work, but given the stakes, governments
and other stakeholders are committed

to it. Those delegations involved are also

determined to be as open and transparent

as possible concerning the testing, with

the results to be made publicly available

as soon as possible. To date, the OECD

has published guidance on how the

testing should be undertaken. From July

this year, plans will be published for each

nanomaterial that will explain exactly the

forms being tested, who is doing the testing
and for what.

Given the uncertainties, the OECD

is also considering what further role

policymakers should play in enhancing

public safety concerning nanomaterials.

The organisation's Working Party on
Manufactured Nanomaterials, established

in 2006, disseminated a questionnaire

in 2008 to identify applicable regulatory

regimes, both those now in force

and proposed, and how they address

information requirements, identify hazards,

mitigate exposure, and assess and manage
risks associated with manufactured

nanomaterials. While none of the 24

respondents reported having legislation

specific to nanomaterials, most said that

current laws include the authority to

regulate substances that are nanomaterials,

or products containing nanomaterials.

Fourteen of the 24 respondents confirmed

that they require product registration or
notification and an assessment of the

substance before it goes to market.

While working concertedly through the

OECD, regional organisations, such as

the European Commission, and business
associations, individual countries are

also formulating their own policies to

develop nanotechnologies responsibly. In

May 2009, for example, the Australian

government announced a four-year National

Enabling Technologies Strategy to provide a

framework for the responsible development

of biotechnology, nanotechnology and other

new technologies. It calls for a government-

wide approach to policy development,

regulation, public engagement and
co-ordinated involvement in international

efforts to address health and safety issues.

The Dutch Action Plan Nanotechnology,

formulated in 2008, includes proposals on

managing risks, research and innovation,

communicating about the technology

with the wider society, and addresses

legal aspects. The budget for its proposed

strategic research agenda, slated to start this

year, is million a year, of which 15%
will be devoted to risk research.

Japan's Ministry of the Environment

issued "Guidelines for preventing the

environmental impact of manufactured

nanomaterials" in 2009, with the aim of

providing manufacturers with all available

information on the environmentally

sound management of manufactured
nanomaterials. The US makes available a

similar set of guidelines, "Approaches to

Safe Nanotechnology: Managing the Health

and Safety Concerns Associated with

Engineered Nanomaterials", with the aim of

summarising the recommendations of the

None of the 24 survey respondents

reported having legislation specific to

nanomaterial

National Institute for Occupational Safety

and Health and encouraging an exchange
of information among all who produce
and use nanomaterials. Meanwhile, in the

UK, the British Standards Institute has

developed guidance on labelling and safe
handling and disposal of nanomaterials,

while a non-governmental stakeholder

group formulated the Responsible Nano

Code, a framework of best practice for

organisations that develop, manufacture,

sell or dispose of products using

nanotechnologies .

Are these initiatives and many other similar

reports and actions enough or will other
risk-assessment or risk-management

moves, such as labelling, be helpful? This

is the kind of question OECD work is

busily evaluating. What is clear is even the

smallest of technologies can have large-scale
policy implications. All countries are in the
same boat when it comes to nanomaterials,

and many may have to adapt their existing
regulatory frameworks to address them. The
OECD is determined to ensure this is done

fairly, transparently and with public safety

as a priority.
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inovative products tnat rely on nanotecnnoiogy as an enaoung

technology could contribute to a wider solution.

Dr. Andreas Kreimeyer - Member of the Board and Research Executive Director of BASF SE - The Chemical Company

Over the last few years, nanotechnology

has experienced what has become a fairly
typical curve in public favour for new
technologies. In the beginning it was greeted
with tremendous excitement as media

extolled the benefits and opportunities of this

amazing new technology. Shortly afterwards
critical voices started warning ofthe dangers,

even though companies and research
establishments very timely began studying

the safety aspects ofthe technology. The more

research results were published, the more
consumer uncertainty there seemed to be

and the bleaker the picture that was painted.
Meanwhile, environmental and consumer

groups are demanding tighter regulation
and labelling, or in some cases even a ban
on nano products. In the case ofproducts
like food and cosmetics, which come into

direct contact with the body, regulations have

already been established in Europe or are well
on the way to being introduced.

But is it adequate to address the risks of
nanotechnology as such? The present

debate about the risks of nanotechnology

is very often the debate about the risks
of carbon nanotubes. This perception

is grossly misleading and the debate
deserves differentiation. Generally

speaking nanotechnology is dealing with all
structures smaller than too nanometers,

which results in unique properties of
the material. The debate about the risks

of nanotechnology has to differentiate

nanotechnology-enabled consumer products
from nanotechnologyenabled intermediates
and raw materials such as nanoparticles and
nanotubes.

Nanotechnology is the essential innovation
driver across various industry sectors, and

across several scientific disciplines. Already

today nanotechnology-based products
contribute to a resource efficient society.

And today's nanotechnology research lays
the basis for dramatic changes towards a

sustainable energy economy. BASF develops
functional material solutions in open
innovation with the downstream users.

With the help ofnanotechnology, a variety of
material classes is available with completely

different application profiles.

While progress is important, we must

not strive for progress at any cost. Ever

technological progress also bears risks and
BASF will not accept risks the impact of

which it cannot assess. Like for any other

product or technology, we will weigh the
benefits of nanotechnology against its risks

which we deduce from intensive safety

research. We only bring our products to
market ifwe find the risks to be calculable

and ifwe can be sure that our products

are safe. Any product or project revealing
risks is either stopped entirely or developed

further along the value chain until it is safe.

Publicly funded integrated research projects
on a national and European level have

concluded that a general "nano-risk" does
not exist. Nano is nothing new. People are

constantly exposed to nanoparticles such
as volcano ashes or Saharan dust, which

Sponsored statement



have no negative effects on the human
health. Intentionally designed nanoparticles

are specific modifications of certain

chemicals, which are regulated in Europe

under the chemicals legislation REACH

(Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and Restriction of Chemicals). REACH
is therefore the suitable framework to

deal with nanomaterials. There might

be additional information requirements

necessary, however size alone does not

justify a special consideration with regard

to tonnage-trigger, timeline or labelling. A

generalised approach to nanomaterials or
nanotechnology as such is unjustified and
detrimental to sustainable growth of the

economy.

A specific example which has provoked
considerable debate on the risks of

nanotechnology is titanium dioxide

particles, which are added to sunscreen

formulations to provide UV protection.

Larger titanium dioxide particles have been
used in sunscreen products for years, but

they make the product white. By contrast,
the same particles on a nanoscale make it

transparent. This sunscreen is less thick,

can be more easily applied and is invisible

on the skin - significant benefits for the

consumer. However, many consumers

are concerned that these nanoparticles

could penetrate the skin after the product

is applied. At BASF, our toxicologists have
performed numerous tests to see whether
titanium dioxide particles can penetrate
the skin. The results were clear and are

confirmed by independent European

research: healthy skin represents an

impenetrable barrier to titanium dioxide

nanoparticles. Even studies on damaged

skin are currently ongoing, preliminary

results suggest UV-damage does not
enhance the skin penetration of the

titanium dioxide nanoparticles in sunscreen
formulations.

BASF is committed to lead the global efforts

to ensure the safety of nanotechnology-

based materials. We have acquired a unique

level of expertise in toxicology dealing with

nanotechnology, contributing to validated
test systems and sound data. To make sure

that our products are safe, we perform
a risk assessment on all nanomaterials

and if exposure of employees, consumers

or the environment is to be expected we

gather the necessary toxicological data.
For our workplaces, we developed a set

of occupational safety guidelines. We are

learning more over time, and we adapt
workflows at BASF in the light of our safety

research to offer maximum protection to

our employees, customers, consumers and
the environment.

The benefits of nanotechnology are
essential to achieve a resource-efficient

society, and virtually all novel techniques

of energy capture, storage and conversion
depend critically on nanomaterials. As

an innovative chemical company, BASF

"As research is undertaken as

a long-term activity it needs a

reliable political perspectivefor

the future. "

was quick to take up the challenges

presented by nanotechnology and soon

developed expertise in this field. This expert

competence allows us to upgrade existing
products and launch solutions to the key

issues of tomorrow: health, energy, mobility,

and construction. We are researching
value-added intermediates, such as

nanostructured materials, nanomodified

surfaces, nanoscale formulations and

integrated systems, such as photovoltaics,
batteries, solid-state lighting and printable
electronics. -

BASF's know-how in this new technology

is not limited to research and development
activities within our Research Verbund,

but we draw on global expertise from
numerous research alliances. For example,

BASF operates a global research center

for nanostructured surfaces and organic

electronics in Singapore. BASF's laboratory

at Strasbourg-based ISIS, on the other hand,

is researching nanostructured materials
such as nanofoams. The "BASF Advanced

Research Initiative at Harvard" focuses on

nanoformulations and on the mechanistic

processes that occur during the formation
of biofilms.

Having learned from the debates

surrounding other technologies, we

decided at a very early stage to participate

in the political and social dialogue about

nanotechnology at the same time as

developing the technology. This dialogue

has taught us that although we are doing a
lot of things right, there are still a number

of challenges that we as an industry, the

public and the politicians need to address.

One important issue in that context is the

development of a broadly accepted and

widely applicable definition. The lack of
a "definition" has been the main factor in

the failure of several political initiatives

and misunderstandings in communication

between different interest groups. The

basis for any regulatory framework is a

shared understanding of what it is that

needs to be regulated. To avoid future

misunderstandings it is essential to develop

an internationally agreed definition for

regulatory purposes.

Nanotechnology offers a wide range

of possibilities. However research is

undertaken as a long-term activity and

needs a reliable perspective for the

future. Planning certainty with regard the

political framework conditions around

nanotechnology is one important premise

for future investments in nanotechnology

research. The goal must be an international
harmonisation of political measures. A

situation where each country approaches

the issue differently is bureaucratic and

counterproductive. This is for example

the case with the different voluntary

reporting schemes currently in place in
different countries. The actual work of the

OECD Working Party on Manufactured

Nanomaterials makes very important and

valuable contributions to the goal for an

internationally harmonised approach.

Nanotechnology is an enabling technology

for the chemical industry and many
other sectors such as the construction,

energy, electronics, automotive, cosmetics,

packaging and pharmaceutical industry.

We have to avoid a stigmatisation of

nanotechnology. Instead we need to create

a positive climate of opinion towards

technology, innovation and risk: away from

skepticism and mistrust and with more

courage to face new challenges. Broad
social acceptance is necessary to benefit

fully from the opportunities presented

by nanotechnology. Politics, science and

industry have the responsibility to cooperate

in creating the basis for acceptance.
Transparent reporting of our activities and

active participation in the social debate are
the BASF contribution

toit.
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Innovation in motion: Focus on transport

International Transport Forum, Leipzig, Germany 26-28 May 2010

Rob Merrifield, Minister of State (Transport), Canada and President of the 2010 International Transport Forum

Transport drives forward

As we are now beginning to see the signs of a fragile recovery,
the 2010 Forum will emphasise the role that innovation must play
in the future of the transport sector. Decision-makers, experts and
practitioners from all modes will consider the transport systems
of tomorrow, the barriers that must be overcome to get there, and

the innovative technologies, policies and collaborations needed
for success.

In Canada, we recognise that innovation is key to increased
productivity and long-term growth. Innovation allows society to solve
problems and seize new opportunities. It allows businesses to thrive
with novel products and more efficient processes.

Advancing strategies for future transport innovation can help drive
the next generation of transportation productivity gains and help
meet emerging challenges that confront the sector, such as aging
infrastructure, congestion, climate change impacts and changing
demographics.

In addition, the sector's ability to strengthen its innovative capacity
will determine future improvements in overall transportation
system performance. For example, under our National Framework
for Strategic Gateways and Trade Corridors, we have linked key
transportation systems with global trade opportunities in three
strategic geographic areas. The Asia-Pacific Gateway and Corridor
leads through Vancouver and Western Canada to the heart of North
America. Canada's Atlantic Gateway provides unconstrained, reliable,
and efficient access to North America from Asian markets via the

Suez Canal, Canada, Europe, the Caribbean and Latin America. The
Continental Gateway and Trade Corridor connects our industrial
centre in Ontario and Quebec with the US.

An innovative approach is vital to maintaining our economic

growth and quality of life

This innovative approach is vital to maintaining our economic

growth and quality of life, as transportation systems that move goods
and people safely, securely and efficiently use fewer fossil fuels and
are essential in a world dependent on global trade.

As part of our ongoing innovation in transportation, we continue
to invest in intelligent transportation systems (ITS) to increase

efficiency, facilitate trade, and enhance safety and security. In
recognition of the importance of international co-operation, we
have recently signed ITS collaboration agreements with the US,
our biggest trading partner, in a mutual effort to increase our
competitiveness, modernise infrastructure, and strengthen the safety
and security of our supply chains.

Canada is also pursuing other technological improvements. For
example, we are developing advanced technologies to meet the
challenges ofwinter aviation operations and of changing permafrost.
To foster environmental sustainability, we are providing significant

support to municipalities to expand transit systems that reduce
emissions and investing in demonstration projects to test and
measure technologies that reduce greenhouse gas emission and
air pollution. In other areas, we are creating and implementing
intelligent infrastructure to monitor bridges and rail lines for signs
of displacement or degradation. We are also actively involved in
research to increase the security of air travellers, such as X-ray pattern

matching analysis, whole-body imaging algorithms and explosives
detection.

International partnerships foster technological innovation through
collaborative research. Together with our partners in China and the
US, we are developing tools to monitor and track cargo containers as
they travel on trucks, trains and ships.

Such partnerships will be essential in emerging areas like clean
transportation and wireless information technologies. In today's
globalised economy, international collaboration is ensuring that
deployments of important new and innovative technologies are
made in ways that integrate transport systems across international
boundaries, thereby creating more seamless and efficient movement
of goods and people.

The 2010 Forum will allow for the further exchange of ideas and

technologies to foster increased innovation. Together we can create
safer, more efficient, secure and environmentally responsible

transportation systems that benefit us all.

Visit www.tc.gc.ca
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Transport innovations
Jack Short. Secretary General, International Transport Forum

The development of transport and
society are inescapably interlinked.

"The Red Arrow", a poem by Paul Durcan,

an Irish poet, opens with the line "In the

history of transport-is there any other?".

Anyone looking at innovation in transport
would do well to consider this line. Is

history really the history of transport, more

than, say, the history of wars and kings,
as some would have it? It is a tempting
proposition.

The wheel, domestication of horses and

sailing ships allowed our ancestors to move

beyond their immediate localities. In the

19th century, steam ships and railways

dramatically extended the range and
speed of human travel. The 20th century
belonged to the car, and the number grew
from virtually none to over 500 million

today. The internal combustion engine has
been around for just over a hundred years,
and has improved dramatically. Indeed,

the modern Mercedes 500 has a smaller

engine and is ten times more powerful

than its 19 01 counterpart, the Mercedes 35.
And there were more than 600 significant
innovations in cars in the 20th century and
more keep unfolding.

There have been dramatic technological
improvements. High-speed trains, first in

Japan in 1964 and then in France, have

given a new elan to rail travel. And the

record is impressive. For example, the
Tokaido line between Tokyo and Osaka
carries 130 million people a year with peak

headways of three minutes and an average
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delay of 24 seconds. The jet engine has

transformed air travel into an everyday

option for millions of people.

Now, GPS-based route guidance systems

are making motorists' trips easier. In public

transport, passenger information systems,

providing waiting times for buses and trains,

and integrated ticketing have made public

transport a much more pleasant experience

While innovation emerges through

normal market mechanisms, it also

needs to be steered

in many cities. Innovative software has

allowed the logistics business to emerge and

flourish and, among many other benefits,

provides for the transparent tracking of

goods along the entire delivery chain.

In fact, simple ideas are often among
the most transformative. A container is

just a metal box, but it allows goods to be

transported and stored in standard ways and

on ever larger vessels, vehicles and trains.

Entrepreneurs exploited the potential, and

this led to massive changes and productivity

improvements in ship loading and

unloading, to safety and security advances,

and to huge transport cost reductions.

Another enormous 20th century innovation

is the safety belt, designed by Nils Ivar

Bohlin of Volvo in 1959. A simple idea, it

has saved millions of lives at very little cost.

And innovations have not just been in

technology. Policy innovations, including

deregulation in trucking, aviation, and some

rail systems, have brought large benefits to
economies and consumers. New business

models, such as hub-and-spoke networks
and low-cost aviation, revolutionised the

industry.

But while innovation emerges through
normal market mechanisms, it also needs

to be steered. Take road safety. Vehicles

can now be slowed or braked automatically.

Some cars are already equipped with

technologies which intervene directly on

the engine. Adaptive Cruise Control, for

example, slows the car when it is too close
to the vehicle in front and then accelerates

to maintain the preselected headway. An

Electronic Stability Programme applies

automatic braking to bring the vehicle
back under the driver's control. Anti-lock

Braking System (ABS) manages the braking
as humans cannot react quickly enough to

the changing adhesive relationship between

tyres and roads. And cars can now park by
themselves.

The arguments to use technology to
improve safety are overwhelming. Over 1.3
million people are killed in road crashes

each year and several million severely

injured. We can reduce this enormously by

using existing policies and technologies.
This in itself would be miraculous. But it

would still mean that over half a million

people would die on the roads annually.
And we cannot reduce this without new

instruments and especially technology.

Moreover, while the number of deaths

has come down, the number of collisions

remains more or less the same. We have

reduced the consequences, but not yet made

our system safe.

Other modes like air and rail are also much

safer thanks to technology, both in precision
instruments and IT, as well as construction

materials.

Naturally there are obstacles. Technical

reliability is not yet assured. Legal barriers

are another. These are complicated but will
need to be solved ifwe are to make roads

safe.

A second good example of innovation at

work in transport is congestion charging.
The history of congestion charging
illustrates that turning a good idea into

good practice is not straightforward. The

idea that a charge is needed to close the

gap between the private and social costs of

using a congested road network in order to

make sure the net benefits from network

use are as large as possible, is old. Scarcely
a less controversial idea exists in economics.

However, to decision-makers and to the

public, it is not so clear why it would be

good to levy a charge on traffic when there

is congestion, as this sounds like making a
bad thing even worse.

Implementing congestion charging
leads to real or perceived gains for some
and to losses for others, with the precise
distribution dependent on the details of the
scheme. Since voters seek to avoid losses

and may be unsure how they will fare

under drastic policy changes, proposing
to introduce congestion charges is a risky
political venture. Clearly, public policy

leadership is required to turn this good idea
into good practice. We can learn from places
where some form of congestion charging
has been successfully implemented-

London, Singapore and Stockholm are

examples, and there are value pricing
projects on the go in the US.

First, offering alternatives improves

acceptance: just like there is usually little

resistance to new products as long as no one

is forced to buy them, congestion charges
are more easily accepted when alternative

travel options are offered. Providing a
choice between a free road and a tolled road,

as is common in France and as is done in

many value-pricing experiments in the US,

emphasises the idea ofoffering variety.
Improving public transport is another piece
of the puzzle.

Second, a pricing system based on rules,

such as adapting tolls to different speeds

and times, can be easier to accept than

systems where prices are decided on less

transparent policy processes.

Third, highlighting other benefits, such

as less pollution and better quality of life

with less traffic, can help. Experience

suggests that public support for congestion

charging declines as the implementation

date approaches, and rises again after

implementation. But to what extent is it
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legitimate to push through a reform on
the grounds that experts are convinced it
is a good idea, even if public support is
weak? Fortunately, congestion charges are
not irreversible, so it seems reasonable to

take the risk of implementation and then

withdraw it, rather than, say, calling a

referendum. True, a major communication

effort is needed to win enough public

support to go ahead. But the real risk is not
of bad ideas prevailing, but rather lack of
experimentation with good ones.

Decarbonising transport is one of the
most compelling motives for innovation

in transport today. Emissions from road
passenger transport need to decline
significantly. Such decarbonisation could be
attained by drastically reducing the amount

of driving or by strongly reducing the
carbon content of road passenger transport

fuels. Populations are growing and people
will move more, not less. So clearly, the

transport sector must reduce the carbon
intensity of travel. Technological change
is therefore crucial. Improving the fuel

efficiency of conventional engines will not
be enough. Instead, road transport will have
to switch to a different energy base.

This is largely uncharted terrain.

Subsidising R&D for alternative energy

and putting the right price on carbon may
not be enough to guarantee major market
shares for low-carbon road transport fuels.

The reason is that knowledge of alternative

energy sources is not enough to make them
marketable as long as the new technology
is at even a small cost disadvantage.

This situation is likely to persist, given

relatively small production volumes for new

technologies, such as electric cars, and the
strong competitive position of conventional
engines.

Instead of just creating good framework

conditions, governments may need to get
more directly involved, not by muscling in

on private initiatives, but by co-operating

more closely with private investors,
innovators and other actors. There are risks

associated with this, because private and

Subsidising R&D for alternative energy

and putting the right price on carbon

may not be enough

public interests are not entirely the same.
Governments will make mistakes when

deciding on the strategies to pursue, but
so will the private sector. Governments

may end up paying too much to pursue
appropriate strategies, but private

companies will lose from some ventures
too. The bottom line is that the cost incurred

may turn out to be higher if governments
and business do not work harder together

on what is, after all, an issue of crucial

importance for society.

Concretely, then, what could government
do to steer innovation towards low-

carbon vehicle technology? In addition to

subsidising R&D and charging the right

price for CO2 emissions, governments can

lead by example, for instance, in their own

fleet-purchasing policies, as the French

government is doing.

More generally, they can set stringent
fuel-economy standards. Standards provide

more certainty to manufacturers on what

levels of fuel economy to provide than

fuel taxes or emission charges. Ideally,

long-term time paths are set according to
standards, so it is important to commit to

these standards, just as it is important to

commit to carbon-abatement targets in

general. Uncertainty is the biggest enemy
of innovation and investment, and only

under strong policy can the market reward
low-carbon innovation consistently and

strongly enough to trigger efforts towards
the decarbonisation of transport.

Public support for new technologies

may also be justified to stimulate market
penetration, to overcome cost disadvantages
associated with low production volumes.

This poses challenges, including the
risk ofbeing forced to pick winners and
being locked into providing subsidies. But
deciding when to start and end subsidies,
and figuring out just how high they should

be, is fraught with problems and certainly
will not be entirely technology neutral.

Phasing out subsidies once they have
started is notoriously difficult and extreme

care should be taken. Making conventional

options more expensive than cleaner

alternatives may be a better approach. At

any rate, subsidies are useless when political
commitment, carbon pricing, standards and

other key policy elements are lacking.

In short, governments have a crucial role in

helping to steer innovation in the direction
wanted. Transport has a rich tradition of

both technical and policy innovation. It is a

history that is likely to continue.

Poet Paul Durcan was right: transport has

indeed played an intrinsic role in human

history. It has made the world smaller
and more interconnected too. We have

also become highly dependent on fast,
reliable transport, as the widespread flight

disruptions caused by the eruption of the
Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajokul starkly
reminded us. The lessons from this are not

just technical, but concern the ways in which
the sector manages risk and communicates

to an increasingly demanding public. That

is why transport needs to innovate-not just

in terms of technology but also of how the

overall sector is managed-if it is to continue

to support prosperity and quality of life
throughout the world.
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Decarbonising road travel
If the transport sector is to make deep

cuts in carbon emissions, the carbon-

intensity of travel must be reduced. For

that, policy analysis has to be based on

how world markets actually function,

and that means understanding what

consumers look for when deciding to buy

a vehicle, and what drives manufacturers'

decisions too.

The value car buyers assign to fuel economy
has important implications for policies to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and fuel

consumption. If consumers undervalue

fuel economy over the life of a vehicle,

the market will provide too little fuel

economy and will under-invest in research

and development of energy-efficient

technologies. At the same time, policies that

influence the market via regulatory policies,
such as fuel economy standards or purchase

price schemes, will have greater leverage on
fuel economy than fuel prices.

Behavioural economists argue that when

faced with a risky bet, consumers exaggerate
the probability of loss and weigh potential

losses maybe by twice as much as potential
gains. Energy efficiency is a risky bet for

consumers because of uncertainty about

future fuel prices, the true in-use energy
efficiencies of vehicles as opposed to

their official ratings, future vehicle use

and vehicle lifetime. Uncertainty and loss

aversion could explain consumers' lack of

interest in quantifying potential future fuel

savings. It may also explain manufacturer

reluctance to invest in fuel economy.

Like any industry, auto manufacturers need

a stable regulatory environment for the

large capital investments needed to improve

fuel economy. This is all the more important
if they are expected to shift to new energy
sources. Standards can help provide this

certainty and the longer the planning

horizon the better. Binding standards for

the short term can be complemented by

indicative targets for the longer term; the

EU standard of i20gC02/km by 2012

for new cars is accompanied by a tighter

95gC02/km target for 2020, for instance.

Such standards may outperform taxes when

it comes to stimulating innovation because

they act where the innovative effort is
concentrated.

In any case, some sort of carbon-related tax
rate differentiation is now included in the

motor vehicle taxes in a number of OECD

countries, according to a 2009 study, which

also indicates that some of these "green"
taxes could be better geared to reducing
carbon emissions rather than just raising
revenue. From an environmental point of

view, the arguments for applying a higher
tax rate per tonne of C02 emitted from an

expensive vehicle than from a cheaper one

seem weak, the study concludes.

What about temporary subsidies? These

can help overcome the cost disadvantage of
small scale production. They are separate
from subsidies for R&D, which are justified
on the basis of knowledge spillovers. For

efficiency, subsidies should be as technology
neutral as possible, though this can
prove tricky in practice. And even though
subsidies are intended to be temporary,
ending them is not easy, even after their

original goals have been reached. This is a

strong argument for avoiding subsidies in

the first place.

On the other hand, manufacturers working
on new cars do not want to see purchase
subsidies for electric or fuel cell vehicles

cut back before they can recoup their

development costs. Governments may
guarantee such subsides for a few years, but

just getting new products to market may
take up most of that time. Electric vehicle

subsidies in France, Germany and especially
the UK have been structured to provide
some security in this respect.

In sum, the risks associated with subsidies

are legion, and any reluctant support
for them is based on the premise that
breakthrough technologies are needed
if the energy base of transport is to be
transformed. Also, the transformative

efforts required for very low carbon

transport should not necessarily be expected
to fall on industry's shoulders alone, and

some even quite costly policy support may

be needed. If the costs of not intervening
are higher than the benefits, then that may
be a risk worth taking. RC
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Towards smarter supply chains
Jonathan Wright, Managing Director, Supply Chain Management, Accenture

Innovation in organisation and

management will be needed if sectors
are to adjust to new, oil-challenged
realities. Supply chains will evolve as a

result, notably in transport.

Oil prices aren't as high as they were in the
second half of 2008, but sky-high prices have

been replaced by something that is almost

as daunting: wild price swings in the short
term and the near certainty that, within a

few years, the days of outrageously expensive
oil will return. Oil price volatility severely

hamstrings forecasters and planners,
constrains the ability of supply chain network

modelers to evaluate and design inventory

and warehouse-placement approaches,
and makes it more difficult for sourcing

and procurement people to know where
tomorrow's materials should come from.

No supply chain function has it tougher
than transportation. Global shippers of

raw materials and finished goods must

reposition their transportation approaches
to avert problems and seize opportunities
associated with chaotic market conditions.

New or revised transportation strategies

could well be in the offing for most

shippers, distributors and retailers. Top
priorities will likely lead to the following
outcomes:

Slower and cheaper: To some extent,

shippers may need to move from fuel-
intensive modes, for example road and air,
to slower but more economical choices,

such as rail and water. Better planning,

timing, inter-company collaboration
and even philosophical changes may be
needed to accommodate slower modes of

transportation.

More efficient models with a focus on

utilisation: Most companies may conclude

that realigning customer/store-service

contracts is needed-for example, pushing

for more factory-direct shipments, larger

inventory minimums or wider delivery

windows that let the shipper hold

freight until a truck is full. Two or more

organisations might also work together to
consolidate shipments to low-density areas.

Smarter ways to buy: Companies could

determine that maximising volume with

one carrier is not the best policy in an era

of runaway fuel prices. Instead, an entity

might use an elite carrier when on-time
delivery is key and a low-cost carrier

when delivery timing or accuracy are less

important.

Core business assets and differentiation: Oil

price cataclysms could make many private
fleets less justifiable. These may be replaced
by commodity transportation providers or

third-party logistics services providers that
can reduce costs by running full truckloads,
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minimising one-ways and amortising

investments over a larger asset base.

Leveraging technology innovations: Oil
issues could cause more companies to

view advanced transportation systems as
essential for survival. Take GPS telematics,

which enable companies to track vehicle
locations in real time. The principal benefit

is that, by optimising dispatching and

routing capabilities, total miles travelled can
be reduced. Telematics also make it possible

fuel cost swings may result in

an altogether new transportation

paradigm

to remotely monitor speed, braking, gear-

shifting, idle time and out-of-route miles, all
of which can result in greater fuel economy.

Industry research has shown that telematics
can reduce fuel consumption by up to 14%

while paring vehicle-maintenance costs by

roughly the same amount.

Transportation management systems (TMS)

have long been employed by companies to
consolidate shipments into more cost-

effective loads, identify less expensive

modes and optimise routes to minimise

costs. As fuel prices rise, these capabilities

become even more important, and some

companies that once thought an advanced
TMS was an unaffordable luxury may now

find them a necessity.

Enhancing supply chain visibility-allowing
carriers to understand and electronically view

shippers' needs-could be another technology

priority. Helping carriers see all of a shipper's
volume allows the former to submit pricing

offers based on capacity guarantees from

the latter; and guaranteeing capacity is one

way for a shipper to drive down costs, since

it helps carriers plan routes and maximise
equipment use and staffing, while limiting
the amount of empty miles.

Other transportation-technology innovations

include wide-base tyres and automatic tyre-

inflation systems, both of which reduce roll

resistance and aerodynamic drag. The US

Environmental Protection Agency believes

that using wide-base tyres on a long-haul
truck can save more than 400 gallons

(1,514 litres) of fuel per year, while cutting

CO_ emissions by more than four metric
tonnes. Advances in tractor-trailer

aerodynamics also affect fuel consumption.
Here, the EPA has determined that

tractor-roof fairings, cab extenders and

side fairings can significantly reduce wind

resistance, thus improving fuel economy

and eliminating up to five metric tonnes of

CO^ emissions per year.

Fuel for thought

Despite the various process and technology

innovations associated with transportation,

the reality is that, sooner or later, there will
be different fuels and different vehicle types.

Thus it is in every company's interest to

begin planning for the day when carbon-

based fuels powering internal combustion

engines are not their primary transportation
source.

Significant progress already has been made

with agriculture-based fuels, with perhaps

the most interesting agri-option being

algae. This plentiful, high yielding source is
drawing interest from companies such as
Shell, ExxonMobil, BP, Valero and Chevron.

Commercialisation could take a decade.

Waste-to-fuel initiatives are following
a similar if less mature arc, with small

government projects in place, but little

current legislative or financial support.

However, if brought to scale-with collection
that is not greenhouse-gas intensive-then
waste feedstock processing could provide
a fantastic source of low-cost, low-carbon

renewable fuel.

Technologies are also emerging to

support the creation of fungible,

interchangeable fuels. The best example

is using "synthetic biology" to convert

sugar cane to diesel. Several companies are

planning commercial plants in 2011, with

production starting by 2013.

Butanol, or butyl alcohol, is enticing. Its

energy content is similar to gasoline, it is

transportable through existing pipelines

and mixable with gasoline at ratios much

higher than ethanol. Significant production

Oil price cataclysms could make many

private fleets less justifiable

and economic issues remain, but genetic

engineering and advances in synthetic

biology could lead to breakthroughs.

Further ahead, look for technologies focused

on electrification to reach scale. The upside

is high, including low running costs and

extended driving ranges, but battery cost,

capacity and availability are still major

hurdles. Researchers estimate that plug-in

hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) can run at

an equivalent price of $.75 per gallon, but the

battery premium over internal combustion

engines is still great. A key factor is the

ability of various countries' grid systems to

withstand PHEV penetration rates.

To prepare for a permanently fuel-

challenged world, the most important thing

most companies can do is maximise their

own flexibility. After all, we may know that

oil prices are wildly capricious and heading

higher, but we can't know precisely when

things will shift, by how much or who will

respond. But companies whose investments

focus on increased flexibility will be better

able to mitigate fluctuating fuel prices, and

do a better job of holding down costs. Being

better prepared is usually synonymous with

better performance.
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With the sun on its wings

On 7 April 2010, a light aircraft with an

unusually wide wingspan took offfrom a
small airfield in the Swiss canton ofVaud.

During its one-and-a-halfhour flight it
reached an altitude of1,200 metres and

went through its paces ofturns, approaches

and landing. Unlike in the legend of Icarus,

the sun did not melt this plane's wings, but

actually powered them. This was one of the

world's first solar-powered flights, and the

OECD Observer caught up with one of the

creators and pilots ofthe Solar Impulse HB-
SIA aircraft, Bertrand Piccard.

OECD Observer: How serious is solar energy as

a solution for air transport-and other forms of

transport?

Bertrand Piccard: Solar Impulse wants to

demonstrate what can be achieved when using

renewable and current technologies that allow

energy saving. We rapidly saw our technologies
used for high altitude, remote-controlled,

solar-powered telecommunication platforms,
but for air transport, it's difficult to answer now.

Remember when Lindbergh made his Atlantic

flight in 1927, he was alone in an airplane whose

payload was used for gasoline. Lindbergh took
offwith 2,000 litres offuel! Our batteries are

400kg25% ofthe total weight ofthe plane.

Nobody could imagine at the time that hundreds

ofpassengers would cross the ocean in airplanes

a few years later. Today, Solar Impulse holds

one pilot and 400 kilos ofbatteries. What will

happen in the future? I don't know, but aviation

will have to evolve to meet the challenges ofthe

environment and increasing fuel prices.

What innovation obstacles stand in the way of

achieving your goals?

In order to fly night and day propelled only by

solar energy and to go once around the world,

we knew from the begirining that the aircraft

would have to be very big to provide enough

surface-200 m2-to implement the solar cells

and collect sufficient energy. At the same time,

we needed to build an ultra light aircraft-1,600

kg-to save the maximum energy to be able

to fly through the night Each watt and each

gramme counted! We had to push the limits of

current technologies in every field. The result

is breathtaking: the wingspan ofan Airbus

340 (63.4 metres), the weight ofa midsize car

(1,600 kg) and flying with the average power of

a small motorcycle (four 10-horsepower electric

engines).

This said. Solar Impulse wants to become a

symbol ofwhat can be achieved with renewable

energy. We want to encourage as many people as

possible to use dean technology and renewables

in their daily lives. Ifan aircraft is able to fly day

and night without fuel, propelled only by solar

energy, let no one claim that it is impossible to

do the same thing for motor vehicles, heating,

air conditioning systems and computers. This

project voices our conviction that a pioneering

spirit together with political vision can change

society and bring about an end to fossil fuel

dependency.

How can policymakers facilitate your efforts?

Ifwe are to reduce our dependency on

fossil energy, we need to massively invest in

technologies that reduce energy consumption

and quickly start to switch to alternative sources.

Hence we need government intervention, such

as feed-in tariffs, clear legal limits on energy

consumption and mandatory inclusion of

environmental costs in the selling price ofevery
product. Policymakers must have the vision

to end our dangerous dependency on fossil

energies: it's actually the best way to boost the

economy and industry, create jobs, and put new

products on the market. The implementation

of technologies that allow energy savings would

bring more profit for stock markets! But people

have to be nudged in this direction as they are

afraid to take the first step by themselves!

Visit www.solarimpulse.com
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Sailine into the future

Innovation is not just about new gadgets,
but also about using old technologies in
new and improved ways. Sails are a case
in point, as SkySails GmbH & Co. KG
explains.

Consider this simple fact: wind is cheaper
than oil and the most economic and

environmentally sound source ofenergy on the
high seas. So why don't shipping companies
take fuller advantage ofthis attractive natural
resource? For centuries they did, ofcourse,
but today, when shipping companies look at
sails, they tend to see high investment costs,
space constraints on board and extra crew
requirements, not to mention performance
issues.

SkySails, a Hamburg-based company, is
working to change this perception. We have
developed an internationally patented wind
propulsion system that meets all requirements
ofmodem shipping: high performance,
affordable and high practicality. The results
speak for themselves. Depending on wind
conditions, a ship's average annual fuel costs
and emissions can be reduced by 10 to 35%
by using the system. This is good news for
businesses and the environment.

How does it work? The SkySails- System
consists ofthree main components: A towing

kite with rope, a launch and recovery system,
and an automatic control system. Instead ofa

traditional sail fitted to a mast, SkySails uses a

large towing kite to propel the ship. Designed
like paragliders to improve aerodynamics,
these high-strength and weatherproof ldtes
are connected to the ship by a tough synthetic
towing rope, which transmits the tractive forces
to the ship and which also houses a power
cable linked to the control pod.

The kite's launch and recovery system is

installed on the ship's forecasde. During
launch the towing ldte-which is folded like an
accordion-is lifted into the sky from its storage
compartment by a telescopic mast. When
it is high enough, the kite unfurls to its full
size and the towing rope is released until the
kite reaches its operating position. To recover
the ldte, this process is simply reversed. An
autopilot controls the towing ldte during its
flight, while the launch and recovery procedure
is also carried out largely automatically.

The ldtes can operate at altitudes between 100
and 300 metres in stronger, more stable winds.
And because ofdynamic flight manoeuvers,
the kite generates five to 25 times more power
per square metre sail area than conventional
sails, which means that comparatively small
sails can generate high savings.

SkySails operates with development partners
and suppliers from the shipping and airplane
industry. Indeed, the technology consists of a
combination oftried and tested components
from both sectors, such as mooring winches
from the offshore industry.

SkySails started developing its towing kite
propulsion system for commercial shipping
back in 2001. Basic research and engineering
were completed by 2005, followed by two years
ofthorough testing on a former buoy tender,
during which the technology was scaled to
a towing kite of 160 m2 in size. Starting at
the end of2007 the system then underwent
pilot-testing for two years on two cargo ships
belonging to the Bremen-based Beluga
Shipping and another of the Wessels Shipping
Company during regular shipping operations.
Both ships were outfitted with a towing ldte
ofapproximately 160 m2 in area. Overall,
the test results exceeded expectations: the
kites generated up to eight metric tonnes of
tractive force-approximately the same thrust
as an Airbus A318 jet engine. This makes
the SkySails-System the most powerful and
effective wind-propulsion system in the world.

SkySails is now equipping a series ofthree
"Rhine" class ships belonging to Wessels. In
March 2010, the SkySails- System was installed
on Germany's largest fishing vessel, the ROS-
171 "Maartje Theadora", and will demonstrate

how renewable energy sources can be used for
deep-sea fishing. But development must go

The kites generate approximately

the same thrust as an Airbus A318

jet engine

on, and our company is now testing a larger
propulsion system, using a 300 m2 kite. The
kite could generate as much as 16 tonnes of
tractive force in good winds-and could save
shippers twice as much fuel as the smaller
towing kite. The prototype ofthis system was
installed on a ship at the end of2009 and pilot
tests are still under way. By our estimation,
if the 60,000 vessels suited for the SkySails-

System used the technology, global CO,
emissions could be reduced by over 150 million
tonnes a year, which is equivalent to about 15%
of Germany's annual CO, emissions.

While SkySails is leading by example,
policymakers could also do more to help. For a
start, they could develop clear, meaningful and
flag-neutral regulations to significantly improve
energy efficiency and reduce C02 emissions
from international shipping. Only binding,
international regulations and clear price signals
will give the industry the assurance it needs
for future investments. They should also

include the IMO Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI) as an objective and mandatory
measure ofa ship's inherent efficiency as part
ofthe IMO climate regulations and make sure
it is applied to both existing and new ships
as soon as possible. Furthermore, legislation
should be harmonised at an international

level to ensure that the operation ofinnovative
wind-propulsion systems is not restricted by
national laws.

SkySails has work to do, with ambitious plans
to equip some 3,000 ships with its towing ldtes
by 2020. Thanks to the right policies, we will be
able to further prove that working with nature,
not against it, can be profitable for firms and
their customers, as well as the planet.

Visit www.skysails.com
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Taking the car? A survey
Think back to the oil shocks of 1973 or
even 2008: the more it costs at the petrol

station, the less people are inclined to

use their cars. It's simple intuition, and

many OECD governments are now using

fuel taxes, in part to discourage the use
of personal vehicles in favour of more

environmentally friendly transport choices.
A 2008 survey of households in 10 OECD
countries reveals that cars are still the most

popular means of getting around. The

survey also explores the factors influencing
how we choose to travel. Results are based

on more than 10,000 responses.

The survey shows that people who

are particularly concerned about the

environment are generally less likely to own

a car. This would imply that raising public
awareness about the environmental effects

of private car use can complement financial

incentives, particularly if aimed at people

who use cars the most: men, middle-aged

people and those with higher incomes and
education.

Survey findings also show how useful it is to

provide information on fuel-efficiency and
environmental impacts so that consumers
can make informed decisions about the cars

they buy.

But more is needed to dissuade people

from getting into their cars. Survey results

Getting there
% respondents selecting mode as main means of transport for different travel purposes, 10 OECD countries surveyed

Walk

Commute

Car Public

Shopping

Cycle I Motorcycle Source: OECD

What would make people use public transport more often?
Rank of the effect of different improvements in public transport in encouraging respondents to use their car less,

5=most important; 1=least important

I

LJ Q.

More secure More comfortable More rapid More reliable I More convenient

confirm that improved access to public

transport will reduce car ownership and

use. What improvements would encourage
people to use public transport more?

Mexicans are particularly concerned about

security. The Swedes cite reliability. In
France, convenience is ranked as the most

important factor. Overall, being within five
minutes of a public transport stop will have

a pronounced effect on car use.

In general, the results underline the
importance of looking at choice of transport

mode and travel purpose together. Cars
are the most common mode for almost all

travel purposes. Some 70% of respondents

report that they use their cars regularly for
shopping, indicating perhaps that planning
decisions to keep shops and services easily

accessible, rather than encouraging out-of-
town commercial centres, would reduce car

use significantly.

Results of the survey imply that a mix

ofpush-pull instruments is required to

encourage more sustainable transport

choices. Increasing the cost of driving and
accessibility to public transport must go

hand-in-hand, while taxes and regulations
would be more effective when combined

with information campaigns.

What about the trusty bicycle? Not

surprisingly, there is a close relationship
between accessibility to dedicated bicycle

paths and the willingness to use bicycles.
People surveyed in all of the countries are

more likely to use bicycles to commute to

work or go shopping than to go to school or

visit friends. Policymakers are now taking
cycling more seriously. Thanks to innovative

payment and security technologies, there
are now 24/7 self-service rental points

in main cities and towns, particularly in

Europe, and many areas are reporting more
bicycling as a result. In other words, when

it comes to personal transport choices,
policies can make a difference. MA

More survey results are available at

www.oecd.org/environment/households.
For more information, contact

Yse.Serret@oecd.org or

Nick.Johnstone@oecd.org
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The Port of Mertert

Located on the municipalities of Mertert and Grevenmacher

on the left bank of the Moselle, the Port of Mertert has a

total area of 65 hectares. Both docks along the port basin,

on which are installed 10 rolling cranes with a lifting force of
1 2 to 35 tons, have a total length of1,600 meters. The

transshipped products are mainly steel products upon

arrival and departure of Arcelor-Mittal plants installed in

Luxembourg, petroleum products, coal, agricultural

products and construction materials.

During all the years of its existence the Port of Mertert

has made the economy of Luxembourg benefit from

competitive transshipping prices and proper service. It also

managed to defend the interests of inland water transport

whose qualities do not need to be praised (environmental

protection, reliability, safety, etc.).

Inland water transport ensures a high degree of safety,
especially for the transport of dangerous goods. Finally, it
contributes to disburden overloaded road networks in areas

with high density.

In front of the backdrop of the ideal strategic location of the

Port of Mertert representing a unique site in Luxembourg
comprising the three transportation modes and allowing a
transshipment from river, rail and road, the company of the
port with the support of the Ministry of Sustainable

Development and Infrastructure, together with their

handlers, expends every means at its disposal to ensure the

sustainability of the Port of Mertert. Thus, it is particularly
foreseen to expand the tracks of arrival and departure of
4 railroads, increasing to 8 the number of available tracks.

In parallel the connection of the shunting tracks with the

tracks of arrival and departure will be achieved through
double tracks. In a nutshell,

"The Port of Mertert is designed to meet the needs of the

development of the economy of Luxembourg. Connections
by river, rail and road contribute to its proper insertion in

the trans-European transport networks. "

Société anonyme

Direction du Port
L-6688 Mertert Tél. 74 04 64 Fax. 74 04 64 30

infb@portmertert.lu
www.portmertert.lu

LUXPORT

Luxport S.A.
Société de manutention portuaire

Port de Mertert

Tél. 74 96 10-1 www.luxport.lu

TANKLUXS.A.

Transbordement, stockage et transport
de produits pétroliers

Port de Mertert

Tél. 74 05 81 -74 06 81 Fax. 74 90 35
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What's next? Automotive Brand and

Ownership Consolidation in Europe
Our recent study analyzes future automotive industry trends
in China and Europe. What impact will the green and mobility
revolutions have on car manufacturers?
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Is the advancing consolidation of mature industries
such as automotive an irreversible process? Which

manufacturers will successfully reach the next

evolutionary stage? What products and services will
OEMs need to develop in order to survive in the future?

To answer these questions KPMG in Germany

together with the Institute for Automotive Research
(IfA) conducted a survey of consolidation trends in the

European automotive industry over the last 90 years and
identified determining factors behind these trends. In a
new report entitled Brand and Ownership Concentration
in the European Automotive Industry KPMG and the
IfA explore the dynamics surrounding consolidation
activities and create an industry model that enables
forecasts for future consolidations up to 2025.

In addition to these forecasts, the study highlights

country-specific consolidation developments across
Europe and compares these to the evolving state of the
automotive industry in China.

Industry consolidation in China - separate path or

European model?
The automotive industry in China is continuously growing

and evolving in an effort to keep pace with rapidly
increasing demand. Vehicle manufacturers in China remain
relatively disparate entities, which today can be categorized
amongst several types of ownership structures:

Independent, national private-sector companies
(Brilliance for example)

Independent, state-owned companies (Chery for
example)
Joint ventures with western manufacturers, who

also develop their own models (SAIC for example)

About KPMG

KPMG is a global network of professional firms
providing Audit, Tax and Advisory services. We
operate in 144 countries and have 140,000 people
working in member firms around the world. The
independent member firms of the KPMG network
are affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative

("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. Each
KPMG firm is a legally distinct and separate entity
and describes itself as such.

Joint ventures where the Chinese partner acts purely

in a manufacturing capacity (Changan for example)

The KPMG/lfA model proposed for the Chinese
automotive market is only applicable to the first group
of vehicle manufacturers since consolidation within the

other forms of corporate entities is controlled by state
or international bodies.

While the number of automakers in China is difficult

to quantify, current estimates suggest that there are
more than 100 legally and financially independent vehicle
manufacturers in the country. A significant and sustained

shake-out of the national private sector of the Chinese

automotive industry is expected in the coming years due

in part to the size of the country and the scale of demand.
Clearly economies of scale will be the main driver for
future industry consolidation, but additional factors such
as increasing customer expectations and an orientation
towards western quality and technology will provide
further incentive for companies to pool their resources.

I How tough will the China
shake-out be?

Scenarios for the European auto industry

The KPMG/lfA report has identified two probable
scenarios for the future: "Green Revolution" and

"Mobility Revolution'.'

Green Revolution

In the Green Revolution scenario, rising political

pressure and changes in social values compel
automotive manufacturers to accelerate the

development of more environmentally friendly
technologies. Motor vehicles with alternative drive
technologies will dominate the market. Critical factors
for automotive manufacturers in this context include:

Technical maturity period of 10 to 15 years, causing
enormous advance spending in research and

development.

Adjusted production concepts.

Re-organized value creation chains.

Mobility Revolution
The customers are the drivers in this scenario. They will
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not want to own a motor vehicle in the future - they

will want to use one temporarily and only for specific

situations. Critical development thresholds in this
context include:

Complete industry restructuring.

Mobility providers take over from motor vehicle
manufacturers as leaders in the value creation chain

and provide cross-transport carrier mobility offers.
Customers use vehicle pools and are contractually
bound to the mobility providers.

Will energy suppliers

dominate the mobility
market?

New business models and the value chain evolution

It is also possible that no single version of the above
scenarios will come to fruition but that a combination

might develop. The question would therefore be:

what impact can we expect to see on the automotive

value chain and who will the new players be? The
trend towards electric mobility could result in energy

suppliers taking on a gatekeeper function whereby

they occupy a critical space between manufacturers

and customers. With the progressive development

of electric cars, the need for greater infrastructure to

support these vehicles will follow. Electric charging
stations will begin to replace traditional fuelling

stations and energy suppliers will dominate the
market. The vehicle manufacturers would have to

identify and take ownership of their new role in the
automotive value chain.

What does the future hold?

The car industry is traditionally viewed as an industry

whose global manufacturer numbers are continuously

decreasing. The challenges of high market entry
barriers combined with the potential benefits of

achieving economies of scale seems to support this
theory. A closer look at the car industry shows that it
is not quite as simple as that. The market dynamics
facing automakers, who must service a truly global
marketplace, fluctuate depending on demand, customer

needs and brand reputation, among other things. Never
static, these driving factors will continue to influence

the shape of the automotive industry in the future; the
question remains: which automakers will reach the next

evolutionary stage?

Dieter Becker summarises: "Essentially every
manufacturer must try to find new answers to old
questions: What products and services do we want to
use to position ourselves in the market in the future?

What will be the mainstay of our revenue generation
in the future? And: Are we culturally and structurally
able to evolve to become service providers as much

as product providers? These are the obvious questions
that motor vehicle manufacturers must answer in

seeking to achieve a future-oriented and sustainable

long-term business model depending on the maturity
of the market they are operating in. And of course,

they must also ask how today's business model can be
transformed into one for the future."

Paradoxical as it might sound, the current situation
facing many motor vehicle manufacturers, who are

undertaking intensive efforts to quickly return to

profitability, is not an ideal position for focusing on the
longer-term challenges. Anyone who is not sure about

how they will survive the current year might not be

thinking about the more distant future. And perhaps
that's why the companies that think ahead, whatever
their situation, will be the ones that survive and thrive.

For more information, we invite you to contact your local
KPMG advisor or view the complete report online at:
http://www.kpmg.de/Themen/1154.htm

Dieter Becker, Global Chair, Automotive
KPMG in Germany, Tel: +49 711 9060 41720
dieterbecker@kpmg.com
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The OECD Green Growth Strategy: Key lessons so far
Nathalie Girouard, OECD Environment Directorate

Can a durable recovery come from

greener growth? That largely depends

on the policies. In 2011 the OECD will

deliver its Green Growth Strategy. Here

are some early pointers.

Green growth may seem far down the list
of priorities for countries facing double-
digit deficits and high unemployment, but
the planet doesn't wait. Today, the reality is
that environmental challenges like climate
change and deforestation can no longer
be put off. What can governments do?
Are there ways ofboth solving short-term
economic problems and laying the path
for a longer-term growth that respects
our planet?

We believe there are. In 2011, the OECD

will deliver a Green Growth Strategy
providing a host of policy recommendations

that can help governments green their
economies. Elemental in the report is the
fact that the environment and the economy
can no longer be considered in isolation. In
fact, environmental considerations need to

be an inherent part of economic policy, not
an annex or an afterthought.

While the term "green growth" has surged
in popularity, what does it really mean? Until
now, environmentally friendly policies have
referred to those measures that encourage
growth and development while preserving
the environment, biodiversity and the earth's

natural resources. But green growth goes
beyond this notion: policymakers should
see the environment as a source of future

growth too, be it from manufacturing
photovoltaic panels and retrofitting houses
for energy efficiency, to developing the
services, networks and skills needed to

support a greener economy.

Many countries have already taken
advantage of the economic crisis, and
the resulting stimulus packages, to move
towards greener growth. A number
of stimulus packages included public
investments in green infrastructure-
particularly in the areas of public transport,
low-carbon energy production, smart
electricity grids, and water and sanitation.
Major emerging markets like China and
Brazil are only too aware of the threat to the
global environment posed by their current
growth paths and are taking action. China's
stimulus package includes the largest
green stimulus programme of any country,
accounting for almost 40% of the total
$586 billion package.

So what can we learn from the OECD's

Green Growth Strategy at this midway
point?

First, governments need to think on an

economy-wide, sector-by-sector basis if
they are to encourage root-and-branch
transformations. All sectors have a role

to play. Green growth is about targeting
business and consumer behaviour, both by
sending out the right economic signals and
by raising awareness. Anything less will
mean that the current impetus for green
growth will be short-lived.

People and firms understand prices. They
control their demand for goods and services
depending on how much they want or need
them, and wish to pay for them. This is why
putting a price on pollution, or on depletion
of natural resources, is key to pushing both
businesses and consumers towards greener
choices. Taxes on emissions and charges for
natural resources, like water, can reshape
markets that have a negative impact on the
environment. Canada, Ireland and Japan
have recently introduced different forms of

taxes on greenhouse gas emissions. Sweden

has had a stringent system of carbon taxes
on both businesses and consumers since

1991. But green taxes are not only a domestic

matter. By co-operating on green tax policies,
countries can prevent firm relocations and
the resulting job losses.

Tradable permit systems, like those for
carbon, also help by putting a price on
emissions. Under such schemes, a group
ofcountries-or states as is the case in the

US-places a maximum cap on emissions
and divides the total into shares. Companies,
or countries, then receive a quota of shares
which they are then allowed to trade among
themselves, thereby creating a market and
a market price. Some of the proceeds from
auctioning permits could be used for green
social goals, such as heating assistance
for low-income groups, weatherisation
programmes, and clean energy R&D.
Under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme,
the largest such scheme in the world,

Germany-which will be auctioning the
largest amount of emission allowances-has
indicated that at least 50% of the projected
annual revenue will be spent on climate
initiatives, a double win for green growth.
There is much scope for expanding the use
of green taxes and tradable permit schemes,
and in a time ofbloating fiscal deficits, this
could be a good thing. In fact, industrialised
governments could raise as much as 2.5% of
GDP if they used trading systems with full
permit auctioning to cut emissions by 20%
by 2020, relative to 1990 levels.

Improving innovation will also be a major
driver of greener growth and predictable and
credible tax rates are the key to encouraging
investment in innovation.

Countries should do more to reduce

barriers to trade and skilled immigration
too, as these affect the spread of dean
technologies and the know-how that comes
with them. Young firms are a major source
of more radical innovations so improving
the conditions for entrepreneurship is key.
Of course, governments themselves are at
the centre of innovation. Public funding
for research and development and greener
government procurement of goods and
services can both act as major drivers of
green innovation.
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Growing local

Andrew Seidl, Head, Economics and the Environment Programme, International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)

Managing local ecosystems can help
create jobs and spur sustainable

economic growth.

Nature can be viewed as a trust fund. It can

be spent immediately, drawn down over time,
invested to create more value, used at the

rate ofregeneration, or some combination

ofthese strategies. However, when nature's

trust fund is spent, there is no amount ofhard

work, reorganisation or innovation that will

replace it. There is no "natural reserve bank" or
"natural treasury" to bail the world out ofthe
environmental debt crisis. As Sir Nicholas Stem

has shown with respect to climate change, and

The Economics ofEcosystems and Biodiversity

(TEEB) report demonstrates far more broadly,

every year that serious action is postponed

results in more unavoidable damage and

increased costs ofadaptation.

The UN Environmental Programme (UNEP)

argues that biological products and processes

comprise up to 40% ofthe global economy.

In its Green Jobs report, UNEP argues that

these green-collar jobs are emblematic ofthe

emergence ofa sustainable economy. These jobs
are found in six economic sectors worldwide:

energy supply, particularly renewable energy,
building and construction, transportation,

basic industry and recycling, agriculture and

forestry. Years ofexperience on the ground have
shown us the need to root conservation at the

local level. We know that poverty is bad for the

environment. Poverty causes people to make

perfectly rational short-run decisions that result

in catastrophic longer-term environmental and

economic consequences. Although there are no

silver bullets, we contend that ecosystem-based

adaptation and nature-based solutions can

reduce poverty, create more resilient and robust

resource-management systems, and improve

human welfare. Influencing governance

arrangements from the local to global level

and facilitating appropriate private sector

engagement are key to effecting wider change

toward a green economy.

Economics is strongly based upon the notion

that people respond to incentives. When local

people have adequate incentives to provide

environmental stewardship, they will do so.

Local incentives for environmental stewardship

can be bolstered by increasing productive

efficiency and reducing waste, but also by

strengthening environmental responsibility/

liability and exploring new market opportunities.
Where market incentives are insufficient,

public policy can bridge the gap between local

stewardship and non-local beneficiaries of

the production ofecosystem services. This

is known as the "beneficiary pays" principle,

the modem incarnation ofthe "polluter pays"

principle, reflecting the recent change in focus

from pollution control to broader ecosystem

management.

In the era ofglobalisation, attention to supply

chain management is essential to understanding

incentives for people closest to the land.

Intellectual property rights, contract terms,

reinvestment ofprofits and local content in the

supply chain can have a great deal to do with

whether it is in the best interests of local people

and communities to engage in biodiversity-

friendly land management practices. Imported

substitutes for local products, non-local

ownership and decision-making, all-inclusive

resorts and package purchases are likely to

reduce the multipliers oflocal expenditures

due to leakage outside ofthe economy Leakage
reduces local incentives for environmental

stewardship.

Green economic growth will benefit from a

bottom-up approach as part ofa comprehensive

green development strategy. Examples ofgreen

growth opportunities might include bio-
mimicry, eco-agriculture, sustainable forestry,

non-timber forestry products, sustainable

fisheries and aquaculture, bio-carbon offsets,

payments for watershed protection, bio-

prospecting for genetic resources, biodiversity

offsets and habitat banking, biodiversity

management services, sport hunting and

fishing, and ecotourism as a part ofa broader

economic development strategy.

Markets for organic agriculture and sustainably-

harvested timber are growing at double-digit

rates and yet are an example ofunderexplored

economic opportunity. Most producers only

focus on selling the certified product. A broader

view ofecosystem services might reveal that

the practices required to obtain the certification

result in the production ofmany other valuable,

potentially marketable ecosystem services.

Optimisation across ecosystem services may

increase profitability relative to a single focal

certified product.

"Local food" projects have been touted not

only as a means to provide better access to
fresh and nutritional foods, but to reduce

the environmental footprint ofagricultural
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production. "Buy local" programmes should

reduce the transportation footprint of

agriculture and have larger local multiplier

effects, due to greater local content. However,

these gains need to be considered in view

ofany efficiency losses in production

and the reduction in development effects

to agricultural exporting countries or
communities.

UNEP's Green Jobs report projects tremendous

potential for job growth in renewable energy

Markets for organic agriculture are an

example of underexplored economic

opportunity

by 2030, including 12 million jobs in biofuels,
6 million in solar power, and 2 million in wind

power. Biodiversity supports much ofthe energy
systems, especially in developing countries,
where firewood and charcoal are by far the

most important sources ofenergy used for

cooking and heating. Biodiversity also provides

an effective way to store the carbon produced
by burning fossil fuels. Millions oftonnes of

carbon are absorbed every year by plankton, soils

and forests. Biofuels are becoming increasingly
important in providing energy security,

potentially helping to address the problems

ofclimate change and providing new sources
ofincome to poor farmers. But any initiative
to encourage land-based biofuel production
must also address the unintended and indirect

environmental and food security consequences
ofprivate land-use decisions.

When markets work well, private incentives

and social objectives are well aligned. Effective

economic policy realigns, or corrects for,

incomplete, misguided or otherwise misaligned
private market incentives. In close co-ordination

with an appropriate legal institutional

framework, including property rights and
land tenure, the full policy tool kit available to

economists, including taxes, subsidies, quotas,
standards, regulations, fiscal, monetary and

trade policies, and investment and training, can
be put to work to align incentives and guide
decisions toward a green economy.

Green economic policies include a

number of efforts that broadly fit under
the (International) Payment for Ecosystem
Services (IPES) umbrella that facilitate
the bilateral flow of financial resources

from developed to developing countries
in remuneration for the stewardship or
enhancement of the flow of ecosystem

services. For example, REDD (Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and forest

Degradation) and other carbon-offset

mechanisms are environmentally sound
and recognise their codependence with

effective and equitable forest governance.
REDD+ mechanisms could incorporate

ecosystem service-based adaptation to

climate change with specific consideration

to the linkages with development, gender,
and poverty reduction.

"Offset" programmes increasingly go
beyond forest carbon and extend to carbon

in other ecosystems, potentially including
coastal systems, such as mangroves and
sea grasses, peatlands, wetlands, soils,

agricultural lands, drylands and non-tropical
forests, and/or to other valuable ecosystem
services, including endangered species or
habitats, and broader notions of biodiverse

landscapes.

Following the evolution from reducing
the production footprint, often pollution/
waste, to rewarding ecosystem stewardship,
proposals for a Green Development

Mechanism (GDM) build on recent

experiences with the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM). A potential GDM

would help facilitate and validate the
transfer of financial resources from

developed country beneficiaries to

biodiversity-rich developing countries.
These tools could include tradable

conservation obligations, offsets with

international support, biodiversity footprint
taxation with structured supply, and/or
"greening" of commodity imports.

Energy policies and practices can make a

difference by addressing the implications
for ecosystems and livelihoods of energy
technologies that are expected to sustainably

and significantly reduce carbon emissions.
A supportive policy environment is needed

to influence how the private sector adapts
to rigorous sustainability standards, such

as "no net negative impact" or "net positive

impact" on biodiversity, in their daily work.
Such an environment will both support
corporate aims and the conservation of

biodiversity.

Innovative financial lending policies could
allow natural wealth in ecosystem services
to serve as collateral against a loan and

could provide a bridge between business-as-
usual production practices and sustainable

ecosystem management. Policies to

harmonise sustainability standards and

performance indicators among regions and
countries are also needed.

Progress towards a green economy can
be attained through public and private
investment in the principles of sustainable

ecosystem management that contribute to a

more robust and lasting economic recovery,
job creation and poverty reduction than re¬

investment in business-as-usual strategies
that created these challenges in the first

place. Aligning incentives at the ground
level provides a strong basis from which to

drive green economic growth globally.

The environmental community is like a family
doctor who has been telling us for years to
moderate our unhealthy habits. Now, the world
has had a minor to moderate economic heart

attack. The situation is critical, yet provides a

unique opportunity to change course toward a
healthier future.
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Urban accessibility through

complementary transport modes

)̂
VILLE DE

LUXEMBOURG

The city of Luxembourg, capital of the Grand-Duchy of
Luxembourg, is an important EU-regional economic centre.
The city serves multiple functions and faces exceptional chal¬

lenges, especially with regards to mobility. Some 188.000 vehicles
enter the city daily, coming from within the country or in the greater
region of Belgium, Germany and France. A balance between habi¬
tat (the city's permanent population being only 92,000) and work
(more than 140,000 jobs offered within the city limits) is required.
The fundamental aim is to guarantee equitable accessibility while
reducing ecological harm. Policy emphasizes a mixture of transport
modes and use of sustainable transportation systems, aiming tor an
overall modal split of 75/25.

Public Transportation

This modal split depends primarily on the
city's bus lines network, a web of 31 bus lines,
extending to peripheral communities, lately
transporting some 28,200,000 passengers/
year. This core-tool of the city's public trans¬
port system has continuously been improved
with regards to

» concept and attractiveness (specific
bus lanes, crossings, etc),

» pricing and discernability,
» frequency (schedules and comfort) and

equipment (including fleet-renewal
and introduction of bio-diesel as well

as hybrid buses, within the context of
CUTE - Clean Urban Transport for
Europe),

» the recent development of an ITCS sys¬
tem (Intermodal Transport Control

System) for an amount of million
In order to expand and enhance public trans¬
portation, and considering the current urban
tramway project, new peripheral stations are planned.

Sustainable Transport

The municipal policy promoting green transportation modes aims
to increase the modal part of bicycles from a current 1% to 10 % (by
2015) and consists mainly of a combination of 4 elements:

» the "bike concept", based on improved cycling infrastructures,
a network of cycling routes, totaling 132 km and expanding to
neighboring communities, - the public bicycle rental system
called "Vel'oh!" with its increase in the number of stations,

currently 54, extending the network beyond the city centre
to the resident districts and suburban areas, and accounting

since its launch in 2008 for 1,1 million km, - additionally, a

regular monitoring of the progress of cycling traffic.
A further contribution to the green transport policy is the

"Kinderstadtplan", a special map of the city, indicating secure iti

neraries for school and leisure time, specially devised with and for
children.

Parking Space Management

A variety of policies and modalities have been applied to the par¬
king areas:

» rates introduced subsequently and adjusted to public trans¬

port prices

» street parking within the city limits, based on overall pay¬
ment requirements

» a generalized residential parking policy, including permits for
residents and some professional categories,
for use of the estimated 30,000 parking spa¬

ces on the city's streets.

Complementing this specific management,
aa dynamic parking guide system (PLS) has
been put in place, offering some 15,300 par¬
king spaces.
In addition and in accordance with the

municipal regulation on construction, a res¬
triction on parking space is enforced for each
new building projects, according to function,
e.g. 1 parking lot per 125 m2 of office-space.

Traffic Management,
Data Collection

and Follow-up

The municipality has put m place a cen¬
tralized management system, via a central
computerized regulator. This system optimi¬
zes the flow of traffic by managing all traf¬

fic lights, prioritizing public transportation,

assuring security measures for pedestrians and bikers, and regula¬
ting the flow of traffic entering the city.

In addition, the city continually conducts surveys and collects data
concerning traffic movement, parking management, as well as bicy¬
cle and pedestrian traffic. This data is used to determine appropriate
measures and update improvements in order to optimize sustaina¬
ble transportation and will in due lime contribute to establishing a
successful mobility observatory.

1 he city ol Luxembourg is resolutel) committed to reduce traffic
and its associated harmful effects in an overall spirit of sustainabi¬

lity. Our efforts go well beyond the urban scale and are embedded
in a larger regional as well as national context.
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Ten years on: The fight against foreign bribery
Mark Pieth, Chair of the OECD Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions

There have been major successes

since the OECD's Anti-Bribery
Convention entered into force. But

it will take a lot more to clean up unfair

business practices.

Not so long ago, bribery in international

business deals was considered just a part
of business as usual. In some countries,

companies could even ask for tax

deductions for bribe payments.

That was before the entry into force of the

OECD Convention on Combating Bribery

of Foreign Public Officials in International

Business Transactions in 1999. Today,

bribing public officials in other countries
to win business advantages is against the

law in the 38 countries that have joined
the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. These

countries realise foreign bribery is in no
one's interest: it hurts companies, it hurts

governments and it hurts ordinary people.

Still, ten years after the entry into force of

the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, foreign
bribery remains for many an abstract concept
and, as a result, an underestimated threat.

Many companies still opt for the perceived

short-term gains ofbribery over protecting
themselves against longer-term, larger-
scale risks. This is especially true when an

important business deal hangs in the balance
or when competitors are offering bribes.

But too few companies realise that when they
bribe they put themselves in considerable

legal and financial danger, not to mention the
damage that could be done to their reputations.

Take this typical scenario: A telecommunications

company establishes a subsidiary in an
emerging but possibly risky new market.

The subsidiary, tasked with installing mobile
phone networks, quickly becomes profitable.

Soon, it is so profitable that an official in the

local government demands that company
headquarters make it worth his while to renew

the subsidiary's operating license.

The company pays the official, the operating
license is granted, and business continues as
usual. Or does it?

Soon, the demands for bribes become

more extravagant and more frequent.
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Countries are no longer allowed

to provide companies with tax

deductions for bribe payments

The company finds itself paying a major
percentage of its profits not to shareholders
but to corrupt officials. Shareholders'
confidence is battered as press reports of
corruption begin hitting the front pages.
Soon, the corrupt company is mired in an
expensive government investigation that
threatens to slap the company with heavy
fines, hand down prison sentences and
bar the company from lucrative public

procurement contracts.

Meanwhile, the corrupt official uses bribe

money to cheat his way to a senior post

in his government. Corruption festers as
money meant for building safe roads and
providing clean water ends up in hidden
offshore accounts. Foreign investment dries

up as investors decide to shy away from
such a risky market. All the while, people

lose confidence in their government, which
has left them to fend for themselves.

This kind of bribe still happens too often,
and the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention

seeks to stop it. The first and only legally
binding instrument to focus on the supply
side of bribery, the convention means

countries are no longer allowed to provide
companies with tax deductions for bribe
payments.

Countries' anti-bribery laws must apply to

both individuals and companies, who can be

hit with heavy fines or even prison time if
found guilty of foreign bribery. Convention
countries are also obligated to outlaw bribes
offered via intermediaries and transactions

that benefit third parties, such as an

official's spouse. Foreign bribery is a crime
even if the briber would have been awarded

a contract or business advantage anyway.

In the ten years since the convention

entered into force, significant progress has
been made. Today, the countries that have

joined the OECD convention account for
the vast majority of international business

deals, constituting roughly two-thirds of

world exports in 2009 and nearly 90%
of global outward flows of foreign direct
investment in 2008, according to the OECD
and the International Monetary Fund.
These countries have sanctioned more than

150 companies and individuals for foreign
bribery and related offences, while another

250 cases are ongoing. Sanctions have
resulted in stiff prison sentences and fines
totalling more than billion. However,
more cases need to be brought forward for
the convention to gain more weight.

After all, foreign bribery still poses a major
threat, not least in these tough economic
times when competition for public

procurement contracts is intense. As a
result, a number of new instruments have

been adopted to fortify the convention's
legal framework.

In November 2009, the OECD adopted
the new Recommendation for Further

Combating Bribery of Foreign Public
Officials in International Business

Transactions. This initiative includes new

provisions for combating small facilitation
payments, protecting whistleblowers and
improving communication between public
officials and law enforcement authorities.

Then, in February 2010, the OECD adopted
the Good Practice Guidance on Internal

Controls, Ethics and Compliance, calling on

companies to protect themselves against the
risks of foreign bribery by putting in place
strict internal controls and establish ethics

and compliance programmes.

An interesting step has been to call on

companies to provide employees and
business partners with regular training

on foreign bribery, while business

organisations are advised to provide
information, advice and training too in a

bid to improve protection, including among
smaller businesses.

The effectiveness of the convention

depends on actions. Implementation of the
convention and the new recommendation is

closely monitored by a rigorous peer-review

monitoring system, which Transparency
International calls the "gold standard" of
monitoring.

This three-phased process is carried out

by the OECD Working Group on Bribery
in International Business Transactions,

which is made up of representatives from
all 38 convention countries. The first
phase includes an in-depth evaluation of
each State Party's legislation, institutions,

policies and practices for complying with
these instruments. In the second phase,

working group examiners make on-site
visits to meet with relevant representatives

from the government, civil society and
the private sector in the country being

evaluated. The third phase of monitoring,
which was launched in March 2010, is the

most focused on enforcement, zeroing
in on countries' ability and willingness to

prevent, investigate and prosecute bribing
companies and individuals. Country
reports from each phase of monitoring,
which are publicly available online, provide
recommendations on how countries can

better implement the convention.

The fight against foreign bribery is far
from over, but important progress has been
made. However, as the world's economies

become ever more interconnected,

corruption becomes easier to commit
and more difficult to detect. The global
economic crisis has reminded us of the

consequences of poor governance. The Anti-
Bribery Convention is a tool to help keep
business practices clean.
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Clearer lobbying for cleaner policymaking
Rolf Alter, Director, OECD Public Governance and Territorial Development Directorate
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The OECD has developed new

guidelines to help make lobbying more
transparent and even-handed.

The economic crisis has sparked loud calls

to improve governance both in private

sector boardroom practices and public

sector management. It has also drawn

attention to lobbying, as governments
consider reforms that will affect business

practices, taxation and more. Lobbying
lies at the interface between governments,

businesses, non-profit organisations and the

population at large.

Lobbying is a channel that civil society

uses for influencing public decision¬

making. Businesses, labour and non¬

governmental organisations all exploit it

to varying degrees. Some 15,000 lobbyists

are registered in Washington DC, and

5,000 in Ottawa. Nearly 3,000 lobbyists are

registered with the European Commission

in Brussels and over 4,500 in the European

Parliament. Lobbying mobilises significant

resources too: $3.5 billion was disclosed

for lobbying the US federal government in

2009. This figure is $180 million higher

than in 2008, indicating that lobbyists do

not hold back during recessions, but work
harder to influence reforms.

Interest groups will always seek to influence

government decision-making and are a

reality in modern democracies. Indeed,

lobbying can yield valuable information and

data for more informed decision-making.

But as lobbying happens on the sidelines,

if not shadows, of the democratic process,

it also brings risks of distorting policy

and undermining wider public interests.
Deals struck behind closed doors between

lobbyists and public officials worry voters,

in particular when the public picks up the

bill. This behaviour fuels scepticism in

democracy.

An IMF paper published in December

2009 links intensive lobbying and high-risk

lending practices. The paper concludes

that "the prevention of future crises might
require weakening political influence of

the financial industry or closer monitoring
of lobbying activities to understand the
incentives behind better".

Little wonder that lobbying causes concern

around the world, particularly if there are

no clear standards for expected conduct of

public officials and lobbyists.

The financial and economic crisis has

reinforced these concerns. Governments

had been rapidly reshaping regulations in
the face of cries against business-as-usual

and for changes to stop the crisis from

happening again. True, governments saved

the day by acting swiftly to take over failing

financial institutions and bail out firms

through a quick and massive infusion of

funds. But as many of these institutions are

again making large profits while welfare

remains threatened, people understandably
wonder how far reforms will really go. Have
lobbyists slowed the process down? Can

lobbying be made to operate more fairly?

Developing or updating regulations
and setting standards for enhancing
transparency in lobbying are no easy

matters. Policymakers and legislators

must determine an appropriate, fair and

enforceable response. Good judgement is

needed to establish best practices.

The OECD, with its wealth of policy

experience, has been leading a fact-
based policy debate on how to enhance

transparency and accountability in lobbying.
We have reviewed lessons learned from

legislation, government regulations and also
self-regulations by lobbyists. And to be sure,

OECD countries are taking action.

Some are implementing legislation

and government regulations, notably in

Australia, Canada, France, Hungary, Poland,

the UK and the US. Recently, both houses

of the French parliament issued codes

of conduct for lobbyists and launched

registers. The European Commission

also recently strengthened its regulations
on lobbying. Israel, an OECD accession

candidate country, recently amended its

legislation too, while Slovenia is debating
changes.

Several OECD countries are at bill stage or
are taking action in parliament, including
the Czech Republic, Korea, Italy Mexico,

Norway and the Slovak Republic.

Self-regulation by lobbyists themselves is

also on the rise: lobbying brings benefits, so
best not to abuse it and lose it, seems to be

the view. In other words, transparency is in

everyone's interests.

An OECD survey of lobbyists shows that

76% agreed that transparency would
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help alleviate the negative perception of
inappropriate influence-peddling. Moreover,

61% of surveyed lobbyists would welcome

mandatory disclosure of their activities.

To help address these concerns, OECD

members have recently adopted a
recommendation based on a set of 10

principles as guidance to decision-makers

on how to promote good governance in

lobbying. Particularly in the context of the
current crisis and for countries that are

rewriting regulations for entire sectors,

Some 61% of surveyed lobbyists

would welcome mandatory disclosure

of their activities

these principles will help rebuild trust,

promote a level playing field for business

and avoid potential hijacking by vocal

interest groups.

The principles support transparency, for
instance. This means decision-makers

should know who the lobbyists are, and be

prepared to disclose their names, objectives,

clients and funding sources by keeping an

up-to-date register. The US and Canada

have long kept registers of lobbyists and

encourage regular disclosure of lobbying
activities both at the federal and sub-

national levels. Other countries have acted

more recently, such as Hungary, where

the 2006 Act of Lobbying Activities now

requires lobbyists to register with the justice

authorities and to submit quarterly reports

on their activities. In the same year, Poland

also passed a lobbying law to promote

registration and transparency.

Policymakers should use the principles

to foster integrity by providing guidelines
on expected standards of behaviour of

public officials and lobbyists. They should

take action to prevent conflicts of interest,

protect confidential information and

prevent the revolving-door phenomenon,

whereby public officials work in client

firms and then return to the public sector

again, bringing not so much expertise as
insider information. France adopted rules

of transparency and ethics for interest

representatives in its lower house of
parliament in (uly 2009, which includes a

code that lobbyists must comply with. The

French senate adopted a similar code in

October 2009.

The OECD principles also encourage

use of innovative technologies to assure

compliance, transparency and enforcement.
Canada and the US now use data systems

for online search, transparency and
disclosure.

To be fair, lobbyists do not always have to

rely on government to oversee their trade.

Compliance with codes of conduct can be

achieved through self-regulation and with

disciplinary procedures for violations. In

Sweden and Ireland, for example, sanctions

range from reprimand to expulsion from

the professional associations.

The principles offer a menu ofpolicy and

regulatory options for decision-makers,

ranging from legislation and government

regulations to self-regulation. Each country
can adopt the policies or regulations most
suited to its needs.

The OECD principles on lobbying provide

guidance to decision-makers at all levels
of government and at both national

and sub-national levels. They support

the involvement of the private sector

and civil society too. This underlines
one of the essential thrusts of the new

OECD principles, which is to encourage

policymakers to level the playing field by

dealing fairly and even-handedly with all
interested stakeholders, and not just those

with finance, in the democratic law-making

process.

The new lobbying principles are now

attracting attention in high-level global

policy fora, and have been promoted in

the OECD competition forums, the NATO

assembly and others. Our experts are

actively involved in discussions on how

What lobbyists think
Should transparency of lobbying activity be

mandatory or voluntary?

Neutral 14.8% Voluntary 18.5%

N/A 5.3%

Mandatory 61.4%

Source: Lobbyists, Government and Public Trust,
Volume 2: Promoting Integrity by Self-regulation

to establish and review rules, policies and

practices to foster transparency and integrity

in all member and partner countries. We

are also reviewing how lobby regulations

function in particular contexts, while

continuing to compile the global evidence

and data needed to reinforce good decision¬

making.

Remember that the new OECD principles

are not an anti-lobbying tool. Indeed, several

countries that have improved transparency

have not visibly reduced lobbying. Rather,

the aim is to improve lobbying practices as

part of the drive to foster open governance

and restore public trust in markets and

democracy. The OECD principles are a vital

component in this effort to make the world

economy stronger, cleaner and fairer.
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Africa's outlook

Before the global recession, most of
Africa was booming. At last. Can it
bounce back?

For almost a full decade prior to the crisis,

Africa enjoyed over 5% real growth annually.

The novelty was not the pace of economic

expansion, but that it was sustained,

encompassed many more countries and
was accompanied by improved policies. The
world's poorest continent really seemed
to have turned the corner. And then the

crisis hit. Foreign direct investment, export

demand and commodity prices tumbled,

setting back oil and mineral exporters, in
particular, and causing fiscal and external

balances to deteriorate across the region.

Remittance flows from immigrants working

abroad dried up in some cases, as did credit.

According to the just-released 2010 African
Economic Outlook (AEO), in 2009 Africa

recorded real GDP growth of just 2.5%-

more than three percentage points lower

than in 2008-and per capita GDP growth

stopped. Hardest hit was southern Africa,

where growth was slashed, from the average
over the three preceding years, by almost 8

percentage points to around -1%. Reasons
for this include South Africa's recession and

the fact that most countries in this region

rely on mineral exports.

Against this grim backdrop there is some

good news: most African countries avoided

protectionist measures and managed to

implement policy mixes that countered the

slowdown in the economic cycle. Prior to

the global recession, many countries in the

region instituted macroeconomic reforms
to reduce public debt, lower inflation and
balance fiscal accounts. This allowed them

to pursue expansionary fiscal and monetary

policy aimed at spurring domestic demand
through cash transfers, tax exemptions,
subsidies, public works programmes and

the easing of access to credit. In short,

countercyclical measures helped mitigate

the impact of the crisis, at least in the short
term, together with the quick resumption

of demand from emerging countries
like China.

South Africa implemented the strongest

countercyclical policy mix in the region

thanks to its prudent macroeconomic

policies. Fiscal stimulus measures were
implemented and cyclical revenue shortfalls
were financed by additional debt, creating
automatic stabiliser effects. The Central

Bank responded to the recession by cutting

the repo rate-the discount rate at which it

repurchases government securities from
commercial banks- by 550 points to 6.5%

in order to expand money supply. While

results were mixed, especially in terms

of protecting jobs, the stimulus certainly

helped sustain private consumption and
investment, which had been falling. The

impact of the crisis would have been much
worse without this strong, well co-ordinated

and timely fiscal response.

In Botswana, revenue fell dramatically due

to the fall in export prices and volumes

and the sharp decrease in Southern Africa
Customs Union transfers from South

Africa. The country avoided procyclicality,

however, by not letting fiscal expenditure

follow suit. The government let automatic
stabilisers work and expenditure expand.

The fiscal surpluses recorded in previous

years and ample foreign reserves enabled

the continuation of the major spending

programmes in the 2009/10 budget. As a

result, only a few development projects were

cut or postponed. On the monetary side,
interest rates were aggressively cut.

Looking ahead

While it is too early to say how successful
these interventions will be, outcomes

The focus should be quickly shifted

away from crisis management to

longer-term development goals

could be different from what was originally

planned. In Africa, countercyclical policies
can be less effective because safety nets are

poorly developed and, in most cases, growth

is driven by export-led sectors and domestic

fiscal policies can do little to support

external demand. Fiscal policies can also be

undermined by weak automatic stabilisers,

poor planning and implementation capacity

and, in the longer term, a big crowding-out

effect against private investment.

What is clear is that the focus should be

quickly shifted away from crisis

management to longer-term development

goals. While macroeconomic soundness

proved crucial for absorbing the shocks of
the economic slowdown and accelerating

recovery, governments should not see

macroeconomic stability as a goal in itself.

The crisis gives them the opportunity to
evaluate the last decade and ask how

effective economic policies have been for

fostering development and reducing

poverty. Unfortunately, evidence shows that

instead of promoting production

diversification and capitalising on the

commodity boom windfall, since 2001

Africa has been increasingly specialising in

raw material exports.

The 2010 AEO predicts the gradual but

quick recovery of African economies,

although the effects of the recession will
remain and growth will stay below past

highs: average growth is projected at 4.5%
in 2010 and 5.2% in 2011. The hope is not

only that these countercyclical measures

will bear fruit in the long run, but also that

they will be adopted by countries that
did not have the economic fundamentals

in place to implement them once the
economic situation stabilises. For those

countries that have attained macroeconomic

stability, the hope is that they will go

further and leverage the new growth
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cycle to address urgent social issues, such

as poverty, youth unemployment and rapid
urbanisation. Federica Marzo, Sala Patterson
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On the report

Now in its ninth year, the African Economic
Outlook has become a barometer of

economic, social and political developments

in Africa. It is published by the OECD

Development Centre, the African

Development Bank, and the United Nations

Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA)
and incorporates work from local African

research centres. It is the only report of

its kind produced in partnership between
African institutions and international

organisations. For access to the

macroeconomic overview, a special study

on taxation in aid, 50 country notes
and the full statistical annex, visit

www.africaneconomicoutlook.org
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Fragile strength
Most fragile states will probably fail to

reach the Millennium Development Goals

(MDGs) by 2015, with the exception of a

few successful turnarounds, including
Cambodia, Mozambique, Sierra Leone

and Burundi. Weak governance and a lack

of capacity are often blamed whenever

development aid fails to deliver. Burdened

with legacies of conflict and corruption, the

roots of acute challenges of fragile states are

often more complex.

A group of fragile states, calling itself the

"g7+", met with donors in Dili, Timor-Leste,

in April 2010* to articulate what it views to

be the main obstacles to building peace and
good governance in its member countries.

The blame, the gj+ says, lies chiefly with
some of their own conditions, but also in

how donors engage in their countries. The

message that emerged for international

donors was "work with us, not against us".

The group asserted that gy+ countries

must assume leadership of their own

development agendas if international aid

is to be effective. "Building capacity, for
example, is not one-size-fits-all. First of

all, the states themselves need to begin to
define some of their own priorities", said

Natty Davis, Liberia's minister of state.

The g7+ countries cited additional root

causes including: a lack of trust between

developing countries and donors,

overlapping plans compounded by

weak national leadership, approaches
that focus only on capitals and specific

regions, insufficient political participation
by women, and a lack of emphasis on

economic growth and job creation,

particularly for young people.

A call to action, the Dili Declaration, A New

Visionfor Peacebuilding and Statebuilding,
identifies seven peacebuilding and

statebuilding goals as stepping stones to
reach the MDGs in conflict-affected and

fragile states. It also focuses on capacity
development, aid delivery, planning
processes and political dialogue-all familiar
development buzzwords, but what's

different is that they are articulated by the
g7+ recipient countries, determining their

own needs and setting the aid agenda.

"There's a lot of money going into fragile
states, but we're not leveraging the
investment sufficiently well," said Juana

de Catheu, a participant representing the
OECD's International Network on Conflict

and Fragility. Working more closely with
the g7+ could improve development
outcomes. The prime minister of Timor-
Leste, José Ramos-Horta, concluded:

"Walking together, fragile states and their

development partners can minimise the

suffering that results from conflict and

extreme poverty." MA

*The g7+ was established in 2008 and includes:

Afghanistan, Burundi, Central African Republic,

Chad, Côte d'Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of the

Congo, Haiti, Liberia, Nepal, the Solomon Islands,

Sierra Leone, South Sudan and Timor-Leste.

Visit www.oecd.org/development
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Tribute

Angus Maddison

Professor Angus Maddison, who died on
24 April, was an outstanding economist
and OECD legend. In fact, Maddison joined
the OECD even before it existed. In 1952,
he became a member of what was then

the Economic and Statistics Directorate of

the Organisation for European Economic
Co-operation, the OEEC. When the
OEEC became the OECD in 1961, he
took his lifelong obsession with statistics,
measurement and accuracy to the problems

of development.

Maddison spearheaded the first
comprehensive analysis-he would call it
the first attempted analysis, with his usual
caution-of financial flows to developing
countries.

Following a period as director of the
OECD's technical assistance programme

to Greece, Portugal, Turkey and Yugoslavia,
Maddison joined the Development Centre
as a research fellow in 1964. Thus began a
relationship that was to continue for the rest
of his life.

Maddison worked on so many issues that I
cannot detail them all here. On behalf of the

Development Centre, he provided technical
assistance to countries as diverse as Brazil

(under a military dictatorship), Guinea,
Mongolia and the Soviet Union. He wrote
a landmark study on growth compared
between Japan and the Soviet Union in 1966.
After a brief period away from the OECD,
Maddison returned in 1971 to compile
the first Yearbook ofEducation Statistics,
which, of course, is one of the roots

of our renowned PISA. He went on to

study problems ofwelfare and income
distribution, which had come to the fore

during the post-war boom and the growth
of the welfare state in some countries. These

problems of equity and wealth distribution
are now very much on the agenda in the
emerging economies of the world.

By 1979, Maddison had switched again.
This time, he was behind the publication of
Measuring Employment and Unemployment, a
major contribution to the OECD's attempts
to standardise definitions of employment

and, hence, provide accurate information.

Measuring Employment and Unemployment
was the last study Angus wrote at the OECD
before his departure to the University of
Groningen in the Netherlands. But it was,
happily, not his last study for us.

On the contrary, Maddison remained firmly
attached to the Development Centre and

to its special position within the OECD,
and it was natural that he turned to the

Development Centre as he prepared the
first of his outstanding works on the
world economy, The World Economy in the
Twentieth Century, published by the OECD
in 1989.

The follow-up study, Monitoring the World
Economy 1820-1992, was a taste of what was
to come in his seminal, The World Economy.

A Millennial Perspective, a remarkable

work that traces the evolution of the world

economy over a thousand years! Two years
later, Maddison revised all his statistics

and the OECD published them, so
that other scholars could build on his

extraordinary work.

Maddison's excellent works from the OECD

and elsewhere rely on statistics and analysis.
His ability to render a mass of statistical
information into ordinary, concise language

has made his unique body ofwork accessible
even to the casual, non-specialist reader. This

is an important resource for those tracing
back our economic history, and a lesson that

everyone should take to heart!
In this rich body ofwork, readers will find
much about China. This is also part of

Angus Maddison's legacy. Twelve years
ago, the OECD published a Development
Centre study by Maddison that generated
much controversy in the West and some
satisfaction in China. The visionary, but

always evidence-based, Chinese Economic
Performance in the Long Run announced that
China was retrieving its "historical position"
as the world's largest economy. He repeated
this claim in a 2002 article in OECD

Observer (see www.oecdobserver.org). The
2007 revised and updated edition concluded
that China was catching up so fast that, in
PPP terms, its economy would overtake that
of the US as the world's largest by 2015 or
earlier. The rest, you might say, is history.

Many of Maddison's broad economic
forecasts have come true and others will no

doubt do so. What a pity he will not be here
to see them materialise. Angus Maddison
is survived by his wife, Penny, and three
children. Colm Foy

Call for co-operation
Praising the co-ordinated international
actions in response to the economic
crisis, International Labour Organization
Director-General Juan Somavia, World
Trade Organization Director-General Pascal
Lamy, German Chancellor Angela Merkel,
OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria,
World Bank President Robert B. Zoellick,

International Monetary Fund Managing

Director Dominique Strauss-Kahn (L-R in the
photo) and issued a joint press statement
on 28 April 2010 calling for continued
"international efforts with the aim of

ensuring a lasting recovery in the financial
sector and strengthening growth in the
long term, and to address the impact of
the crisis on poor countries and vulnerable
populations". For a full transcript of the
statement, go to www.oecd.org
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The OECD evolves

OECD countries agreed to invite Estonia,
Israel and Slovenia to become members

of the organisation, paving the way for
membership to grow to 34 countries.

"Estonia, Israel and Slovenia, along with
Chile that has just deposited its instrument
to become a full member, will contribute

to a more plural and open OECD that is

playing an increasingly important role
in the global economic architecture,"

said Secretary-General Angel Gurria in a
statement to a meeting of the organisation's

governing Council on 10 May 2010. "The
OECD accession process has delivered real

policy changes and reform in all candidate
countries," he added. "Once countries

become members, this transformational

process continues."

The invitation acknowledges the efforts
already made by the three countries to

reform their economies, including in such
areas as combating corruption, protecting
intellectual property rights and ensuring
high standards of corporate governance,
while looking forward to further reforms.

Meanwhile, all three countries will

contribute to OECD work in a number of

specific areas, such as e-government and
e-commerce, scientific and technological
policies and public sector management.

Estonia, Israel and Slovenia were invited

to open accession talks in 2007, along with
Chile, now a member, and the Russian

Federation, with which talks are progressing
In parallel, the OECD is strengthening its
growing partnership with major emerging
economies, including Brazil, China, India,
Indonesia and South Africa.

The OECD will welcome the three future

members at a special ceremony during the
annual meeting of the OECD Council at

ministerial level on 27 May in Paris. The

meeting will be chaired by Italian Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi.

For more, visit www.oecd.org

Testing times
As governments try to maintain their global
competitiveness, increase the flexibility

and responsiveness of labour markets

and deal with issues ofpopulation ageing,
the OECD is launching a Programme for
the International Assessment ofAdult

Competencies (PIAAC) to assess the skills
individuals posess, how they use them
at the work place, and how better skills

feed into better jobs, higher productivity,
and ultimately better economic and social

outcomes. The aim of the programme
is to help governments understand how

education and training systems can nurture

the skills and competencies needed for
individuals to participate in knowledge-
based societies.

Some 5,000 16 to 65-year-olds in each

participating OECD and partner country

will be interviewed in their homes during
2011. Results will be published two years
later. The most comprehensive international
survey of adult skills ever undertaken,
PIAAC is a collaboration between

governments, an international consortium

of organisations and the OECD. MA

For more, visit www.oecd.org/piaac

New ambassador

17 May 2010 Hur Kyung Wook assumes his

post as new ambassador for the Republic of

Korea. He replaces Kim Choong-soo.

Recent speeches by Angel Gurria

Review of the Italian national civil protection system

4 May 2010

Remarks made during the presentation of the report to
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, Rome, Italy.

Innovation and green-growth for a job-rich recovery

28 April 2010
Remarks made during the meeting of Chancellor
Merkel with the Heads of International

Organisations, Berlin, Germany.

Climate change and competitiveness

22 April 2010
Remarks delivered at the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies, Global Energy and
Environment Initiative, Washington DC, USA.

The role of labour market and social policy in
promoting a job-rich recovery

20 April 2010
Remarks delivered at the meeting of the G20
Employment and Labour Ministers Meeting in
Washington DC, USA.

Haiti: Are we on course to build back better?

14 April 2010
Remarks delivered at the DAC Senior Level Meeting
International Panel Discussion, OECD Headquarters,
Paris, France.

The OECD and the G20 global governance
architecture: Promoting sustainable growth in the
new global context

7 April 2010

Introductory remarks delivered at Prague University,
Prague, Czech Republic.

Emerging from the crisis: Laying the foundations for
a balanced recovery in Germany

26 March 2010

Remarks made at the launch of the Economic Survey
of Germany 2010, Berlin, Germany.

The OECD, the World Economy and China

23 March 2010
Introductory remarks delivered at the Central Party
School of the Communist Party of China, Beijing, the
People's Republic of China.

Global Economic Outlook

20 March 2010

Remarks delivered at the China Development Forum/
Academic Summit, Beijing, the People's Republic of
China.

Greece-Moving ahead to address the challenges

15 March 2010
Remarks delivered at the Central Bank of Greece

discussion, Athens, Greece.
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Calendar of forthcoming events
Please note that many of the OECD meetings mentioned are not open to the public or the media and are listed as a

guide only. All meetings are in Paris unless otherwise stated. For a more comprehensive list, see the OECD website at
www.oecd.org/media/upcomingwhich is updated weekly.

MAY

25 Cities and Green Growth, meetings for mayors
and ministers, presided by OECD secretary-

general.

25-26 Brussels Economic Forum: Strategies for
a Post-Crisis World: Enhancing European

growth. OECD participation. Brussels, Belgium.

26-27 Annual OECD Forum: Road to Recovery:

Innovation, Jobs & Clean Growth. OECD

Economic Outlook is presented on 26
May, press conference. Publication of OECD
Factbook, 2010.

26-28 Transport and Innovation: Unleashing
the Potential, ministerial meeting of
the International Transport Forum, organised

under the presidency of Canada. Leipzig,
Germany.

27-28 OECD Council meets at ministerial level. News

conferences. Publication of OECD Economic

Outlook.

27-28 African Economic Outlook 2010, official launch

during the annual meetings of the African
Development Bank. Abidjan, Ivory Coast.

2-4 Fighting Poverty through Better Quality
Public Services: Sharing experiences
between Latin American countries and

OECD countries, workshop organised

by the Public Governance and Territorial
Development Directorate with the Mexican
authorities. Mexico City, Mexico.

4-5 G20 finance ministers meet. Participation of

OECD secretary-general. Seoul, Korea.

6-7 World Economic Forum on East Asia. Ho Chi

Minh City, Vietnam.

7-10 Agriculture and Climate Change: Towards a
Low Carbon Future, workshop organised by
the Directorate for Trade and Agriculture.

30-1/6 Global Redesign Summit on the Future of
International Co-operation and Governance,

with participation of the OECD, organised by
the World Economic Forum. Doha, Qatar.

JUNE

1-2 Terrorism Risk Assurance, conference

organised under the aegis of the OECD
International Network on the Financial

Management of Large-Scale Catastrophes, in
association with the Australian Reinsurance

Pool Corporation.

7-1 0 International Economic Forum of the

Americas, Innovating to Succeed in a New
Global Market. Participation of the secretary-

general. Montreal, Canada.

9 Financial Literacy: Improving Financial

Education Efficiency, symposium organised by
the OECD and the Bank of Italy. Rome, Italy.

9-10 Entrepreneurship and Employment Creation
of Immigrants in OECD Countries, conference
organised by the Directorate for Employment,
Labour and Social Affairs and the Swedish

and Turkish authorities, with the Dutch-Turkish

business association HOTIAD.

9-11 Local Strategies for Greening Jobs and Skills,
capacity-building seminar for those involved in
designing and putting in place local strategies
to respond to climate change challenges,

organised by the OECD Local Economic and
Employment Development Programme (LEED)
Trento Centre. Trento, Italy.

10-11 The Economics of Adapting Fisheries to

Climate Change, workshop organised by the
Directorate for Trade and Agriculture. Busan,
Korea.

17-18 E-procurement and Integrity, seminar

organised by the MENA-OECD Governance
Initiative Working Group 1 on Civil Service
and Integrity and MENA-OECD Governance
Initiative Working Group II on E-govemment

and Administrative Simplification. Rome, Italy.

21-23

Measuring Unemployment and Exclusion
from the Labour Market, workshop organised
by the OECD Local Economic and Employment
Development (LEED) Programme within the
Framework for Information Exchange in Local
Development project.

25-27 G8 and G20 Leaders Summit, with

participation of deputy secretary-general Pier
Carlo Padoan. Toronto, Canada.

JULY

3-5 Implementation of National Strategies in

Fighting Against Corruption, meeting of the
Arab Administrative Development Organization,

jointly organised with the MENA-OECD
Governance Initiative. Cairo, Egypt.

11-15 Transport Research Society, world
conference with participation of the
OECD International Transport Forum. Lisbon.
Portugal.

Latin American Corporations and the Fight

against Foreign Bribery, conference organised
by the Directorate for Financial and Enterprise
Affairs in the framework of the OECD-Latin

America Anti-Corruption Programme. Sao
Paolo, Brazil.

Frankie.org by stiK
The boss thinks innovation is the key,
more investment in R&D to improve

productivity, even in a crisis!



A new digital divide?

BOOKS

According to European Union data,

around 20% of jobs in Europe are either
in the information and communication

technology sector or require skills in that
field. How prepared are today's students
for living and working in a digital world?
The OECD's New Millennium Learners

project explores what drives students to

use computers, and how computer use
affects education performance. Its study,
Are the New Millennium Learners Making
the Grade"? Technology Use and Educational
Performance in PISA, shows that there is

not a simple correlation between using
computers and doing well in school. Rather,

there is evidence of a second "digital divide"
emerging-not between students who do and

don't have computers, but between those
students who have the skills to benefit from

computer use and those who don't.

The study finds that students' performance
in the Programme for International Student

Assessment (PISA) surveys improves with
the length of time students have used a

computer. Although the data do not prove
a causal connection between familiarity
with computers and performance, they
show that better-performing students are
more familiar with computers. Interestingly,
however, frequency of computer use at
home makes more of a difference in

performance on the PISA tests than

frequency of computer use at school.
Internet chatting, searching the web for
information, even playing online games
builds confidence in using computers, but
more skills are needed to take full advantage
of a technology-rich world.

Are the New Millennium Learners Making
the Grade? makes the point that computer
use amplifies a student's academic skills

and competencies, all ofwhich are closely
related to the student's economic, social

and cultural background. And therein lie
the origins of the second digital divide.
Policymakers must emphasise the role of
schools in bridging this divide. The in-school
student-to-computer ratio in the OECD

area, now an average of 5 to 1, must be
improved, and teachers must be trained to

provide guidance in how to use information

and communication technologies critically
and responsibly. No student should leave

compulsory education before mastering at
least some of these skills.

ISBN 978-92-64-01773-3

Are the New Millennium

Learners Making
the Grade?

All about aid

The best intentions in the world will not be

enough to undo the damage done by the
global economic crisis to the hopes of fully
achieving the Millennium Development
Goals by 2015. With just five years left to
that target date, the 2010 edition of the

OECD's Development Co-operation Report
alerts readers to the probable shortfalls
in aid expected in 2010, as compared
with commitments made in 2005 at the
Gleneagles G8 and UN Millennium +5
summits. Since the report was published,
new OECD data estimate a shortfall of

$18 billion in 2010 compared with the
2005 pledges, largely because of reductions
in gross national income among donor
countries. Africa will be most affected,

because some European donors who give
large shares of their official development
assistance to that continent will not meet

their ambitious targets.

The report provides detailed statistics

on 2007-08 bilateral and multilateral
development aid from members of the

OECD Development Assistance Committee
(DAC), and from selected countries and

organisations that are not members of
DAC, and on where that aid went. It also

addresses a few pointed questions that
have been raised both inside and outside

the development community: Does
development aid have an impact? How can
it spur sustainable growth and foster more
self-reliance among poor countries? How
much aid money is squandered by corrupt
governments?

Aid effectiveness is not just about numbers,

it's also about where and how the money
is spent, the report says. It discusses
the importance of aid for trade and

incorporating policies to adapt to climate

change in all projects and national strategies.
It also focuses on policies for the world's
most fragile states-some 48 countries,
plagued by violent conflict and poor
governance, abject poverty and high child
mortality rates.

ISBN 978-92-64-07987-8

M
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New OECD publications Now available on www.sourceoecd.orc

From Crisis to Recovery

explains in layman's

terms how a global build

up of liquidity, coupled

with poor regulation,

created a financial crisis

that quickly began to

make itself felt in the

real economy, destroying businesses and raising

unemployment to its highest levels in decades.

2010, Issue l presents

the OECD's latest

economic projections

until the end of 2011,

tracking the economic

recovery. This issue

includes an analysis of

the jobs crisis.

Management of Water

Resources in Agriculture

calls on policymakers

to recognise the issues

at stake in water

resource management

in agriculture and gives

them the tools to do so, offering a wealth of

information on recent trends and the outlook for

water resource use in agriculture.

Publications listed on these pages are available

at subscribing institutions via our online library,

SourceOECD, at the URLs indicated. If your

institution is not a subscriber, ask your librarian

to subscribe today! These publications are also

available through the OECD Online Bookshop at

www.oecd.org/bookshop

ECONOMICS

From Crisis to Recovery: The Causes, Course

and Consequences of the Great Recession
26 May 2010, 140 pages, $19 £10 ¥2 000

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264069114

www.oecd .org/bookshop?97892640691 1 4

« See left

OECD Economic Outlook 2010, Issue 1

26 May 2010, 300 pages, $125 £77 ¥13 600

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264085213

www/oecd.org/bookshop?9789264085213

« See left

OECD Economic Surveys: Czech Republic 2010

I Apr 2010, 160 pages, $75 £45 ¥8100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264082946

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264082946

OECD Economic Surveys: Finland 2010
31 Mar 2010, 127 pages, $75 £45 ¥8100

wwwSourceOECD.org/9789264077317

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077317

OECD Economic Surveys: Germany 2010

24 Mar 2010, 154 pages, $75 £45 ¥8100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083110

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083110

OECD Economic Surveys: Norway 2010

II Mar 2010, 149 pages, $75 £45 ¥8 100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264077126

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077126

OECD Economic Surveys: Poland 2010

30 Mar 2010, 151 pages. $75 £45 ¥8100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083080

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083080

AGRICULTURE

OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2010
15 May 2010. 233 pages, $46 £29 ¥4 300

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083769

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083769

Agricultural Policies in OECD Countries 2010:
At a Glance

15 May 2010, 147 pages, $33 £21 ¥3100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083790

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083790

Sustainable Management of Water Resources

in Agriculture
17 Mar 2010, 122 pages, $37 £24 ¥3 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083455

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083455

« See left

Fisheries: While Stocks Last?

OECD Insights Series

16 Apr 2010, 101 pages, $19 £10 ¥2 000

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264077379

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077379

Review of Fisheries in OECD Countries 2009:

Policies and Summary Statistics

12 Apr 2010. 300 pages, $121 £76 ¥11200

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264079748

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264079748

Globalisation in Fisheries and Aquaculture:

Opportunities and Challenges
22 Mar 2010, 175 pages, $54 £34 ¥5 000

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264074323

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264074323

DEVELOPMENT

Development Co-operation Report 2010
1 Apr 2010, 250 pages, $128 £80 ¥11 800

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264079878

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264079878

EDUCATION

Recognising Non-Formal and Informal
Learning: Outcomes, Policies and Practices
9 Apr 2010, 91 pages, $39 £25 ¥3 600

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264063846

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264063846

Are the New Millennium Learners Making

the Grade? Technology Use and Educational
Performance in PISA 2006

14 Apr 2010, 215 pages, $40 £25 ¥3 700

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264017733

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264017733
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EDUCATION cont'd ENVIRONMENT

Pathways to Success: How Knowledge and
Skills at Age 15 Shape Future Lives in Canada
PISA Series

26 Mar 2010, 130 pages, $42 £27 ¥3 900

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264077492

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077492

Reviews of National Policies for Education:

Higher Education in Egypt 2010

17 Mar 2010, 310 pages, $70 £45 ¥6 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264077232

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077232

Educating Teachers for Diversity: Meeting
the Challenge

19 Mar 2010, 318 pages, $47 £29 ¥4 300

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264079724

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264079724

Pricing Water Resources and Water and
Sanitation Services

17 Mar 2010, 108 pages, $35 £22 ¥3200

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083462

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083462

See right»

Innovative Financing Mechanisms for the
Water Sector

17 Mar 2010, 145 pages, $58 £37 ¥5 400

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083653

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083653

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews:

Greece 2009

15 Mar 2010, 295 pages, $60 £38 ¥5 600

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264060838

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264060838

^

C.JS_

rojected Costs of

enerating Electricity
"~ts the latest data

le on projected

costs of generating
electricity for a variety of

fuels and technologies.

Pricing Water Resources

and Water and

Sanitation Services

compiles reliable and

comparable data on

pricing water and

on water supply and

sanitation services across

OECD countries.

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs for Youth: Greece 2010

24 Mar 2010, 188 pages, $40 £26 ¥3 700

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264082083

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264082083

OECD Reviews of Labour Market and Social

Policies: Estonia 2010

15 Apr 2010, 124 pages, $33 £21 ¥3100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264082113

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264082113

ENERGY

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews:

Luxembourg 2010
31 Mar 2010, 212 pages, $60 £38 ¥5 600

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264077270

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077270

FINANCE AND INVESTMENT

Investment Reform Index 2010: Monitoring
Policies and Institutions for Direct Investment

in South-East Europe

7 Apr 2010, 323 pages, $137 £88 ¥12 700

www.Source0ECD.org/9789264079571

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264079571

Post-Public

Employment: Good

Practices for Preven ting
Conflict ofInterest

presents a series of

principles and a good

practice framework which

will serve as a point of

reference for policy-makers to modernize post-
public employment policies.

Projected Costs of Generating Electricity 2010
23 Mar 2010. 218 pages, $98 £63 ¥9 100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264084308

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264084308

See right»

Energy Policies of IEA Countries: Belgium
2009

4 May 2010, 170 pages, $101 £63 ¥9 300

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264060395

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264060395

GOVERNANCE

Post-Public Employment: Good Practices for

Preventing Conflict of Interest

16 Apr 2010, 100 pages, $30 £20 ¥3 000

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264056695

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264056695

See right»

Dedicated Public-Private Partnership Units
17 Mar 2010, 121 pages, $33 £21 ¥3100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264006515

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264006515

Strategies to Improve Rural Service Delivery
9 Apr 2010, 124 pages, $35 £22 ¥3 200

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083950

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083950
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Following the economic

crisis, this new series

on Better Regulation

I in Europe, prepared

with the support of the

European Commission,

explores how better

regulation policy can

improve countries' economic and social welfare

prospects, underpin sustained growth and

strengthen their resilience.

This comprehensive

report shows that

well-timed and

targeted innovation

can boost productivity,

I increase economic
1 growthandhelpsolve

1 societal problems. It

presents the OECD Innovation Strategy, a set

of principles for fostering innovation by people,

firms and governments.

OECD Factbook

2010 presents the

latest available data

concerning most of the

topics covered by the

OECD. This edition's

special feature covers

data related to the

economic crisis and the recovery. It is available in

book form, online (www.oecdilibrary.org/factbook),

on a USB flash memory key, and as an iPhone/

Smartphoneapp.

TIM OeCO Innov.lHKi

W0 S \ ^4P*

jhIui.^i»!

New Series:

« See left

Better Regulation in Europe:

United Kingdom 2010
9 Apr 2010, 173 pages, $42 £27 ¥3 900

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264084483

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264084483

Better Regulation in Europe: Denmark 2010
9 Apr 2010, 141 pages, $42 £27 ¥3 900

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264084506

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264084506

Better Regulation in Europe: Netherlands 2010
9 Apr 2010, 147 pages, $42 £27 ¥3 900

www.Source0ECD.org/9789264084513

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264084513

Better Regulation in Europe: Portugal 2010
9 Apr 2010, 125 pages. $42 £27 ¥3 900

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264084520

www,oecd.org/bookshop?9789264084520

SCIENCE AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Structural and Demographic Business
Statistics 2009

12 Apr 2010, 403 pages, $121 £76 ¥11200

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264072879

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264072879

NUCLEAR ENERGY

Towards Transparent, Proportionate and
Deliverable Regulation for Geological Disposal
11 Mar 2010, 197 pages, $91 £58 ¥8 400

www.Source0ECD.org/9789264060920

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264060920

Partnering for Long-Term Management of
Radioactive Waste: Evolution and Current

Practice in Thirteen Countries

8 Apr 2010, 136 pages, $63 £40 ¥5 800

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264083691

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083691

The OECD innovation Strategy: Getting a Head
Start on Tomorrow

May 2010, 216 pages, $92, £59, ¥8 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264084704

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264084704

« See left

TRANSPORTATION

Integration and Competition between
Transport and Logistics Businesses
ITF Round Tables

19 Mar 2010. 184 pages, $91 £58 ¥6 400

www.SourceOECD.org/9789282102596

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789282102596

ALL THEMES

OECD Factbook 2010

26 May 2010. 300 pages, . $70 £45 ¥6 500

www.oecdilibrary.org/factbook

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264083561

« See left

FORTHCOMING

African Central Government Debt 2010

Closing the Gap for Immigrant Students

Innovation Strategy Deliverables: A Statistical

Compendium

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews:

Ireland 2010

OECD Investment Policy Reviews: Morocco 2010

OECD Reviews of Regulatory Reform: Risk and

Regulatory Policy

OECD Territorial Reviews: Sweden

Organising Local Economic Development: The

Role of Development Agencies and Companies

Report on the Attribution of Profits to Permanent
Establishments

SMEs, Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Taxing Wages 2009

LATEST OECD POLICY BRIEFS

OECD economic surveys: Poland, Finland, Czech

Republic, Germany, Norway, Australia, Hungary,

China, Chile, Israel, Switzerland

International Migration of Health Workers

Latin America in 2010: Migration Policies for

Development
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Focus on innovation

HIGHLIGHTS

Measuring Innovation
A NEW PERSPECTIVE

OFX.D Innovation Strategy!

This comprehensive report shows that well-timed and targeted innovation can boost
productivity, increase economic growth and help solve societal problems. It presents the
OECD Innovation Strategy, a set ofprinciples for fostering innovation by people, firms and
governments. The book opens with a review of the policy challenge innovation poses and
the current status of innovation as a policy issue. It shows how innovation is changing and
where and how it is occurring. It then looks at empowering people to innovate and unleashing
innovation in firms. It examines the process ofcreating and applying knowledge and how
innovation can be applied to global and social problems. It explores how innovation can be

better governed and measured. It closes by explaining how the OECD Innovation Strategy can
be implemented and monitored.

May 2010, ioo pages, $46 £29 ¥4 200

vww.oecd.org/bookshop?9789264059467

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264059467

Analytical Reports

Eco-lnnovation in Industry: Enabling
Green Growth

27 Jan 2010, 279 pages, $60 £38 ¥5 600

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264077218

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264077218

OECD Science, Technology and Industry
Scoreboard 2009

22 Jan 2010, 146 pages, $87 £55 ¥8100

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264063716

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264063716

Innovation and Growth: Chasing a
Moving Frontier

18 Dec 2009, 266 pages, $67 £42 ¥6 200

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264073968

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264073968

Innovation in Firms: A Macroeconomic

Perspective

14 Dec 2009, 220 pages, $49 £27 ¥5200

www.Source0ECD.org/9789264056206

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264056206

Innovation in the Software Sector

8 Dec 2009. 189 pages, $47 £29 ¥4 300

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264063617

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264063617

Pharmacogenetics: Opportunities and
Challenges for Health Innovation
7 Dec 2009, 135 pages, $32 £20 ¥3 000

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264076792

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264076792

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy

OECD Reviews of Regional Innovation:
Catalonia

3 June 2010, 272 pages, $70 £45 ¥6 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264082045

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264082045

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Mexico
9 Dec 2009, 220 pages, $54 £34 ¥5 000

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264075979

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264075979

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Korea
31 Jul 2009. 268 pages. $67 £42 ¥6 200

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264067226

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264067226

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Hungary
22 Oct 2008, 232 pages, $49 £31 ¥4 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264054042

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264054042

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: China
29 Aug 2008. 650 pages, $126 £81 ¥11700

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264039810

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264039810

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Norway
18 Jul 2008, 215 pages, $49 £31 ¥4 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264043732

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264043732

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Chile
23 Nov 2007, 222 pages, $49 £31 ¥4500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264037519

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264037519

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy:
South Africa

24 Sep 2007, 258 pages, $49 £31 ¥4 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264038233

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264038233

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy:
New Zealand

18 Sep 2007, 244 pages, $49 £31 ¥4 500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264037601

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264037601

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy:
Luxembourg
31 May 2007, 162 pages, $49 £31 ¥4500

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264010253

www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264010253

Also Available: Switzerland 2006
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Net losses

In 2004, net exports offish reeled in more
than $20 billion to developing countries-

nearly four times more than coffee exports
and nearly ten times more than tea exports.
According to the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), that same year, fish
provided more than 2.6 billion people
around the world with at least 20% of their

average per capita animal protein intake. As
Globalisation in Fisheries and Aquaculture:

Opportunities and Challenges makes clear,
only through international co-operation will
these vast and crucial industries be saved

from their own success.

Given that in 2005, according to the
FAO, about half of all fish stocks were

fully exploited or close to their maximum
sustainable limits, and another quarter

were overexploited, depleted or recovering
from depletion, a key policy objective for
international fisheries is to ensure that

stocks are sustainable. Developing and

developed countries need to reassess

domestic fisheries management and the
development needs of the fisheries sector
while strengthening fisheries governance.
As a start, policymakers should eliminate
fleet overcapacity and reduce subsidies for
fleet operations. They should also provide
development assistance and capacity-
building, particularly for poorer countries.

Gbbalisation in Fisheries and Aquaculture
examines the entire value chain of fisheries-

from capture or farming, which itself
produced 66.7 million tonnes offish in 2006,
worth an estimated $86 billion, through

processing and retailing. It addresses some
of the concerns raised about aquaculture,

specifically the potential detrimental effects
fish farming might have on the environment
(see also "Aquaculture: A catch for all?" in
OECD Observer No 278 and at
www.oecdobserver.org). It also suggests
policies to ensure that fish stocks are
better protected and fish harvesting
better managed, urges compliance with

international regulations already in place
and the development of new standards
as needed. In short, better international

fisheries management can result in a cleaner
and fairer industry.
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Policy innovations
Anyone who doubts that policy can spur

innovation should look at the Kyoto Protocol.

After it was adopted in 1997, the number

ofpatents for certain technologies used to

mitigate climate change climbed worldwide. In
fact, just six years later, the number ofpatents

on wind technologies had grown more than
five-fold, and those on solar photovoltaic and

hydro/marine technologies had more than
doubled. The number ofnew patents for other

climate change mitigation technologies, such

as carbon capture, biofuels and geothermal

energy also rose, though at a rate that was not
much faster than the increase for patents in

general over the same period.

The surge in new patents tapers offfor most
climate change mitigation technologies later on

(our graph), perhaps in part reflecting the onset
of recession. However, it is most likely due

to usual time lags associated with filing and

processing patent applications. Nevertheless, if
Kyoto is a reference, then a new international

agreement on climate change would reduce the

uncertainty innovators hate, and hopefully give
fresh impetus to new innovations and solutions

in green technologies.

In the meantime, government policy

could help more, as the OECD Innovation

Strategy 2010 underlines, by ensuring the
basis for innovation is in place in areas such

as research spending, entrepreneurship

incentives, technology infrastructure in
broadband, for instance. Another solution

would be to boost demand for these innovative

products themselves by engaging in greener

procurement.

OECD (forthcoming), The OECD Innovation
Strategy-Measuring and Monitoring Innovation,
Paris.

See www.oecd.org/environment/innovation

Patently obvious
Climate change mitigation technology trends post-Kyoto; patent

counts worldwide, 3-year moving average, indexed on 1997=1.0,

Kyoto Protocol Annex I ratification countries

-ft --y..::.

| Solar
photovoltaic

1995 2000

CO,capture H Geothermal

Solar thermal | Wind

Hydro/

Marine

Source: The OECD Innovation Strategy-Measuring

and Monitoring Innovation, forthcoming

Aid pressures
With the crisis still unfolding, can
governments meet their agreed

development aid targets? Total net
official development assistance (ODA)
from donor countries in the OECD

Development Assistance Committee

came to $119.6 billion in 2009, which is
a real increase of 0.7% from 2008. If debt

forgiveness is excluded, the real increase
jumps to 6.8%. In fact, development aid

rose by some 30% in real terms between

2004 and 2009, and continued to grow

during the crisis, unlike other financial
flows to developing countries, which have
fallen sharply. Nonetheless, more aid
effort is needed.

One reason is mounting pressure to

meet the 2015 deadline for fulfilling
the internationally-agreed Millenium
Development Goals, covering the likes

of poverty, mortality, gender, education
and the environment. It was to help reach

these goals that donors made specific
promises to increase their aid at the G8
Gleneagles and Millenium +5 summits

in 2005. The pledges they made at these

summits implied increasing ODA by
$50 billion between 2004 and 2010. Half
of that was earmarked for Africa. That

was before the recession. Although most
donors will meet the targets they set for

2010, others have postponed or reduced

their pledges, so overall targets will not
be met. Africa is now likely to receive

about $11 billion of the increase envisaged
in 2005 and is thus most affected by the
shortfall.

See www.oecd.org/dac and

www.oecd.org/dac/mdg

Aid ratios

Official development assistance as a % of GNI

Source: OECD International Development Statistics
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jgfl
Australia Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

~
Austria Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

II
Belgium Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

l+l
Canada Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

^
Czech

Republic

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Denmark Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

+-
Finland Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

II
France Gross domestic product

Leading indicatcr

Consumer price index

Germany Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

Greece Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Hungary

ill
Iceland Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

I I
Ireland Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

II
Italy Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Japan Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Korea Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

zzi
tuxembourg Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

II
Mexico Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Netherlands Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

HI
New Zealand Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index
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Current balance

Unemployment rate
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Feb. 10
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Current balance
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Current balance
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Current balance
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Feb. 10
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5.4
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0.3
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Current balance

Unemployment rate
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-1.4
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Unemployment rate
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Q4 09

Feb. 10

Mar. 10

0.2

-0.2

0.3

6.1
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2.3

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Q4 09

Feb. 10

Mar. 10

-0.2

0.7

0.6

1.4

14.2
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Current balance

Unemplpyment rate
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Q4 09

Feb. 10

Mar. 10

2.0

0.5

0.7

-2.4

12.0

5.0

Current balance

Unemployment rate
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Feb. 10

Mar. 10

0.2

0.6

1.2

-2.6
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1.0

Current balance
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Feb. 10
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0.8

0.1
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0.9
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level:

current same period

period last year

Q4 09 -15.86 -5.11

Feb. 10 5.3 5.3

Feb. 10 4.16 3.16

Q3 09 2.53 4.62

Feb. 10 5.0 4.4

Q4 09 2.62 -4.32

Feb. 10 8.0 7.7

Q4 09 -9.25 -6.40

Feb. 10 8.2 8.0

Mar. 10 0.39 1.06

04 09 058 -1.04

Feb. 10 79 5.6

Mar. 10 1.43 2,49

04 09 4.01 1.65

Feb. 10 7.5 4.7

Mar. 10 0.76 2.56

Dec. 09 0.25 0.56

Feb. 10 90 7.4

Jan. 10 -4.84 -6.01

Feb. 10 10.1 8.9

Q4 09 63.19 46.83

Feb. 10 75 7.3

Jan. 10 -4.35 -3.41

Dec 09 10.2 7.9

Q4 09 0.86 -3.03

Feb. 10 11.0 9.3

Feb. 10 5.64 9.60

Q4 09 -0.04 0.06

Q4 09 7.8 4.6

Mar. 10 8.13 17.17

Q4 09 -0.90 -1,03

Feb. 10 13.2 10.2

Dec. 09 -1.78 -10.72

Feb. 10 8.5 73

Dec. 09 12,24 6.49

Feb. 10 4.9 4.4

Mar. 10 0,17 0.47

Feb. 10 0.65 3.99

Feb. 10 4.4 3.5

Mar. 10 2.83 2.45

Q4 09 0.48 0.31

Feb. 10 5.5 5.4

Q4 09 0.77 -5.36

Feb. 10 5.2 5.1

Mar. 10 4,64 7,22

Q4 09 15.26 5.59

Feb. 10 4.0 2.8

Q4 09 -2,26 -1.98

Q4 09 7.2 4.7

Mar. 10 2.67 3.24
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% change from:

previous previous

period year

level:

Norway

Poland

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

m

Portugal

'Slovak

Republic

Spain

Sweden
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Turkey

9
United

Kingdom

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

' Russian Gross domestic product
Federation Leading indicator

Consumer price index

United

States

Euro area

2 Brazil

-China

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q409

Feb. 10

Mar. 10
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Feb. 10

Feb. 10
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Feb. 10
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Feb. 10

Feb. 10
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Feb. 10

Feb. 10
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Feb. 10

Feb. 10
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Feb. 10

Feb. 10

Q4 09

Feb. 10

Feb. 10

Feb. 10
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0.1
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0.5

0,2

0.7

0.8

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.4

1.4
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0.0

0,5

0,3

1.0

0.5

2.0

0.3

0.8

0.0

1.6

-1.2 Current balance

1.7 Unemployment rate
3.4 Interest rate

2.8

4.6

3,1

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

04 09

Feb. 10

Feb. 10

-0.2

1.0

0.1

-1.0

11.4

0,2

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

04 09

Feb. 10

Feb. 10

2,0

0.4

0.0

-3.5

21.3

0.4

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator
Consumer price index

Q4 09

Feb. 10

Feb. 10

-0.1

0.5

-0.2

-3.1

10.7

0.8

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q409

Feb. 10

Feb. 10

-0.6

1,3

0.6

-1.5

10.6

1.2

0.0

13.0

1.4

Q4 09 2.0 4.1

Feb, 10 1.1 14.3

Feb, 10 1.4 10.1

-3.1

11.8

3,0

0.1

12.2

2.1

-2.2

12.5

2 India Gross domestic product Q4 09 0.5 6.2

Leading indicator Feb. 10 0.4 6.6

Consumer price index Feb. 10 -1.2 14.9

onesia Gross domestic product Q409 1.5 5.4

Leading indicator Feb. 10 0.2 12,2

Consumer price index Mar. 10 -0.2 3.4

South Gross domestic product 04 09 0.8 -1,6

Africa Leading indicator Feb. 10 0.6 6.8

Consumer price index Feb. 10 0.5 5.4

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

-9.2 Current balance

15.6 Unemployment rate
7.2 Interest rate

4.3 Current balance

15.0 Unemplpyment rate
4.8 Interest rate

Current balance

6.6 Unemplpyment rate
1.5 Interest rate

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Gross Domestic Product: Volume series; seasonally adjusted. Leading Indicators: A composite

indicatcr based on other indicators of economic activity, which signals cyclical movements in

industrial production from six to nine months in advance. Consumer Price Index: Measures

changes in average retail prices of a fixed basket of goods and services. Current Balance:

Billion US$; seasonally adjusted. Unemployment Rate: % of civilian labour force, standardised

unemployment rate; national definitions for Iceland, Mexico and Turkey; seasonally adjusted apart
from Turkey. Interest Rate: Three months; 'refers to Euro area.

Current balance

Unemployment rate
Interest rate

Current balance

Unemplpyment rate
Interest rate

available

'Accession candidate to OECD

2 Enhanced engagement programme

Source: Main Economic Indicators, April 2010

current same period

period last year

Q309 13.47 20.97

Jan. 10 3.3 3.0

Mar.10 2.30 3.17

Nov. 09 -2.05 -2.04

Feb. 10 9.0 7.7

Mar, 10 4.10 4,17

Jan. 10 -1.98 -2.34

Feb. 10 10.3 8.8

Q3 09 0.18 -1,59

Feb. 10 14.2 10,1

Dec. 09 1.16 -4,27

Feb. 10 19.0 16,7

Q4 09 5.63 8.79

Feb. 10 9.0 7.7

Mar, 10 0.23 0.40

Q4 09 12.47 5.50

Q4 09 4.6 3.7

Mar. 10 0.25 0.40

Q4 09 -4,18 -5.71

Dec 09 11.7 11.7

Apr. 08 16.65 17,86

Q4 09 -2.75 -10.78

Dec. 09 7.7 6.5

Mar. 10 0,60 1.83

Q4 09 -115.59 -154.88

Mar. 10 9,7 8.6

Mar. 10 0.23 1.07

Jan. 10 -11.56 -21.00

Feb. 10 10,0 8.8

Mar. 10 0,65 1.64

Q4 09 19.95 12.29

Jan, 10 7.17 27.83

Q109 -3.06 -8.38

Dec. 09

Q2 09

03 09

Feb. 10

Q109

Mar. 10

1.86 1.90

-5.81 -9.02

2.23 -0.50

7.07 11.13

3,88 -6.20

6.95 8.62
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Housing bust

House prices in many OECD countries rose
for more than a decade from the mid-

i9Ç)os-an unusually long and steep climb.
Previously, booms typically lasted for about

six years and house prices rose by about

45%; by contrast, the recent boom went on

for twice as long and prices increased by an
average of 120%.

The recession ended all that, causing house

prices to decline in many countries. In the
US, prices had already begun to fall before
the recession and much earlier than in

other OECD countries, led by the sub-prime

crisis: compare the first quarter of 2006
with 2008. Indeed, that US fall, which

undermined the value of products like

mortgage-backed securities, helped trigger
the financial crisis.

Overall, US housing prices fell by about

30% up to mid-2009. They appear to have
recovered somewhat since then, although,

as The New York Times reports, it will be

some time before it becomes clear if they've
stabilised. Several other OECD countries

also saw big falls, including Spain and the
UK, which has since had a sharp rebound.

Exceptions? Prices in Australia quickly
recovered from a recessionary dip, while

Germany's property market largely avoided
both the boom and the bust.

A word of caution: international

comparisons of house prices are hard to
compile. There may be big variations

among countries in how data is collected,
and the data may focus on city prices, or

cover only certain types of houses.

See www.oecd.org/eco

Housing prices
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Lost generation?

Unemployment has risen sharply during
the recession, and young people have been

particularly hard hit. Even in good times,
unemployment among i5-to-24-year-olds
can be two to three times that of adults, but

youth unemployment has increased much

more rapidly during the crisis. In Germany,
which has a successful apprenticeship

programme, young people are now one and
half times more likely to be unemployed

than prime age workers, while in Sweden

their risk is four times greater.

There are now nearly 15 million

unemployed young people in the OECD
area, about four million more than at the

end of 2007. In countries like France and

Italy, about one youth in four in the labour

market is unemployed, while in Spain the

level rises to more than 40%.

There are several reasons for this. Young

people are more likely to be on temporary
contracts and so are often the first to

go if companies cut staff. Less skilled
young people tend to work in sectors like

Youth unemployment risk

Ratio between the jobless rates for 15 to 24 year olds and others,

country comparison, men and women. 2009, Q4 In 1

Equal Risk

1111] B

III

Source: International tabour Force Surveys

construction that have been badly hit by

the crisis. People who are unemployed for

long periods in their teens and 20s face
a lifelong risk of joblessness and reduced

earnings. This "scarring" from being out of
the workforce means less work experience
and can lead to a loss of skills. There is now

a very real concern that the recession will
produce a "lost generation" of young people
with slimmer long-term job prospects.

"Rising youth unemployment during the
crisis", OECD Social, Employment and

Migration papers, No 106, April 2010.
See www.oecd.org/employment; see also

"Giving youth a hand" in OECD Observer No

274, October 2009, and at

www.oecdobserver.org. For more, see

Factblog at www.oecd.org/
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It's making more than just headlines.
The Airbus A380 has made its name as the world's largest, greenest passenger aircraft. But the

big news is that the A380 is also making big profits for operators. Whether it's being used to reduce

the number of flights and create real cost savings while keeping similar capacity. Or to offer more

capacity with fewer take-off slots at a lower cost per seat than any other large aircraft. Either way,

passengers simply love it, and operators love the commercial advantages it brings. The A380's

benefits are in hard cash, not just headlines AirbUS A380. See the bigger picture.
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